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IT 1 Grammar focus:  Past Simple and Present Perfect 

A MEMORABLE DAY

1. Ask your partner….
• where they spent their summer holidays.
• if they had a day which was special in any way.

Dato 
My friend Vato is a guide and often accompanies foreign tourists to different parts 

of Georgia. This summer he had to accompany a group of ten middle-aged Dutch tour-
ists. They wanted to see some high mountains and go on a walking tour from Tusheti to 
Khevsureti. Vato asked me to go along with him. I gladly agreed because I thought this 
was a good chance for me to see more of the country and also to practise my English. 
The tour started in Tusheti, in the north-east. We hired some horses and packed ev-
erything we needed – tents, sleeping bags and food - for the long walk over the pass. 
This is usually a five-day trek at about 2,500 metres above sea level and the scenery is 
stunningly beautiful. Our memorable event happened on the third day. We were walk-
ing along a narrow path – one behind the other – when we suddenly discovered that 

Tamuna
I spent two weeks in Sarpi on the Black Sea coast. I was there with my parents and a 

younger brother, but I spent most of my time with some friends. We went to cafes, discos, 
concerts… that kind of thing. Near where we were, there was a cliff,  about 12 metres high. 
Children jump off this cliff into the sea and some of them even dive into the sea from the 
cliff! I told my friends I wanted to jump from the cliff as well. I swam regularly for about six 
years so I’m a pretty strong swimmer. My friends said they would watch how I did it. So one 
morning about six of us walked along the beach near the cliff. My friends stayed on the 
beach while I climbed up the cliff. Then I stood on the cliff-top and proudly looked down at 

2.  Now read what Dato, Tamuna and Rezo remember as the most memorable day of their summer holiday. 
Try to guess  the meaning of the underlined words and expressions from the context.   

Reading  

my ‘fans.’ I was a bit scared at first, but when I jumped off  I felt an extraordinary sensation of flying. I don’t know 
how long I spent under the water, but it was probably quite a long time because, when I swam up to the surface, 
my friends looked quite worried. They all clapped when they saw me appear and they told me I was a courageous 
person. I felt proud. This was something I will never forget.       

Rezo 
I spent summer in my village in west Georgia. The most interesting thing about my village is that there are 

several natural caves nearby. Most of them are small, but one is really very big. In fact the villagers call it the Big 
Cave. They say that the Big Cave stretches for several kilometers under the ground and that it has extraordinary 
sights and views inside. They even say that you can see some ancient wall paintings in it. I had never been to 

one of the tourists was missing. We spent almost all day looking for him. At last, just before nightfall, we found 
him, quite a long distance from our path. He had left the path to take a few photos and had lost his way. I think 
it was quite a ‘memorable’ day for him as well!

the cave before and decided to take the opportunity of visiting it. We made all the 
necessary preparations for the trip – we packed some food and filled up some wa-
ter bottles – and we started out very early in the morning and walked downhill for 
about three hours. Finally we saw the entrance to the cave, which was unusually 
low. When we went inside the view was really extraordinary. We were in a kind of 
very high and very spacious hall. Water was dripping down the stone walls, which 
were of unusual shapes and colours. I could never have imagined that it would be 
so cold and wet in the cave. We couldn’t go very far inside as the cave got darker, 
narrower and colder as we walked. But it was a truly memorable day.

4
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In a tourist camp

My friend Lynn and I arrived in a tourist camp on Friday evening. We wanted to spend the weekend out 
of the city and in the f r e s h (1) air. On Saturday morning we met the other ten members of our group, 

4. Out of the eight statements given below, two are false. Find and underline them.

1. dauviwyari dRe   a  m e m o r a b l e   d a y         
 
    3. sixaruliT daveTanxme      4. TvalismomWrelad lamazi  

5. saocari gancda           

           7. aucilebeli mosamzadebeli samuSaoebi   

7.  Read the text and fill the gaps with the words. Two words are extra. 

6.  Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The contexts in which they are used will help you. One
 example has been done for you.  Example: 1-c

 1.  It takes about  five days to cross this pass.   a. mamaci
 2.  The cliff was not high but it was unsafe.                       b. mowveTavda
 3.  The sportsman dived deep into the water.                     c. uReltexili
 4.  The audience clapped for half an hour.             d. gadaWimulia
 5.  My new house is quite spacious.    e. taSi daukra
 6.  Broadway stretches for several kilometers.    f.  gaSlili, farTo 
 7.  Water dripped from his forehead.     g. frialo klde
 8.  He was really courageous  to swim across the river.   h. TaviT gadmoxta, HayvinTa 

cliffs    
climb     
dive       

dripped     
foreign    
 fresh   

memorable   
 pass   

 stretches   
stunning  

 trek

  Who... Dato Tamuna      Rezo
1.  spent summer in the village?              V
2.  felt a bit scared?  
3.   walked for several days?  
4.  walked for three hours to reach the place?  
5.  made their friends worry?   
6.  saw something which surprised them?  
7. felt proud?
8. spent the summer in the north-east of Georgia?  

Vocabulary in Context

5.  Read the phrases. Then find their English equivalents in the texts above. Phrases are arranged according to the  
paragraphs. Note that some phrases are not underlined in the text. Compare your answers with your friend’s. 

   
1.  Dato wanted to practise his English.  True    
2.  The tourist was lost because he wanted to take some photos.       
3.  Tamuna spent most of her time with her friends. 
4.  The entrance to the cave was lower than they had expected.   
5.  The first story is told by a tourist guide.  
6.  There are several other caves near the village where the Big Cave is.
7. Tamuna felt disappointed.
8. The Dutch tourists had to walk for five days.  

2. saSualo asakis    

6. saocari adgilebi

3. Read the text again and answer the questions below. Tick the right box. 

5
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8.  Betty, a 16-year-old girl from Liverpool, is interviewed by Teen, the teenagers’ magazine, about her summer holidays. 
Listen to the interview and underline the phrases you hear. Out of six phrases given below you will hear only three. 

•   I  w e n t (1) to the seaside last summer, but I (2) …………………….................... (not/enjoy) it at all. The weather was terrible 
and I (3) …………….....………............... (fall) ill. But the worst thing of all was that I (4) ……………...………................. (lose) my passport 
and  all the money I (5) …………….....………........ (have). I (6) ……………......……….............. (not/be) back to that place since then.                
•   Peter (7) ………….....…………............... (spend)  the first few years of his life in the USA. His family (8) ……………….....……............... 
(move) to Canada when he (9) ………………….....…............... (be) five years old. Peter is fifteen now and he (10) 
……………….....……...............  (already/live) in Canada for ten years.

who were all ………………….……. (2) tourists. The plan was to ……………….………. (3) the mountain, cross a …………….…………. 
(4), see a big waterfall there, spend the night in tents and then get back to the camp by Saturday evening. 
We all knew that it would not be an easy trek as the pass ………………….……. (5) for fifteen kilometers through 
small hills and ……………….………. (6). In the camp there was another group of tourists who wanted to spend the 

10. Read the situations and put the verbs either in the Past Simple or the Present Perfect. 

Grammar: Past Simple and Present Perfect 
                                    
Look at the sentences:

•  Tamuna went to Sarpi in August. She spent two weeks there. 
•  She has just returned from Sarpi. She hasn’t started school again yet.

went and spent are Past simple of the verbs go and spend. has returned and hasn’t started are Present Perfect of 
the verbs return and start.

Past Simple is used for actions and events which happened in the past and have no connection to now. 
The following time indicators are used with the Past simple: last century/year/month/week, yesterday, a year/
month ago, in June/September/autumn… Questions which start with When are always asked in the Past simple.  

Present Perfect is used for actions and events which happened in the past but have certain connection 
to now. The following time indicators are used with the Present Perfect: just, already, never, for, since, this year/
month/week, yet (in questions and negative forms only), ever (in questions only).
Here are some more examples. Pay special attention to the time indicators:

•  I met him exactly one year ago. When did you last see him? Did you go out last night? (Past Simple) 
•  I’ve just had lunch.  Have you ever met him? We haven’t seen him yet. (Present Perfect)

Make these sentences affirmative, negative and interrogative. What are the rules? How many forms does an English 
verb have? How do regular and irregular verbs differ? What’s special about the verb to be?  Discuss these questions in 
small groups and then, share your answers with the whole class. 

  Yes  No
1. Betty went to Brighton with her family.   V
2. She enjoyed the hotel.   
3. The beach was clean and nice.  
4. The food in the hotel was awful.
5. She had lunch in a restaurant. 
6. She stayed in Brighton less than a week. 
7. She enjoyed her summer holidays.

9.  Listen to the interview again and tick the right answer. 

Listening

U
N

IT 1
weekend at the nearby lake. They wanted to fish and ………………….……. (7) there. The lake was surrounded by mountains, 
and everybody said the beauty of the scenery was …………….…………. (8). I am glad I joined the first group. We spent two 
…………….…………. (9) days together and we had an unforgettable time.  

just two weeks      the south coast         sit somewhere  
covered in rubbish    address of a hotel          a whole week

6
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• A paragraph is a group of sentences about one main idea. This main idea is called a topic and the first sentence of a 
paragraph is called a topic sentence. I want to tell you about the most memorable day in my life… is the topic sentence 
of your paragraph.

Dear Martha,
 
So many things (1) h a v e  h a p p e n e d  since I last wrote to you.Last weekend I (2)  ………….....…………............... (go) to the Lakes with Sara and Margo. We (3)  
………….....…………................ (not/bathe) but we had a very nice time. We (4) ………….....…………............... 
(meet)  some school friends of ours. I met Chris! Do you remember him? When we were at school 
we (5) ………….....…………............... (go) to the tennis club together. He promised to call … There is 
some other news too.  I (6) ………….....…………............... (buy) a sports car. It’s red, the colour I (7)  
………….....…………............... (always/want) to have. And another thing - Sarah called me this morning and 
said her sister (8) ………….....…………............... (have) a second baby. They (9)  ………….....…………...............

(already/give) her a name. It’s Liza.
Will write more soon.Suzie

11. Read the letter and put the verbs in brackets in the Past Simple or Present Perfect. In some cases 
both are possible. 

13.  You are going to write a paragraph about the most memorable day in your life. Use some of the words and 
phrases  from the speaking exercise. Do not write more than 80 words. 

Start with:    

I want to tell you about the most memorable day in my life. This happened……….. 

Before writing your paragraph read the information given below carefully:

   What is a paragraph?

Be an editor:  When you finish writing your paragraph, check if you have followed the paragraph writing rules given 
above. If you have, put a tick after each rule. If you haven’t, rewrite your paragraph so that you follow the FOUR 
paragraph writing rules.

This happened in…  / felt happy/excited… /  it was an extraordinary sensation… / gladly agreed… / I will remember it …   / 
this made it special and memorable… 

Work with a par tner. 
Tell your partner about the most memorable day in your life. Say when and where it 

happened and why it was a special time for you. Give your 
partner as much information as possible. Speak for about 2 minutes. Then listen to 

your friend and remember what he/she says. 

   What are the rules of paragraph writing?
• Start with a clear topic sentence.     
• Begin each sentence with a capital letter.
• End each sentence with a full stop.
• Do not start each new sentence on a new line.

12. 

Use the phrases below: 

Now get ready to write  

Speaking  

1 U
N

IT
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1. What is the first problem Sandro wants to solve? To get along better with his parents .

2.  What is the second thing Sandro hates doing? ………….....…………................ 
3.  What is the last problem Sandro wants to solve? ………….....…………................ 
4.  What is the first skill Sandro wants to gain?  ………….....…………................ 
5.  What is the second thing Sandro wants to do?………….....…………................ 
6.  What is the last weakness Sandro wants to get rid of?………….....…………................ 
7.  What is the third thing Sandro likes doing?………….....…………................ 
8.  What is Sandro’s third strength? ………….....…………................  

Grammar focus: Infinitive and Gerund

 PROBLEMS I WANT TO SOLVE

1.  Have you ever thought about your strengths and weaknesses? Have you ever thought what your problems are and 
how to solve them? Take three minutes to discuss these questions in small groups of three or four.

    

my weaknesses…   my strengths…   my problems…   How do I solve them??? 

2. Now read what Sandro, a 16-year-old boy, writes about his problems, weaknesses, skills he wants to gain…. Then do  
    the tasks which follow. 

Problems I want to solve
    I need to get along better with my parents.
    I want to learn how to be more confident.
    I need to get better results in maths.

Weaknesses I want to get rid of 
    I wish I were more patient.
    I need to be more outgoing.
    I wish I spent less time in the street.

Things I want to do   
   I want to become a student of economics.
   I want to earn enough money to buy a small car.
   I’d love to go to England. 

Skills I want to gain
      I hope to learn main computer programmes.     
      I wish I knew how to drive.
      I want to learn how to play the guitar.

Things I like to do   
      Watching TV night shows.
      Reading  sports magazines.
      Chatting on the Internet.

Things I hate to do
      Getting up early.
      Watching soap operas*.
      Standing in queues. 

My strengths      
I know what I want to achieve.
I have a good sense of humour.
I can make khinkali. 

soap opera*: teleseriali

3. Read the texts again. Then write down short answers to the questions below. 

Reading  

8
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1. What is the first problem Sandro wants to solve? To get along better with his parents .

2.  What is the second thing Sandro hates doing? ………….....…………................ 
3.  What is the last problem Sandro wants to solve? ………….....…………................ 
4.  What is the first skill Sandro wants to gain?  ………….....…………................ 
5.  What is the second thing Sandro wants to do?………….....…………................ 
6.  What is the last weakness Sandro wants to get rid of?………….....…………................ 
7.  What is the third thing Sandro likes doing?………….....…………................ 
8.  What is Sandro’s third strength? ………….....…………................  

1. kompiuteruli programebi –  c o m p u t e r   p r o g r a m m e s.  
 
 2. Tavidan moSoreba …   3. unar-Hveva 
  4. Tavdajerebuli    5. sisuste 
6. rigSi dgoma   7. ZiriTadi 
  8. gadaWra (problemis)  9. layboba 
10. SeZena (codnis)  11. s iZl ie re  

chatting    
confident   

learn   
main    

moment 
mathematical     

skills  

company  
   computer    

design     
gain   
get    

solve   
weaknesses  

                                                                                                                          Yes     No

1.  Dima wanted to get a job in a car wash place.                                            V
2.  He was the only teenager at the car wash.  
3.  He wanted to be financially independent.  
4.  He does not have practical skills. 
5.  He spoke about his job to his father first. 
6.  He got a full time job.
7. For one hour of his work he will get four laris. 
8. His father liked the idea.

5. Read what Mike and Keti say about themselves and fill the gaps with the words given below. 
    There is one extra word in each box. 

7.  Listen to Dima’s story again. Then read the sentences and tick Yes or No. Correct the wrong statements. 

Vocabulary  in Context

4. Read the words and phrases below. Then try to find their exact English equivalents in the text  above.  

6.  Dima, a 16-year-old boy, is speaking about how he got his first job. Listen to his story and underline the phrases you  
     hear. You will hear only five of the seven phrases given below. 

   a part-time job         was pretty nervous         gain a skill         in the end           
    took it seriously          solve a problem       my own money

Keti:  At the moment I am learning Indesign – an up-to-date  c o m p u t e r 

(1) programme for designing books and magazines. When I know how to 

use the programme well, I hope I will be able to ………….....…………................  (2) 

the problem of finding a job. I know one publishing ………….....…………................ (3) 

which is looking for a designer, and I hope to ………….....…………................  (4) this 

job after my course. I think that not knowing how to use Indesign is one of 

my ………….....…………................  (5) but I am determined to ………….....…………................  
(6) this skill soon. 

Mike: I like going to evening classes. At the m o m e n t (1) I am learning how to 

use Excel, one of the …………....………................  (2) Microsoft programmes. The pro-

gramme is especially useful for putting statistical information in a graph or for 

making ………….....……................ (3) calculations. I feel much more  ………….....…...............  
(4) now as I have certainly gained some computer ……....…………................  (5), but 

there is one thing I can’t get rid of: I spend too much time…………................ (6) on 

the Internet.

Listening
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8.   Read the sentences and underline the correct choice. 

•   I wanted (1) t o  s p e a k  (speak) to her about her plans for the future, so we agreed (2) ………….....…………................ 

(meet) in the park and she promised (3) ………….....…………................ (be) there on time. We hadn’t seen each other for 

five years and I imagined not (4) ………….....…………................ (recognize) her. She came exactly on time. We enjoyed 

(5) ………….....…………...............(talk) and (6) ………….....…………................ (tell) each other about our lives. 

9.  Read the situations and put the verbs in the correct form: Infinitive or Gerund. 

1.  I agreed to play/playing her part in the play.

2. Have you ever considered to live/living in another country?

3. He forgot to lock/locking the door for the night. 

4. I can’t imagine anybody to be/being so stupid.

5. I hope to  become/becoming a famous writer in 10 years’ time. 

6. Have you finished to paint/painting the walls of my room?

7.  My sister needs to be/being more organized.

8. He can’t imagine himself to dance/dancing tango.

9.  She decided to study/studying Chinese or Japanese.

•  Stop (7)………….....…………................. (interrupt) me please. You can ask me questions when I finish (8)………….....…………......

.......... (speak). If there is anything you want (9) ………….....…………................ (know)  please write it down and ask at the 

end.

 I promise (10) ………….....…………................ (answer) all your questions. 

Look at the sentences:
•  I want to study economics. 
•  I enjoy watching night shows.

In the first sentence want is followed by the Infinitive (to + verb): want to become. 
In the second sentence enjoy is followed by the Gerund (verb+ing): enjoy watching.

There are verbs which are always followed by the Infinitive (to+verb). Some of them are:
 agree / decide / forget / hope / learn / offer  / promise / plan /  need / want / would love    

•  I agreed to lend him my book.     •  I always forget to switch off the light.

There are verbs which are always followed by the Gerund (verb+ing). Some of them are:
 enjoy / consider / imagine / stop / practise  /  finish  / suggest  

•  I can’t  imagine living without him.  Suddenly she stopped playing the piano. 

The verbs: begin / hate / like / love / prefer / start can take both forms. 
•  He likes to water/watering the plants;    •  He hates to wake up/waking up early.

 
Look at the negative forms. How are they formed?

•  I agreed not to go there.  She enjoyed not staying at home.

10
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8.   Read the sentences and underline the correct choice. 

Now get ready to write  

11. Write a paragraph: The skill I want to  gain  most. Remember a skill is something you can do. Examples of   
useful skills might be: speaking a foreign language, driving a car or a motocycle, swimming, skiing, repairing   
a car, playing a musical instrument, taking good photos, speaking clearly and with confidence. Write between   
80-100 words.  

Start with: 

      

 I want to gain several skills, but the main skill I want to gain is 

1.  What are the things you like to do?      

2.  What are the skills you want to gain? 

3.  What are the things you hate to do?     

4.  What are the weaknesses you want to get rid of?

5.  What are your strengths?

Speaking

10.

Reminder: A topic sentence says what the entire paragraph is about. A good topic sentence should be a general 
sentence  which clearly states the main idea of the paragraph. I want to gain several skills, but the main skill I want 
to gain is…… is the topic sentence of your paragraph.

Self -editing checklist                                                                                                                    

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.                             
• I started each sentence with a capital letter. 
• I put a full stop at the end of each sentence.
• Each new sentence begins immediately after the one before it.

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:     

Work in pairs. 

Ask your friend the five questions given below. Let your 

friend speak on each question for about half a minute. Don’t interrupt. Write down his/her 

answers. Then YOU answer the same questions. Is there anything you have in 

common?

11
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 A LETTER TO MYSELF 

Dear me, 

         This is a letter that I am writing to myself. It’s about my three goals for the next five 
years. I will open the letter in five years’ time and then I will decide whether or not I have 
reached these goals. The goals I have set myself are to become a TV journalist, to learn 
English well, and to become more organized. I will explain why I have chosen these goals and 
what I have to do to achieve them.
          First, I want to become a TV journalist. For this I have to work hard all this year so 
that I pass the national exams and get a place at university. Then, I have to work hard at 
university so I can learn all the skills necessary to be a successful journalist. For example, 
I need to read many books to get a good education, and I need to improve my writing and 
speaking skills too. Only if I do all this, I will get a job in a TV company.  
         Next, I want to learn English very well. Georgia is becoming a more developed country 
and in the future it will probably have more links with other countries. In order to do well as 
a journalist, I need to be able to communicate with foreigners and conduct interviews with 
them. For this I need to learn how to speak English fluently and also to be able to write in 
English without making mistakes. I will find a part-time job while I am a student so I can 
save up enough money to go to England and learn English there.
          Finally, I seem to lose something or forget something almost every day. I also spend a 
lot of time doing nothing. I waste too much time! I want to become more organized. To help 
me do this I will buy a special notebook and keep it with me all the time. When I need to do or 
remember something I will write it down. The notebook will also help me to manage my time 
better. Every morning, just after I get up, I will read through my notes. My goal is to be an 
organized person by the time I open this letter.
           In conclusion, I have set three goals for myself. The first is the most difficult but it’s 
also the most important. The other two goals will help me to reach my most important 
goal.
            I will open this letter on my 22nd birthday.

Reading  

2.  Now read the letter Sophie writes to herself about her goals. Try to guess  

     the underlined words from the context. Then do the tasks below. 

3.  Read the text again. Then read these statements and mark the correct endings to them. 

 1. In her letter Sophie is setting for herself…
     a. two goals           b. three goals  c. four goals 

 2.  Sophie is going to open this letter…
  a. in five years’ time b. in three years’ time   c. in five months’ time

1. Before reading the text, take two minutes to discuss this question with your    
    partner:

• What is your biggest goal in life? 
• What important thing do you want to achieve? 

12
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 1. In her letter Sophie is setting for herself…
     a. two goals           b. three goals  c. four goals 

 2.  Sophie is going to open this letter…
  a. in five years’ time b. in three years’ time   c. in five months’ time

By the age of forty…

By the a g e (1) of forty I will have reached many of my …………………..………..… (2) because I will have spent so many years 
working towards them. I will be a leading ………………………..…..… (3) in banking and a consultant for developing  countries. As an 

7. Read the text and fill the gaps with the words. Two words are extra. 

                  achieved     age     expert     full    goals   international    job

                    married      ourselves       person        successful       world  

6. Find the words in A and B  which can be used together. For example: speak + fluently.  

1.speak   

2.conduct      3.necessary  

 4.establish      5.manage     6.set      

7.international    8.save

a.links (2)     b.the time      

c.fluently      d.skills       e.a goal     

f.money         g.an interview     

 3.   Sophie’s  main goal is to…     
        a. learn a foreign language    b. become a successful professional        c.buy a notebook
 
 4.  In order to achieve her first goal Sophie has to…
        a. prepare for the national exams   b. work hard at the university c. do both

 5.  Sophie wants to learn English because it will help her to…
  a. go abroad           b. write personal letters         c. be a successful journalist
 
 6.  Sophie wants to go to England in order to achieve her…
  a. first goal          b. second goal         c. third goal

 7.  Sophie wants to buy a notebook because she wants to……
  a. become more organized     b. write exercises in it    c. remember things after 5 years.     

4. Read the text again. Then read the sentences and fill in only one or two words in each gap. 

1. The letter consists of  f i v e   paragraphs.
2. The second paragraph starts with the word
3. The third paragraph starts with the word 
4. The fourth paragraph starts with the word 
5. The last paragraph starts with the words 

Vocabulary in Context

5. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The contexts in which they are used will help you.  
    Note that some words are not underlined in the text. 
 

1. This is her weakness.     a. warmarTavs (intervius)
2. He set several goals for himself.    b. gaumjobeseba

3. She wasn’t able to reach her goal.    c. mowesrigebuli
4. She manages her time very well.    d. sisuste

5. We will establish good international links.   e. miznebi 
6. I hope to improve my writing skills.     f. kavSirebi

7. Sophie hopes to become more organized.   g. miRweva

8. She usually conducts good interviews.   h. dros anawilebs 

A B
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8. You are going to listen to Tim, Mari, and Nick speaking about their goals. First, read the text below and 

try to fill in the missing words. Then listen to the recording and find out how many words you guessed 

correctly. You should write only one word in each gap. 

Look at the sentences:
•  First, we will read the text twice. Next, we will look at the new words and speak about them. Finally, we will go  

 through the exercises.                             
  
First, next and finally are called text organizers or linkers. Text organizers are words and phrases which make 
clear the organization of what we want to say or write. They help us to follow the organization of the text. They 
are mostly used in formal speech and in writing. And they show the reader/listener how sentences are con-
nected to each other. 

Here are three kinds of text organizers:
a. Sequencing:  first (of all)… / secondly……/ next… / then …./ after that…
b. Summing up:   in conclusion…/ to sum up…/ finally…
c. Giving opinions:  personally…   / in my (own) opinion…/ In my (own) view… / To my mind…/ I think that…     

Read Sophie’s letter to herself again. How many and what kind of text organizers (linkers) can you find in it? 
Compare your answer to your friend’s.  

Grammar:  Text organizers

9.   Fill the gaps with one suitable word. 
     
     1. Finally, we made up our minds to take a taxi. 
     2.  ………………… conclusion, I would like to thank you all for your attention.
     3. In ………………opinion  there are too many cars in Tbilisi. 
     4.  …………………of all, I would like to welcome you all.
     5.  ……………… my mind this is an interesting initiative.
     6.  To sum ………………, the conference has been a real success.
     7.  First, I want to enter the university and, ……………, I want to find some job. 

Tim:  I want to start training as a  p i l o t (1), and I hope I’ll find a job with a major airline  ……………………………(2) 

in about three years. I know it’s a very dangerous …………………………… (3), but right now my number one goal is to 

become a pilot on …………………………… (4) flights, and I’m definitely not going to change my mind.

Mari: My mother says it’s a strange …………………………… (5) but I know it’s what I really want. My goal is to 

become an ……………………………(6)  and to find something which has never been found before. Something like 

Queen Tamar’s grave, or her …………………………… (7) crown, for instance. I know I have to work hard towards 

this …………………………… (8), but I’m ready for that. 

Nick:  I’ve ……………………………… (9) two goals for myself. One is to become a professional ……………………………… 

(10) and the other is to have my own band. We could ……………………………… (11) and perform in Georgia and 

with any luck around ……………………………… (12) too. I know it won’t be easy to achieve this, but I’m quite a 

……………………………… (13) person, so I think I’ll be able to learn all the ……………………………… (14) skills to achieve 

my goals. 

Listening
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………………..…………..… (4) expert I will be travelling a lot, attending various conferences and giving ……………………..……..… 
(5)  presentations. I will be married to a ………………………..…..… (6) I love. We will have three children: two boys and 
a girl. My wife will also have a good ……………………..……..… (7). She will be a children’s doctor. We will live in a nice 
house ……………………..……..… (8) of interesting books. We will be able to travel around the ………………………..…..… (9) with 
our children and sometimes by ……………………..……..… (10) too. When I am forty I think I will be a happy person.

14
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12.   Write a letter to yourself about what you want to achieve in five years’ time. Think of your three goals. For each 
goal write a topic sentence first. Use ex. 2  as a model. You are going to write 5 small paragraphs. Do not forget 
to follow the paragraph writing rules.

Use this as a guide:

11. 

You may use some of the phrases given below.

first…/  second… / f inal ly… / set/achieve/accomplish  my goal(s)… / be successful  in…. /     develop 
the ski l l  of…/..  work towards my goal… / speak fluently…/ establish the l inks… /in order to… / develop 
myself…. / be more organized…

Dear me,
This is a letter I am writing to myself with three goals in it.
First,     
Next,  
Finally,     
In conclusion, 

   
What are the advantages?

   
Going to school which is  n e a r (1)  your house has several advantages.  ……….………………. (2), you don’t have to use a 

transport and can always walk there.  ……….……..………., (3) you acquire more friends and come to know more people from 
your neighbourhood.  ……….………………., (4) you save money and time! I ……………….………. (5) feel more independent when I walk to 
school myself and parents don’t have to drive me there.  ……….………………. (6), school should not take those who live far from 
the school. ……….……………. (7), I want to repeat again that going to school which is near your house is much better than going 

to school which is far away.  

Have you got any 

lifetime goals? What are they?  How are you going to 

achieve them? What will you do first to work towards that goal or goals? 

What will you do next? Have you got any plan to achieve what you want to achieve? Work in pairs. 
Ask these questions to your partner. Make notes. Then, YOU answer 

the same questions. 

Self -editing checklist                    

•  Each paragraph has a topic sentence.                             
•  Each paragraph starts with a text organizer.
•  I started each sentence with a capital letter. 
•  I put a full stop at the end of each sentence.

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:     

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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10.   Read the text and fill the gaps with the words and phrases from the box. One phrase is extra. 

  
                 After that            And finally First of all personally      

                     In my view          In conclusion       Then           near            

15
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IT 4 WHICH LANGUAGE SCHOOL? 
Grammar focus: Fixed phrases with Infinitive and Gerund  

* Yours sincerely:  gulwrfelad Tqveni (saqmiani werilis tipiuri damamTavrebeli fraza).

1. Your friend Giorgi has won the first prize in a school competition. The prize is a free one-month course at an 
international language school. Read the advertisements for two schools below. Which school do you think 
Giorgi will choose? Try to guess the meanings of the underlined words from the context.

Columbia School of English
New York 

CSE is centrally located not far from 
the central park. Our qualified and 
experienced teachers provide top quality 
tuition and we offer a flexible timetable. 
The school has an ultra-modern 
multimedia center* with 30 personal 
computers and a language laboratory. 
The school has its own cafeteria and an 
exciting social programme. Fee: $370 
a month. Accommodation costs not 
included. End-of-course certificates will 
be awarded. Find out more from our 
website: 
www.columbia.us

*multimedia center:  Tanamedrove teqnologiebze agebuli kompiuteruli centri

2.  Now read the letter and the application form which Giorgi sent to one of these schools by email. Can you guess 
which school he chose?

Dear sir/madam,

 I am writing this letter to apply for a one-month course in your language school. I read the information on your 
website and think that the course you offer is suitable for me. I especially like your offer of special tuition fees for 
international students. The idea of living in a students’  hostel sounds very exciting.  I hope I will have a chance to 
meet people from other countries there.

Please find my  completed application form attached. I am looking forward to your reply.

Yours  sincerely,*

Giorgi Shengelia

St. Martin’s Language School
Oxford

St Martin’s language school is located 
in the heart of Oxford within walking 
distance from our famous University 
Colleges. We offer high quality English 
language summer courses from begin-
ner level to advanced level. Top qual-
ity tutors. Cost for a one-month course 
is £540* including accommodation in 
a students’ hostel. Special tuition fees 
for international students. Successful 
students will receive certificates. More 
from our website: www.stmartin.uk

*St.: saint: wminda
*£: Pound / funti sterlingi (fulis erTeuli did britaneTSi)

English Language Summer School
Application Form

Please complete the form, underlining your choices where relevant.  
 
Full name:    G  i  o  r  g  i   S  h  e  n  g  e  l  i  a
Address:    21 Tabidze St, Tbilisi, 0801 Georgia   

Reading  

16
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Date of birth:     5 / 06 / 1990        
Citizenship:   Georgian       Sex: male /female  
What class size do you prefer?    5 / 10 / 15 students per  class    
What level do you want to attend?  Beginner /   Intermediate  /  Advanced     
Course length:    4 / 8 / 10 /  12 weeks
When would you like to start the course? 1  A u g u s t
How would you like to pay?   cash / credit card / bank transfer 
Date:  17 June,  2006
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5. Read what Anna writes about summer course and fill in the gaps with the words. Two words are extra. 

4.  Read the phrases. Then find their English equivalents in the texts above. Note that some phrases are not underlined 

in the text. Compare your answers with your friend’s. 

1. multimediuri centri m u  l t i m e d i a    c e n t r e    2. umaRlesi xarisxis swavleba        

      3. moqnili (Secvla SesaZlebelia) cxrili     4. cxovrebis Rirebuleba    

5. umaRlesi kvalifikaciis maswavlebeli/tiutori     6. umaRlesi done         

        7. swavlebis safasuri      8. studenturi saerTo sacxovrebeli        

 9. Tan darTulia         10.  mouTmenlad velodebi 

Vocabulary in Context

3. Read the texts in ex. 1 again and give short answers to the questions below. 

1. Which school offers summer courses? St .Mart in ’s  language school .
2. Which school uses a lot of modern technology? ................................................ 
3. How did Giorgi learn about  St Martin’s Language School? ................................................
4. In which month will Giorgi be in Oxford? ................................................
5. How many students will there be in Giorgi’s class? ................................................
6. How did Giorgi send the letter and the application form?  ................................................
7. What is the second reason Giorgi chose St Martin’s school? ................................................
8. What words does Giorgi use to end his letter? ...............................................

I attended a two-month English language c o u r s e  (1) in Scotland last summer.  I was living in a 
students’ .................................... (2) which was located less than ten minutes’ walk from the college. The  
.................................... (3) were of top quality and so was the course itself. 

My English wasn’t very good. So, I took an. .................................... (4) course first. In a month’s time 
I was able to move to an .................................... (5) level, which I enjoyed much more.   ............................
.......................... (6) costs were reasonable, but the tuition ....................................(7) was quite high. I had 
to pay fifteen pounds for each hour of  .................................... (8). My parrents helped a lot with this. 

accommodation    advanced       certificate   centre   course  college   

        fee    hostel     intermediate  multimedia      tutors     tuition 

The college had an excellent ................................... (9) centre. At the end of the course they gave me 
a nice .................................... (10). I hope I can go back to the same college one day. I’d love to see my 
Scottish tutors again. I miss them sometimes. 

17
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8. Read these sentences and translate them into English. 

1.   Zalian minda, rom msaxiobi gamovide. I’d love to become an actor/actress.

2.   RamiT muSaobas var miHveuli. ......................................................
3.   mouTmenlad velodebi maT naxvas. ......................................................
4.   sandro Zalian dabalia imisTvis, rom kalaTburTi iTamaSos.  ......................................................
5.   am proeqtze muSaoba Rirs. ......................................................
6.   me sakmarisad didi var imisTvis, rom damoukidebeli gadawyvetilebebi miviRo. ......................................................

7. Read the sentences and underline the correct choice. 

1.   My father gave up to smoke/smoking when he was forty. 
2.   I’d love to be/being more independent financially.
3.   I am looking forward to meet/ meeting my American uncle.
4.   It’s evident that she would prefer/preferring to stay with us.
5.   Alex is too young to speak/speaking about his goals.
6.   This book is worth to read/reading.
7.   He is clever enough to make/making decisions independently.
8.   My friend Paata is used to smoke/smoking in the room.

6. You are going to listen to a man asking for information about a course in an Italian  language school. Listen to 
the conversation and underline the correct information. 

Class size:     8 / 12 / 20 students per class
Level:    Beginner / Intermediate / Advanced
Timetable:    Mon & Thurs / Tues & Frid./ Tues. & Thurs.
Course length:    4 / 6 / 8 weeks
Fan club:     Football / Tennis / Rugby

Fees:     € 150  / € 220  / € 320*

€: Euro / evro (fulis erTeuli evrokavSiris qveynebSi)

Grammar:   Fixed phrases with Infinitive and Gerund 

There are some fixed phrases which always take either the Infinitive or the Gerund verb forms.

The Infinitive is used in the following fixed phrases: 

•  I would like/love/prefer to go to Spain. 

•  He is too young to drive a car. - zedmetad axalgazrdaa imisaTvis, rom manqanas    

   marTavdes. (mniSvneloba uaryofiTia)

• He’s old enough to live independently. - sakmarisad didia imisaTvis, rom damoukideb lad   

   icxovros. (mniSvneloba dadebiTia).

The Gerund is used in the following fixed phrases:

• It’s worth seeing this film. - am filmis naxva Rirs.

• I look forward to meeting you. - SenTan Sexvedras mouTmenlad velodebi.

• He is used to getting up early. - adre adgomas aris miHveuli.

• I don’t mind speaking to him. - masTan laparakis winaaRmdegi ara var.

Listening
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Dear sir,

I am writing to apply for a place on the 

I am looking  forward to your reply.

Yours  sincerely,
 (write your full name here)

10.  When you have decided which of these courses you want to attend, write a short letter to the courses director to  
       ask for a place on the course. 

Tell him: a.  What course you want to attend.  
                b. Why you chose this course.
  c.  What class size you prefer (small group? big group?)
  d.  When you would like to start the course.
  e.  How do you prefer to pay (cash? bank transfer? credit card?)  
                           
You may want to use some of the ideas from ex-es.1 and 2.

Intermediate
English 

Advanced 
English

Intermediate

French

Beginner

Spanish

Beginner

Chinese 

Length of the 
course

6 weeks

8 weeks

5 weeks

7 weeks

9 weeks

12           €480               Yes           hostel*

14           €720    Yes         home-stay*

10          €400  No            hostel

16          €750  Yes            hostel

 
25         €900  No         home-stay

*hostel: saerTo sacxovrebeli       *home-stay: ojaxSi cxovreba     

Multilingual School: summer language courses 1 June to 31 August

Course name Hours per week     Accommodation CertificatePrice of the course

9. 
An international 

language school runs courses in several languages during 
the summer months. You are going to apply for one of the courses. Choose one of 

the five courses below. Tell your partner which course you have chosen, why and when you 
want to start it. Tell the whole class about your choice. Count the number of students 

who chose the same course as you.

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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1. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. The first one has been done for you.

1. I haven’t been to a football match for ages.
 It’s ages since I w a s  to a football match.
2. Larry hasn’t been to Tbilisi for five years.
 Larry........................................................................................... five years ago.
3. I spoke French when I lived in France, but stopped then.
 I ...........................................................................................  I lived in France. 
4. This is my first time in Khevsureti.
 I ...........................................................................................  to Khevsureti before.
5. I  first met Liliana when I was in the 9th grade.
 I ........................................................................................... Liliana since we were in the 9th grade.
6. My sister last wore this jacket last year.
 My sister ........................................................................................... this jacket for one year.
7. I haven’t had the chance to speak English since last year.
 I last...........................................................................................   one year ago.
8. I was last in the theatre two years ago.
 I ........................................................................................... to the theatre for two years.
9. We haven’t spoken to each other for a month.
 We last........................................................................................... a month ago.
10.  I bought this watch ten years ago and still have it.
  I ...........................................................................................  this watch for ten years.
11. They have displayed George’s pictures on the website for one month.
 They  ........................................................................................... last month.
12. I haven’t watched this TV programme for ages.
 It’s ages since .......................................................................................... this programme.

2.  Infinitive or gerund? Underline the correct choice. In two cases both forms are possible. One example has been     
     done for you.
     

1. My brother wants to become/becoming  an architect.
2. I agreed to spend/spending summer with her.
3. I can’t imagine to live/living alone.
4. My sister enjoyed not to go/not going to school.
5. I hate to walk/walking in the strong wind.   
6. Stop to make/making fool of me.
7. Dad promised to buy/buying me a motorbike when I am 17.
8. We agreed not to speak/not speaking loudly.
9. She suggested to spend/spending the evening together.
10. He always forgets to switch off/switching off the electricity.
11. I love to walk/walking in the rain.
12. She is practicing to play/playing the electric guitar.

 

3.   Read the sentences and put the verbs in brackets in the correct form: infinitive or gerund. One example has been  
     done for you.

 1.  I would like to  go   (go) to America.
 2.  He is too young ............................................... (go) to school alone. 
 3. I would ...............................................  (prefer) to swim in my spare time.
 4. This book is worth ...............................................  (read).
 5. I am looking forward to ...............................................  (receiving) your reply.
 6. I don’t mind ...............................................  (get) up very early. 
 7. He is used to  ............................................... (speak)  loudly.
 8. She is clever enough ...............................................  (win) this competition.
 9. I would prefer ...............................................  (live) in a small town.
 10. You are too young  ............................................... (earn) money yourself.
 11. He is rich enough  ............................................... (pay) this sum.
 12. I look forward to ...............................................  (meet) them both.

REVISION ONE
Units 1-4R
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4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra. One example is given.

first of all         gained an experience      get rid   gladly agreed           good chance     

  In my opinion      in conclusion       looked worried       manage his time      reach my goal      speaks… fluently      

stunningly beautiful      summed up     take it seriously

1.  It’s a  g o o d   c h a n c e for me and I don’t want to lose it.

2.  Everybody noticed that she .................................................. as she had tears in her eyes.

3.  I   .................................................. to stay with them for one more week as I liked the place. 

4.  High mountains of the Caucasus look  ..................................................  in every season. 

5.  She dislikes him but still can’t  ..................................................  of him.

6.  Last year was useful for me. I  ..................................................  in many useful things.

7.  I think you don’t ..................................................  as you laugh at every word I say.

8.  It’s clear he can’t   ..................................................  effectively. He is almost always late.

9.  My mother  ..................................................  French  .................................................. .  I enjoy listening to her.

10.  At the end of the presentation he  .................................................. main points of his speech.

11.  I will do my best to  ..................................................  
12.  .................................................. , this is the best way to solve this problem. 

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in 

the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are 

from units 1-4.
Out of 30 words I know  

1. memorable  dauviwyari, samaxsovro    2. trek      3. event   

4. stretches    5. middle-aged     6. drip    

    7. cliff          8. solve        9. gain  

10. soap opera    11. result    12. chat  

    13. confident     14. skill       15. get rid of    

16. organized        17. weakness      18. goal, aim          

 19. link           20. improve         21. reach      

 22. time-table        23. fee    24. hostel     

 

25. tutor      26. accommodation              27. flexible   

 28. attach        29. top quality      30. cost     

R
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IT 5 AND THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT IS...
Grammar focus: Present Simple and Present Continuous

1. What do you think is the greatest achievement of the modern world? We asked five Georgian teenagers this 
question. Go through their answers and try to understand the meaning of the underlined words. Then do the 
tasks below.

Lasha, 17
I believe that of all the new technological wonders, it’s personal computers that have 
had the greatest influence on us. The invention of the computer was important be-
cause it was followed by many other exciting developments, such as hundreds of 
computer programmes, email, and the Internet. When I was writing my last History 
assignment, I found everything I needed on the Internet sites. All the facts and figures 
and maps and photos I needed were there. I’ve also started an on-line romance with 
a girl in Italy. Every day I send her virtual flowers, e-cards and pieces of music. I think 
it’s great! 

Giorgi, 15
My father reckons that the invention of the wheel is the biggest achievement ever. 
When I think about the enormous number of uses that the wheel has, I have to agree 
with him. Can you imagine how a bicycle, a bus or a train could move without wheels? 
And could a plane land safely if it had no wheels? We can definitely say that the wheel 
is one of those inventions  which completely changed people’s lives. I personally 
associate wheels with cars and, for me, a car means speed, and freedom to travel 
where you like. I can’t wait to reach the age when I’ll be allowed to have a driving 
licence. Life must be much more fun when you have a car.
 
Mariam, 17
I couldn’t live without my mobile phone so this is the invention that I believe is the 
greatest of all. I’d really be lost without it. My mobile is everything for me. It’s my 
address book, my alarm clock, my calendar, my walkman, my camera and even my 
photo album. I often contact people by sending messages rather than calling them, 
because it’s cheaper and it saves time. And lastly, my mobile is my protection; I al-
ways feel safe with my mobile when I’m out at night. You have to agree that, just like 
computers, mobile phones have changed the way we communicate with each other.

Levan, 16  
The world is full of important achievements and discoveries, but I think that the greatest 
achievement ever is space flight. I find it exciting to remember what was achieved by the 
first space pioneers Iuri Gagarin and Neil Armstrong. I think that what they did will one 
day lead to the discovery of life on other planets. That’s why I think that flying in space 
is the greatest achievement. I hope that in the future we’ll be able to buy tickets to fly to 
the moon. You never know, I might buy one myself.   

Ani, 15
Do you realise that none of those activities you’re so busy with in your daily life would 
be possible without electricity? No light, heating, no computer, no mobile would work 
without electric power. What’s the first thing you do when you get up or go to bed? 
You just switch on and switch off the light, don’t you? I remember power cuts and 
know what it’s like to be without electricity. Electric power is essential for the modern 
world. So, if you ask me what the greatest achievement is, I say without any hesita-
tion - it’s electricity.  

22
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2.  Now write the name of the correct person next to each sentence. 

Who speaks about …..
1.     the invention of the wheel? G i o r g i   4.   the importance of electric light? ………………….
2.    space flight? …………………..                    5.   mobile phones?……………………
3.    personal computers? …………………        6.   the invention of the Internet?……………………

4. Read the Georgian phrases. Then find their English equivalents in the texts above. They are all underlined in 
the texts above.    

1. dros zogavs   s a v e s   t i m e                    2. teqnologiuri saocrebani ……………………. 

 3. saSinao davaleba ……………………..          4. SegviZlia gadaWriT vTqvaT …………………..

       5. da bolos …………………………                      6. Suqis wasvla ……………………..

 7. yovelgvari yoymanis gareSe ………………………   8. eleqtroenergia ……………………..

3. Read the texts again and match the names with the appropriate sentences. 
 In some cases two answers are possible.   

Vocabulary in Context

6. Read the  text about Thomas Alva Edison, one of the world’s greatest inventors, and fill in the gaps with the 
words below. Two words are extra.

5. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The context will help you. 

1.  What do you think is your biggest personal achievement?   a. vfiqrob, vvaraudob
2.  Parents have a big influence on how children behave.   b. aRmoHena 
3.  I reckon we’ll be travelling to other planets in fifty years’ time.   c. miRweva
4.  A tricycle has one wheel at the front and two at the back.   d. davaleba
5.  A cure for cancer will be a big discovery one day.    e. gavlena
6.  I set myself a difficult assignment.       f.  borbali
7.  It is a very exciting story.       g. amaRelvebeli

Thomas Alva Edison was born on February 11, 1847. He didn’t go to 
school but he loved reading and his mom taught him at home. Thomas 
was a born i n v e n t o r  (1) and during his lifetime he invented more than 
a thousand things. However, his most famous ……………………..…….. (2) is the 
electric light bulb. Today we can ………………..………..….. (3) say that this invention 
is the biggest …………………..…………. (4) ever. The electric light has had such a 
big ………………..……………. (5) on people’s everyday lives that it has completely 
changed the world. By the time he was seventy Edison’s achievements had 
made him one of the ……………………..…….. (6) men in America. He died in New 
Jersey on October 18, 1931. But he is still remembered for having been the 
inventor of the electric ……………..………………… (7).

           1. Lasha   a. thinks that life is more enjoyable with a car.
           2. Giorgi   b. enjoys chatting with an Italian girl.   
           3. Mariam   c. hopes to travel to the moon one day.
           4. Levan   d. thinks it’s faster to send messages.
           5. Ani   e. thinks the world would be different without electricity.
                            f. admires astronauts.
    g. did some research for a home task.

achievement     

best-known     

definitely      

influence    

invention      

inventor    

hesitation     

 light   

 virtual
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9. Read the sentences and underline the correct choice. 

1. I am learning/learn to drive at the moment.     
2. I am speaking/speak more than two languages.
3. George is going/goes to the gym every day.
4. Ann is never reading/never reads fashion magazines.
5. Nino is always losing/always loses her things. It’s so annoying.
6. Natia is usually spending/usually spends her weekends with her family.
7. At the moment I am reading/read a very interesting book.
8. It is getting/gets dark about six o’clock in winter.

10. Put the verbs in the correct form. Use Present Simple or Present Continuous. 

1. What  a r e  y o u  t h i n k i n g  (think) about? You …………………………… (look) rather worried.                                                                                          
2. The girl who ………………. (talk) to Maya at the moment …………………………… (speak) five languages.                                      
3. In southern countries the sun usually …………………………… (set) by nine o’clock  in summer.
4.  Ann always …………………………… (go) abroad for her holidays, but this year she …..………... (stay) at home.                                
5.  I …………………………… (work) hard at the moment because I have exams next week.                                                                     
6.  ‘What ……………………………he …………………………… (do) for a living?’ ‘He ……………………………(buy) and …………………………… (sell) old furniture.’ 
7. This office ……………………………(coordinate) educational projects. 

T             F

1.   People will be able to watch a film and change the plot.                                   
2.   TVs will be interactive. 
3.   Driving will become less dangerous. 
4.   Drivers will have to follow their cars’ instructions.
5.   Cars will recognize their drivers by their fingerprints. 
6.   We will be able to play in our favourite pop group by using special equipment. 
7.   People will always see a phone caller.  

   V

Grammar:  Present Simple and Present Continuous  

Look at the sentences:
 • I usually have chips for lunch.
 • Look! Nino is dancing.
The verb in the first sentence is in the Present Simple and in the second _ in the Present Continuous. We use 
Present Simple for repeated or habitual actions; We use Present continuous for actions happening at the moment 
of speaking.  
Now look at the sentences:
 • He works for a big company.          
 • Water freezes at 0 0 C.
 • This week I am feeding the dog.       
 • She is always speaking loudly. 
In these sentences Present Simple is used for permanent situations or states, also for laws of nature. Present 
Continuous is used for temporary situations or repeated actions with ‘always’ expressing criticism. Some verbs, 
such as: know, want, need, hate, love, like, etc. are never used in continuous tenses:
 
Can you complete the following statements?  a. Time expressions: every week, usually, often, always, rarely, 
never, sometimes, in the evening are used with …………………….………….……tense;  
b. Time expressions: now, at the moment, at present, today, tonight are used with ………………….…………………… tense.

1. …b…..     2. ……..    3. ………   4. ………     a. Smart Cars      b. Interactive TV        c. Videophone      d. Virtual Reality

8. Listen to the recording again  and tick the statements which are true.

7.  You are going to listen to a radio programme which is about the latest technological achievements. 
  Put the following technological wonders in the order you hear them being described.

Listening
U

N
IT 5
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13. Write a short paragraph about one particular  invention which you  feel is very important to you personally and 
which you would find it difficult to live without. Use the paragraphs in ex. 1 as a model. 

These questions will help you:

-  What invention is it? What are its advantages? Are there any disadvantages? 
-  Why is it important to you? What would your life be like without it?

You can use the following phrases:

I can’t imagine my life without a ………./ It is the best invention of all…..  / My life would be really boring/difficult without it…… 
/  The biggest advantage of a …… is that…………./ But one of its  disadvantages is that…. 

11. Complete the paragraph with Present Simple or Present Continuous. 

Denis (1)  i s   s p e n d i n g  (spend) this weekend with his family. His family (2) …………………. (live) a long way away, so 
he (3) ……………….. (not/see) them very often. But today is a special day because they (4) …………………. (celebrate) his mother’s 
birthday. They (5) …………………. (not/expect) a lot of guests to come, just a couple of close friends. Denis (6) ………………… (feel) 
very happy today and he (7) ………………. (want) to make everybody feel happy. He (8) ………………….. (have) a very special pres-
ent for his mother. He (9) ………………… (know) she will like it.

Work in pairs. 
Read the list of some inventions below. Choose only the two 

most important inventions with your partner and jot down 2 reasons why you think they 
are most  important. Share your list with the whole class and tell others why you think they are 

the most important inventions. Defend your choice with facts and arguments.

washing machine     tin opener                            remote control* 
air conditioner      hair dryer    alarm clock
electric toothbrush camera     fridge   
electric razor  dishwasher    radio  
 

*remote control: distanciuri marTvis pulti

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:     

Self -editing checklist                    

•  The paragraph has a topic sentence.                             
•  I used some of the phrases given. 
•  I started each sentence with a capital letter. 
•  I put a full stop at the end of each sentence.

Speaking

12.

Now get ready to write  
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IT 6 THE BIG NAMES
  Grammar focus: Phrasal verbs

1. Read the names and try to match them with the photos. Then jot down with your partner two things you know 

about each of these famous people.  

Henry Ford 
Cousteau 
Neil Armstrong 
               

2.  Now read the texts below and see how many of your predictions were correct. Do not pay attention to the gaps. 

* Jacques Couesto  /jak kustou/: Jak kusto          * workshop: saxelosno

Reading  

Jacques Cousteau was a well-known French sea 
explorer, who brought the wonders of the ocean, 
through television, into millions of homes around 
the world. Cousteau’s fascination for the world un-
der the sea began in a strange way. When he was 
25 he was in a serious car crash in which both his 
arms were badly injured. To get back the strength 
in his arms, he had to swim several hours a day in 
the Mediterranean. One day a friend of Cousteau’s 
gave him a pair of swimming goggles to wear and 
this gift changed his life. When he dived he saw 
an unknown and beautiful world and he decided 
there and then to spend his life sharing this world 
with others. To explore life below the sea’s surface, 
Cousteau needed to be able to dive for longer pe-
riods. He solved this problem when, in 1943, he 
and a French engineer Emile Gagnan designed and 
built the first aqualung. This apparatus consists of 
two oxygen cylinders which the diver carries on his 
back and which allow him to stay underwater for 
several hours. Cousteau’s first aim was simply to 
be a sea explorer; But later he became concerned 
with the pollution in the sea. He often said: (1) ….....

Neil Armstrong was the first person to walk on 
the moon. What he said when he stepped onto the 
moon’s surface is probably better known than his 
own name! His words were: (2)…..... The event was 
televised to earth and seen by millions. The space-
craft Apollo 11 left Cape Canaveral, Florida, USA on 
July 16, 1969. Four days later, it was already getting 
ready for landing on the moon. Armstrong, who was 
piloting the spacecraft, had to use up most of its 
fuel to be sure of safe landing. The touch-down was 

successful and Armstrong was able to report to the 
control centre with the words (3)…...... Several hours 
later Armstrong became the first man ever to walk 
on the surface of the moon. His co-pilot Aldrin fol-
lowed him about fifteen minutes later. On the moon 
they planted an American flag in the ground, col-
lected some rock samples, and did several scien-
tific experiments to find out more about the moon’s 
surface. The two astronauts spent about two and 
a half hours on the moon, but this was enough to 
become heroes for ever. 

Henry Ford, a famous automobile manufacturer, 
was born in Michigan, USA in 1863. While still a 
child, Ford enjoyed working with the machines on 
his father’s farm. Later, he experimented with ma-
chines when he worked in a Detroit machine work-
shop* and in the Westinghouse Engine Company. By 
1896, Ford had built his first car, which was called 
a ‘horseless carriage.’ He sold this car and, with the 
money from the sale, he was able to work on the 
design of a better model. In 1903, when he started 
the famous Ford Motor Company, Ford said: (4)….....  
Five years later, in October 1908, he started to sell 
the Model T car for  950 US dollars. However, this 
was a high price for most people to pay for a car 
and Ford wanted to make ‘a car for everyone.’ His 
dream came true only 15 years later, when the cost 
of a new Model T car had dropped to only $280. 
More than 15 million of these cheap cars were sold 
in the US. The Model T was the beginning of the 
modern ‘Motor Age,’ when the car was no longer a 
luxury item and became a means of transport for 
ordinary people. 
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3.  Read the texts again and put the quotations below into the right places in the texts. 
     There is one extra quotation.

a.  “That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind.” 
b.  “I will build a car for everybody.”
c.  “If the oceans die, that will mean the end, not only for underwater life, but for all the other animals and plants on  
 this earth, including man.”
d.  “Failure is only an opportunity to begin again more intelligently.”
e.  “The Eagle has landed.”

5. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The context will help you. Exapmle: 1-d.                   
 

1.  Two-thirds of the earth’s surface is covered by water.              a. Sewuxebulia
2.  It was a long way and we used up most of the petrol.   b. fufunebis sagani
3.  His lifetime goal was to be an air explorer.    c. davxarjeT/amovwureT
4.  Many people are concerned with cancer.                 d. aRmovaHine   
5.  I found out that Smith was not his real name.   e. zedapiri
6.  This lamp is so expensive that it surely is a luxury item.           f. mkvlevari
7.  Where are my swimming goggles?          g. saTvale 

Messner – the great climber

Reinhold Messner’s  fascination (1) for  climbing began when he was five years old. His 
most important  ………………………… (2) is to have climbed Mount Everest alone and without any 
oxygen. Messner was the first man to do this and it made him a living  …………………............……(3) 
among climbers. Messner’s climbing achievements have had a great influence on many other 
.........……………............ (4). By then he was the only person who had climbed the extremely danger-

4. Read the texts again and answer the questions below. Tick the right box. 

Vocabulary in Context

4. large round glasses for swimmers .…………….…….
5. landing of a plane or spacecraft.   …………………...
6. a road accident   ……………………
7.  hurt  ……………….…

1. great interest   f a s c i n a t i o n
2. apparatus used by divers  .......…….......... 
3. without a horse …………….....…

6. Find a word in the text that has the same or similar meaning to the following. 

7. Read this text about Reinhold Messner, a famous climber, and fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are 
extra.

1. was hurt in an accident?   
2. enjoyed working with machines?   
3. was trained to fly?   
4. was concerned about the environment?   
5. had a certain interest from childhood?   
6. designed the first aqualung?   
7. participated in the television series?

    Who.... Cousteau Armstrong
V

Ford

   

  achievement        climbers      cross    employee   
 expedition     explorer     fascination     goggles       legend
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10.  Read the joke below and put the phrasal verbs from the box into the gaps. The first one has been done for you. 

  carried on     lie down     woke…up (3)     took out      wrote down          

A tramp* was sitting on a park bench, feeling very tired. So he decided to (1)  l i e   d o w n and go to  sleep. He had  been 
sleeping for about five minutes when a man stopped, …….. the tramp ……. (2) and asked him, “Excuse me. Do you know what 
the time is?”  The tramp replied, “I’m sorry, I don’t have a watch.” The man walked away. The tramp ………… (3) sleeping. Then a 
woman, who was  walking her dog, shook the tramp’s shoulder until he ………….. (4) again. The woman said, “I’m sorry to trouble 

9. Now listen to an interview with an explorer and scuba-diver Emily Soarse and decide if the sentences 
below are true or false. 

Grammar:  Phrasal verbs

Look at the sentences below:

 • They carried out several scientific experiments.
 • The astronauts set up an American flag on the moon.
 • Neil Armstrong had to use up most of the fuel.

carried out / set up / use up are phrasal verbs. 

A phrasal verb consists of a verb and a preposition or adverb, which changes the meaning of the verb. For ex-
ample, carry means tareba,  carry out means ganxorcieleba. Use means gamoyeneba,  use up means - amowurva.

Now read more examples of phrasal verbs below and find out with your partner how prepositions change the 
meaning of the verbs.You may ask your teacher for advice.
 
 • We drove so long that we ran out of petrol.
 • I can’t do without strong coffee in the morning. 
 • I looked up the word in the dictionary.

*helmet: muzaradi

T           F

   V1.  Ancient Greeks never used diving equipment.     
2. Before the apparatus was invented divers used a rope and a stone.
3. The first diving apparatus was made in the 15th century.
4. Augustus Siebe invented the first serious diving equipment.
5. The first diving equipment had a helmet* and a jacket.
6. The diving suit made by Siebe was absolutely safe.
7. Later Siebe  improved his diving suit.
8. Scuba apparatus was made in the 19th century.

8.  Do you know what scuba-diving is? What do you know about the history of diving in general? 
     Try to answer the questions below. 

• Did people use special equipment for diving in old times?
• Does scuba-diving need special equipment?
• Does scuba-diving need special clothes?

Listening

ous side of Mount Everest. Messner has become a wealthy man but he is not going to live a quiet life. He says 
that he was born to be a climber and ………………............……… (5) and he is too old to learn anything else. It is true that 
Messner is indeed not only a great climber, but also a famous explorer. In 1990 he achieved another ‘first’ by be-
ing the first person to .......…………...................... (6)  the Antarctic continent on foot. Later he also tried to travel across 
the Arctic on foot but this  ……………............…………… (7) was not successful.
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11.  Read the sentences below and choose the correct answer. Write the Georgian meanings of the 
 phrasal verbs in your notebooks. Compare what you have written with your partner.

1. They never found …b…. the truth.     a. on    b. out  c. off 
2. I’m going to take her to the airport to see her ………..…..   a. to          b. up  c. off
3. You ought to put a jumper …………..…..  It’s cold outside.   a. away    b. on           c. out
4. Henry Ford grew …………..…on his family’s farm in Michigan.  a. on    b. up  c. off
5. I didn’t know the words and had to look them ………..… in the dictionary. a. up    b. about c. around      
6. The shop was doing badly so the owner closed it ........……..........  a. up    b. down c. away
7.  We worked hard and used ………..….all our energy.   a. up    b. on  c. off

13. You are going to write a paragraph about Gia Tortladze - a famous Georgian mountaineer. The fact file given 
below  has some facts from his life. Arrange the words to make sentences and then, arrange the sentences to 
make one paragraph. Write about 80-100 words.

   
   Fact File:

•  interested / mountaineering /childhood. 

• 1991 / given / title /‘Snow Leopard’.

• 1997 / leader / first Georgian expedition /Africa - Kilimanjaro / 5895m. 

• 1999 / leader / first Georgian expedition / Everest - the world’s highest peak / 8848m.

• leader / first Georgian expeditions / highest American peaks.

• in all / reached / 128 summits*/ Caucasus, Pamir, the Tian-Shan range, Alaska, Africa, the Himalayas.

• led 17 expeditions. 

• author / TV series / ‘Chronicles of Georgian  mountaineering’. 

 *summit: mwvervali

These words and phrases will help you: 

Picture A 
astronaut / lunar surface / lunar vehicle / landing site / 
be excited / be scared / helmet / suit:

Picture B
reach / peak / use up / helmet / backpack (zurgHanTa) / 
stunning beauty / excitement:

A

B

Look at the two pictures 
given below and take turns to describe them. What can you see in 

the pictures? What are the people doing? What do the two people have in 
common? How do you think they feel? Would you like to be in their place? Why? Why not?  

Speaking

12. 

Now get ready to write  

you, but I’m afraid I’ve lost my watch. Do you know the time?” The tramp was angry but he politely told the woman 
that he didn’t know the time. After the woman had gone, the tramp had an idea. He opened his bag and ……………..(5) 
a pen and a piece of paper. On the paper, he …………… (6):  “I do not have a watch. I do not know the time.”.  Then he 
hung the paper round his neck and fell asleep again. A few minutes later, a policeman noticed the tramp asleep on 
the bench and the sign around his neck. He ……….. the tramp …… (7)  again and said, “I read your sign and I thought 
you’d like to know that it’s half past two.”
      
*a tramp: mawanwala
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Grammar focus: Word order in simple sentences

1. Spend two minutes to discuss these questions with your partner. Then compare 
the results with the whole group. Who did best?

 • Can you find on the map of Georgia Khevsureti, Pshavi and Racha? 
 • How many towns or villages located in these regions can you name?  

2. Now read about how Christmas and New Year are celebrated in these parts of Georgia. Try to  understand the 
 underlined words from the context.

Christmas traditions are similar in all Christian countries. In Georgia we have our equivalent of Santa Claus, though 
we call him Snow Grandfather, and he has the same function – to give presents to children from a big sack he 
carries on his shoulder. But New Year traditions differ from country to country and from region to region. 

Pshavi  
The mekvle brings luck and happiness to the family. So when this person comes in, the 
woman of the house meets him and offers him food and drink and he proposes a toast 
to the New Year. In the afternoon Pshavian families traditionally have three toasts. The 
first toast is in memory of the family’s ancestors, then they toast all those who died a 
long time ago and have been forgotten, and finally, they raise their glasses in memory 
of the dead who have no relatives. Pshavians believe that what they do, and the way 
they behave on the first day of the New Year, will decide how they behave for the rest of 
the year. For this reason they try to be kind and generous on this important day. 

Khevsureti  
Khevsurians make special preparations to celebrate New Year. They usually 
clean their houses and yards thoroughly on New Year’s Eve and everyone in 
the family wears new clothes. In some families they brew beer in readiness 
for the New Year and the woman of the house usually makes one big cake 
for the mekvle - the first person to enter the house on New Year’s day. The 
cake has the figures of a cross, a man, a bull, a cow, a horse and an ear of 
wheat. When the cake is baked, everybody comes to see which of the fig-
ures has risen most. Khevsurians believe that the most visible figure on the 
cake shows what the family will have plenty of in the coming year. Then the woman of 
the house bakes separate cakes for the whole family and the person whose cake bakes 
first is believed to be the luckiest.
The mekvle enters the house and stays with the family all night. At dawn the head of the 
family goes outside and brings in some snow which he scatters on all the family. Then 
he leaves the house again to ring a bell after which the mekvle has to go outside again 
and reenter the house. After this ceremony the door is open to relatives and the family 
are now allowed to go outside. However, it is a strict rule that they must not go to their 
neighbours’ houses until the third day of the new year. They can only visit other friends 
in this time, and for these visits they all have to wear new clothes, while the men usually 
have a dagger in their belt.

Racha
For Rachvelians, who live in the Caucasus mountains, north Georgia, the New Year is the 
time to look forward to a better life, to make plans and to hope that all your dreams will 
come true. On New Year’s eve the men  take their sledge and go and fetch some wood and 
some hay. They must not forget to bring a branch of a walnut tree to make a Christmas tree, 
or chichilaki. On Christmas Eve they kill a young pig and bake a big loaf of bread. Early in the 
morning the person who is going to be the family’s mekvle gets up and makes a fire. Then 

Reading  
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3. In which part of Georgia? Read the texts again and tick the right answer. 

1. do they make a chichilaki?    
2. do they have three toasts?   
3. is special bread baked for the mekvle?  
4. do family heads ring a bell?   
5. does the mekvle make a fire?   
6. do men wear a dagger?   
7. is there a toast for the dead?
8. do they believe New Year will bring good luck?

Where....  In Khevsureti In Pshavi 
V

In Racha

4. Two out of the statements given below are not true according to the information given in the texts. 
    

1. All the three texts are about New Year traditions in Georgia. T r u e
2. Three traditional toasts are proposed in Pshavi. ………..……..….. 
3. They bake a big loaf of bread in Racha. …………..…….... 
4. A cake is made only for the mekvle in Khevsureti. …………..…….... 
5. In Racha animals are specially treated on New Year. …………..…….... 
6. Cakes with special figures are baked in Khevsureti. …………..…….... 
7. It’s a tradition to ring a bell on the New Year day in Pshavi.  …………..…….... 
8. Specially for the New Year day they brew beer in Khevsureti. ………..……..….. 

6. Among the underlined words in the texts, find the English equivalents for these words and expressions. 

Vocabulary in Context

1. jvari  c r o s s        2. ganTiadi, riJraJi     3. xanjali  

 4. winaprebi       5. ciga         6. Tiva   

7. tkbileuloba   8. Tavla, sajinibo       9. mimobneva

5. Find the words in A and B which can be used together. For example: nut + tree.  

A B
1. a nut 
2. look     
3. get    
4. make 

a. a toast           
b. beer       
c. preparations     
d. dressed        

7. Read the text about Christmas shopping on the next page and fill each gap with the best word from the list. One 

word is extra.    

celebration    Christmas     charity    childhood    festival    fun    hope    
 
 life  presents   real     religious    spend    stay     time

5. brew      
6. special   
7. ear of 
8. dreams 

e. wheat        
f. tree       
g. come true     
h. forward             

he goes outside, takes some candies and the chichilaki from the sledge, and goes back 
into the house. On entering the house he will say: “I have stepped into your house. May 
God bless you. I wish you prosperity and plenty of wine, wheat, happiness and good luck. 
May God grant this family many thousands of New Years.” Then he goes into the stable to 
give the animals his Christmas greetings, and to feed them with some hay.
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In many countries of the world, the c e l e b r a t i o n (1) of Christmas on December 25th is a high point of the 
year. But why? Does Christmas have any …….…………….………… (2) meaning? Today in the West, very few people know that 
Christmas has a …………….…………………. (3) meaning and that it marks the birth of Christ. Christmas has become nothing 
more than a busy time when we …….……………………….. (4) a lot of money on presents and food. In UK shops ……………………….. 
(5) open till very late on Christmas Eve and some even open on Christmas Day. A visitor from another world would think 
that Christmas was a ……………….……………… (6), not for the god of Christians, but for the gods of money and shopping. In 
shopping centres you will hear the traditional …………………………… (7) songs called carols, and groups of people will often 
sing carols on the streets to collect money for ……….……………………. (8). So fortunately many people do not think only of 
………….………………….. (9) at Christmas. We want to somehow return to a time in our …………….…………………….. (10) when life was 
simpler and happier. We like to think that, in addition to the ……….…………………………. (11) and the decorations, there is some-
thing else: perhaps a way of finding ……….…………………………… (12) and happiness.

8.  You are going to listen to Silent Night, a popular Christmas carol.  Before you listen, look at the words below. 
Then read the carol and try to put the words in the right place. Then listen to the  song and see if you were 
right. Look up the unknown words in the Wordlist at the end of the book. Note that two words are extra.   

Alleluya    birth    born    bright       child     grace   light   mild     night     peace   sight    

Sleep in heavenly peace!
Sleep in heavenly (3) ……….!

Silent night! Holy night!
Shepherds quake at the (4) …..…..!
Glories stream from heaven afar,
Heavenly hosts sing, (5) “..……...!”
Christ the saviour* is born!
Christ the saviour is (6) … …..!

Silent night! Holy night!
Son of God, love’s pure (7) …..…..!
Radiant beams from thy holy face
With the dawn of redeeming (8) ……....,
Jesus, Lord, at thy* birth!
Jesus, Lord, at thy (9) ……...!

*yon: that         *thy: your        *saviour: mxsneli

Silent night! Holy night! 
All is calm, all is (1) b r i g h t.
Round yon* Virgin Mother and Child!    
Holy infant, so tender and (2) ....……

Grammar:  Word order in a simple sentences

Look at the sentences below. Then look carefully at the order of the words in each sentence. 

• David laughed. (subject + predicate)    
• He needs a rest. (subject + predicate + object)
• Nino bought me a present. (subject +predicate + indirect object + direct object)
• She bought a present for me. (subject + predicate + direct object + indirect/prepositional 
   object) 

As you see the subject starts each sentence, then comes the predicate, which is followed by an object or 
objects. This is a common word order for an English simple affirmative sentence. 

Adjectives go before nouns: David needs a good rest; Nino bought me an expensive present; 
Adverbs go at the beginning or at the end of a sentence: Then he left; It was raining outside.

always, often, usually, never, just go before the verb, except when the verb is ‘be’. He usually speaks fast.  
She has just arrived. He is never late. We are always in time.  

Remember: Never start an English sentence with an object; always start it with a subject.   
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9.  Chris is on holiday. He has written a postcard to his friend. Look at each underlined word or phrase 
and say what part of the sentence it is: subject, predicate, direct object, indirect (prepositional) 
object, adjective or adverb. 

1. I’m having a great time.       D i r e c t   o b j e c t  5. I met Tiko and Dima.   ………………………………………
2. The weather is cold and wet.  ………………………………………  6. We all like it here.  ………………………………………….
3. I really enjoy the snow.  ………………………………………….   7. It’s never very cold. …………………………………………
4. Skiing is great fun.  ………………………………………   8. I’ve sent a long email to Nini. ……………………………………

10. Put the words in the correct order and write the statements. One example is given.

1. is / Keti / nice / very   K e t i   i s   v e r y    n i c e.
2. a / man / is / Mario.    ………………………………………….
3. showed / the / I / my / to / photos / father  ………………….…………………..
4. was / everyone / loudly / laughing    ………………………………………………
5. gave / help  / Mike’s  / some  / him  / friends   …………………………………………..
6. years / two / this / in / Africa / happened / ago  …………………………………………..
7. your / dress / to / show / new / me………………………………………….

You may use some of these words and expressions:  

It’s always good to have… / it’s bad for the environment… / You shouldn’t….. / It’s a special holiday/time of year..…./ cut and 
plant more… / damage… / make money…/  should be controlled by the government…/ illegal sales …

When your group is ready, tell another group what you have said. How much do you have in common? What did the 
Mayor decide?  

12.  Describe what happened last New Year in your family. Did you have a New Year tree? Was it real? Did you buy it  
 in  the market or did somebody in the family cut it down in a forest? How long did you keep it? What happened to it  
 when the holiday time was over? Write a paragraph of about 80-90 words. Start with a topic sentence: 

Last year we had a nice / small / big / real / artificial tree at home ……………………………. 

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:     

Self -editing checklist
• The paragraph has a topic sentence. 
•  I answered all the 5 questions given in the task.
• In the sentences I used correct word order.
•  I started each sentence with a capital letter. 
• I put a full stop at the end of each sentence.

* The Mayor: qalaqis meri

Speaking

11.

Now get ready to write  

Some people think 
that a Christmas tree should be real and natural. Others 

disagree. They think that fir trees should not be cut down for Christmas or New Year and that we should use 
artificial trees. Work in groups of three: A, B and C. A is for a real fir tree, B is against cutting down fir trees, 

and C is the Mayor* of the city who listens to both sides and takes a decision.
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Grammar focus: Relative clauses

1. You are going to read about Santa Claus. Before reading, share your answers to these questions with your 
partner.   

• Do you think that people who work as Santa Clauses during Christmas and New Year should be specially trained? 
• What kind of person should Santa Claus be? In your opinion what are the two most important qualities of a good Santa? 

2. Now read about how Santa Clauses are trained, and where they are trained, 
for their annual Christmas job. 

You may think that being Santa Claus is the easiest job in the world. 
If so, you’re wrong; it is vital to have training, and to get a diploma 
in Santa studies, to find a job as Santa Claus. Believe it or not, the 
Santa Claus who distributes presents to young children at your local 
supermarket does not live at the North Pole, and he definitely hasn’t 
arrived on a flying sleigh pulled by a reindeer. Really, he hasn’t. In 

Santa Claus School Michigan
Established in 1937, this is the world’s oldest Santa school. Students are shown how to put the 
beard on, and they learn about the story of Santa. They are also given advice on what to say 
if they are asked to do interviews for radio or for TV. 2408 Pinehurst Court, Midland, Michigan. 
www.santaclausschool.com
 

The Ministry of Fun, London
At this school in south London they will teach you how to say Merry Christmas in several 
languages and you’ll be able to learn all the skills you need to entertain kids. 127-129 Great 
Suffolk Street, London. www.ministryoffun.net

Santa School, Alberta
At this Canadian school, you’ll receive a 445-page textbook which tells you how to set up your 
own business and explains everything you need to know about how Santas should behave, 
how they should deal with people who don’t believe in Santas as well as the best way to wear 
your Santa Claus wig*.  606-23 Avenue, South West Calgary, Alberta. www.santaqsschool.com

The International School of Santa Studies
The realsantas.com website gives the world’s most complete list of ‘real’ bearded Santas that 
you can hire for your Christmas event. This organization also holds one-day training seminars 
for wannabe* Santas. 

*wig: pariki               *wannabe: (those who) want to be    

Reading  

fact, it’s more likely that he is a graduate of one of the Santa training schools that 
are now opening in many countries across the world. Canada’s top Santa, and the 
owner of the Santa Claus School Victor Nevada, explains: ‘‘It’s a business now. A really 
good Santa can earn $ 40,000 every year during the Christmas season. We show our 
trainee Santas how to wear the beard, how to control difficult kids, and of course we 
teach them how to say Ho ho ho! perfectly.’’ If you are interested in becoming a Santa 
Claus, all you have to do is enroll at one of these schools.
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3. Read the texts again and answer the questions below. 

 Which school…

1. prepares students for radio and TV interviews?   S a n t a   C l a u s   S c h o o l,   M i c h i g a n.

2. teaches its students how to say Merry Christmas in different languages? …………………………….

3. teaches students how to make people believe in Santa? …………………………….

4. is the oldest?  …………………………….

5. gives future Santas a one-day seminar? ……………………………. 

6. is in England? ……………………………..

7. trains students to make children feel happy?…………………………….

4. Read the sentences below. Which of them are true, which are false? 

T             F

   V1. All Santa Clauses can earn up to $40,000 every year.                                            
2. In Santa Claus School Michigan you can learn three basic Santa skills.  
3. You cannot get online information about the Ministry of Fun, London.
4. In Santa School, Alberta they give advice on how to start your own business.  
5. The International School of Santa Studies offers the best recipes of Christmas puddings. 
6. The seminars at International School of Santa Studies last one week.

1. Can you deal with problems?     a. daiqiravo
2. It’s vital that Santa makes children happy.   b. unarebi, codna
3. You can hire Father Christmas as long as you like.   c. Tavs arTmev, umklavdebi
4. He definitely doesn’t arrive on a flying sleigh.   d. daarsda
5. This training school was established in 1973.   e. iqceva (moqceva)
6. This child doesn’t behave well.     f. namdvilad
7. Learn all the skills you need to entertain kids.   g. umniSvnelovanesi, sasicocxlo

Vocabulary in Context

5. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The contexts will help you. Example: 1-c.

6. Find a word in the text that has the same or similar meaning to the following. Then, translate the words into 
your own language. 

1. to get money by working      t o  e a r n   
2. person who has completed a university course  …………………………
3. to become a member of a course or college …………………………..
4. to start, establish, open …………………….
5. to give or sell things to a number of people …………………………
6. very well, without any mistake……………………………….

7. Read the advertisement about Santa School and fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are extra.
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So this is Xmas
And what have you done
Another year (1) over
And a new one just begun.
And so this is (2) …….
I hope you have fun
The near and the dear one
The old and the (3) …… 
A very Merry Xmas
And a happy New (4) …….
Let’s hope it’s a good one
Without any fear. 

And so this is Xmas
For weak and for (5) …….
For rich and the poor ones
The world is so (6) ……
And so happy Xmas.
For black and for white
For yellow and red ones
Let’s stop all the (7) …… 
(the second verse repeated) 

And so this is Xmas

Happy Xmas (War is Over)

Grammar: Relative clauses  

Look at the sentences:
 • The man, who is dressed as Father Christmas, is my neighbour.
 • This is a 445-page textbook which tells you how to start  a business.

These sentences have relative clauses starting with who and which. Relative clauses give extra information 
about the noun (subject or object) in the main clause: The man, who is dressed as…./
…  a 445-page textbook which tells you…   Relative clauses start with relative pronouns: which, who(m), that 
and whose are relative pronouns. More examples are:
 
 • This is the man who/that is going to marry my sister.
 • This is the man who(m)/that my sister is going to marry.
 • That is the school that/which trains Santas.
 • That’s the dog that/which lives next door.
 • He is the man whose car was stolen.

Think of and write down 2-3 sentences which have relative pronouns. Compare them with your friends’. Can you 
decide which pronouns refer to people and which refer to objects? What about the pronoun that?    

9. Read the first sentence. Then complete the second using the relative pronouns who or which (that is possible 
in every sentence. 

1. We took these photos yesterday. These are the photos which we took yesterday.
2. These teachers work at our school. These are  …………..………………………………..  
3.  I like this Christmas song most. This is ………...……………………………….. 
4.  Nick likes to read this magazine. This is …………………………………………….
5.  This actress lives in Australia. This is ……….…..……………..……………..………
6.  John sent these postcards from Manchester. These are ………………………………………..
7.  I’ll remember this day for ever. This is ……………………………………...

And what have we (8) ……
Another year over
A new one just (9) ……
And so happy Xmas.
We hope you have (10) ……
The near and the dear one
The old and the young. 
(the second verse repeated)

War is over, if you want it
War is over now. 
Happy Xmas. 

8.   You are going to hear a song on Christmas performed by John Lennon and Yoko Ono. Read the words below 
and try to guess which word might go where. Then, listen and check. Note that two words are extra.

begun    done    fun    fight    happy    over   strong    
merry     wrong    Year    young    Xmas      

Join Santa school
Santa School welcomes wannabe Santas, those who want to (1) t r y  to be Santas them-
selves. We’ll teach you how to entertain kids and  (2) ……………………. presents in the 
streets and commercial centres. You will also learn how to say Merry Christmas in 10 different 
languages and master the (3) ….……………. of saying ‘Ho ho ho!’ (4) …………………… 
, without a mistake. All successful (5) …………………… of the school will receive a special 
(6) …………………………… You can (7) …………………. for one of our courses any time 
of the year. Just send an email and give us your details.

diploma    

distribute

enroll 

graduates    

hire

perfectly    

skill  

try   

vital
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10.  Fill in the gaps with who, which or whose. 

1.  This is the boy w h o won the prize. 
2.  Yesterday we saw a car ………..………..……….. was fifty years old.
3.  This is the man ………………..………..…… house was on fire.
4.  Can I talk to the man …………..………..…….  works for Imedi TV?
5.  This is the book …………………..………..… cover you saw in the bookshop.
6.  The fashion magazine ……………..………..…… you gave me is great.
7.  This is the journalist ………………..………..……. articles are read by many people.

You want to buy 
a Christmas present for your close friend. Go through the list of possible 

presents given below and say to your partner which one you will buy and why. Tell the whole class what 
you have chosen. How many of you have chosen the 

same present?

11.

A list of possible presents:

 Christmas toys  a singing clock  an album for keeping CDs
 a photo album  a money-box  a fashionable scarf 
 skates   a poster on football a DVD on modern art
 a T- shirt  a French perfume a  book on great discoveries      

When you speak use this model:

I have decided to give a present to …………., who is ………… I’m going to buy him/her a ……….. because………

12.  It’s New Year and you have received a present from an old friend. Write a thank you letter to your friend 
saying why  you like the present. In your letter don’t mention what the present is. When you have written your 
letter, give it to your partner and ask them to guess what present your friend has sent you.    

Use some of the phrases given below. Also, try to use relative pronouns: who, what, whose, which.

I am writing to thank you for…/ Thank you so much for…/ It was very thoughtful/kind/generous of you to…/ 
It will be very useful / It’s beautiful/lovely / What a lovely surprise it was…

Before you give your final version of the letter to your partner, look through it again and answer the questions below. Then 
complete this self-editing checklist.

Self -editing checklist

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:     

•  Did you start your letter appropriately?                                        
  (For example with:  Dear / Hello / Hi)
•  Did you finish your letter appropriately?
  (For example with:  Best wishes / Love / See you soon). 
•  Did you include a topic sentence? 
•  Did you check your writing for spelling? 
• Did you use relative pronouns whenever appropriate?  

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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Units 5 - 8

1. Read the sentences below and underline the correct choice. The first one is done for you.

1.  I can’t talk now. I cook /am cooking a meal.
2.  How do people spend/are people spending their free time in your city?
3. Do you wait/Are you waiting for the bus for Rustaveli Avenue?
4. Katie has gone on holiday and I am looking after/look after her dog while she is away.
5. Her husband never remembers/is never remembering her birthday.
6. We watch/are watching  a new TV show at the moment. It finishes in 10 minutes.
7. Nick is always losing/always loses his key. It makes me so angry!
8. She works/is working in an office next to our school.
9. Ann’s father has lost his job so now he looks for/is looking for a new job.
10. Be careful. You make/are making the same mistake again. 
11. I know that she always washes/is washing her hair with a French shampoo.
12. I don’t understand/am not understanding his English.

2. Join the sentences below using who, which, whose, where. The first one is given as an example.

1. I am taking the bus. It leaves at 7.30.
 I  a m  t a k i n g  t h e  b u s  w h i c h  l e a v e s  a t  7.30.   
2. This is the house. It was built by our company.
      ......................................................................…………………………………………...............…………………...............
3. This is the place. I met my husband here twenty years ago. 
       ...................................................................................……………………………...............………………………………..
4. That’s the film. We saw it yesterday.
       ...................................................................................……………………………...............………………………………..
5. This is the girl. Her bag was stolen at the market.
       ..................................................................................………………………………...............……………………………..
6. The man was very tired. He fell asleep.
        ....................................................................................……………………………................………………………………
7. This is the table. It’s broken.
      ...................................................................................……………………………..................…..………………………….
8. The book was published last year. It became a bestseller.
        ...................................................................................……………………………....................………………………………
9. I don’t believe the story. Nino told it to us.
       ..............................................…………………………….......…………………………….....................................................
10. We didn’t enjoy the film. We saw it yesterday.
      ....................................................................................……………………………...............…………………………………
11. Giorgi is the boy. His father works in the US.
      ................................................................................………………………………...............…………………………………
12. My neighbour never leaves his house. He is a writer.   
      ……………………………………..............................................……………………………..................................................

3. Complete each sentence with one of the phrasal verbs from the list below. The first one has been done for you.   

  carry on       closed down       drank up       find out       grew up        is carrying out
       lie down       saw off        set up       used up        wakes up        write down

1. The city council  c l o s e d   d o w n  the furniture shop near the centre.
2. The Coca-cola corporation was .................................................   in 1888.
3. Levan always ..............................................  late in summer.
4. Henry Ford .............................................................   on his father’s farm.
5. He ..................................his friend ........................... at the bus station.
6. By the time they reached the village, they had ........................................ all the petrol.
7. We can ............................................ our discussion after lunch.
8. The doctor told Nino to ..........................................and stay in bed for two days.
9. Ann’s father ....................................................  research on Japanese art.   
10. John ............................................. his coffee and left the room.
11. How did you ....................................... my new address?
12. I’d like you to ............................................ your ideas on a piece of paper please.
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R4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra. 

  archeological discovery       brew beer      deal with       driving license     family’s ancestors   

      first climber       graduated from      greatest influence      have fun      learn all the skills      

         luxury item   saves time       wear  wigs     without any hesitation       

1.  After the Model T was produced, cars were no longer considered to be a  l u x u r y  i t e m.

2. In Georgia you can get a ........................................... when you are 18.

3.  He liked the offer so much that he agreed ...........................................

4.  Most of the Santa Clauses in the world ........................................... 

5.  In Pshavi the first toast is in memory of the ............................................ 

6.  Reinhold Messner was the  ........................................... to climb Mount Everest without oxygen.  

7.  In some families in Khevsureti, people ...........................................  for the New Year celebration.

8.   Having a washing machine ...........................................  and energy.

9.  This astronaut ...........................................  Harvard university. 

10.  At this school you can ...........................................  you need for computer programming.

11.  Some people find it difficult to ...........................................  their problems.

12. They have made a very important ...........................................  in Dmanisi.

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in 
the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are 
from units 5-8.

                                                                             Out of 30 words I know _________

1. influence -z e g a v l e n a    2. wig         3. deal with   

 4. I reckon    5. achievement     6. dawn    

   7. definitely         8. vital       9. established  

  10. cross     11. hey   12. hire  

    13. perfectly     14. luxury       15. stable    

  16. distribute         17. power          18. surface          

 19. skills           20.discovery        21.ancestors      

 

22. wheel       23. celebration    24. assignment     

 

25. wonder         26. graduate             27. enroll   

  28. set up        29. dagger      30. candies    
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1. D_ Georgia has attracted the attention of many 
foreigners, but Oliver and Marjory Wardrop are 
two of the most distinguished of these. What this 
English brother and sister did was specially im-
portant for Georgia. Oliver Wardrop (1864-1948) 
was a British diplomat who first visited Georgia in 
1887 when he was 23. He became very interested 
in Georgia and quickly fell in love with its culture 
and its people. Later, he shared his deep affec-
tion for Georgia with his sister, Marjory Wardrop 
(1869-1909). They spent all their adult lives trying 
to make Georgia’s unique civilization known to the 
British public as well as to the rest of the world. 

2. _  During their childhood, spent in Scotland 
and southern England, the brother and sister 
used to love reading the stories of travellers, par-
ticularly those who had visited the Caucasus and 
Georgia. Their fascination  grew for this distant 
mountainous country which Jason and his Argo-
nauts had been so keen to know. They spent a 
long time studying the Georgian language and 
literature, and soon began translating Georgia’s 
folk tales and poetry into English. They travelled 
to Georgia several times and made friends with 
many well-known Georgians. Marjory Wardrop’s 
friendship with Ilia Chavchavadze, and their cor-
respondence, is one of the best examples of 
Georgian-English literary contacts. In her first let-
ter to him, Marjory asked Ilia Chavchavadze, in al-
most perfect Georgian, for permission to publish 
his poem The Hermit* in English. The poet was 
so impressed by the quality of Marjory’s Georgian 
that he published the letter on the front page 
of his newspaper Iveria. Because of this letter, 
Marjory’s fame in Georgia quickly spread, and 
her brother Oliver wrote back to her: ‘The read-
ing of your letter to Ilia Chavchavadze, which ev-
erybody here knows by heart, caused applause 

THE WARDROPS
Grammar focus: Past Simple and Past Perfect

1. Read the text about Oliver and Marjory Wardrops and match the headings (A-F) with the paragraphs (1-4). There 
are two extra headings which you do not need to use.     

* The Hermit: gandegili     * knight: raindi
* Originally the poem was translated as The Man in the Panther’s Skin. Later, in Venera Urushadze’s transla-
tion the poem was called The Knight in the Panther’s Skin.

D. The Wardrops discover Georgia.
E.  The Wardrops’ children.
F.  Things reminding of the Wardrops.

A.  The Wardrops’ best-known publications.     
B.  The Wardrops become famous in Georgia. 
C. The Wardrops receive no welcome.  

Reading  

which must have been heard 
on the other side of the river.’                                                                                                                                          

3. _  In 1888 Oliver Wardrop 
published his book, The King-
dom of Georgia, in London. 
This publication was important 
in bringing knowledge about 
Georgia to Britain. In his book he wrote: “Geor-
gia’s chief attraction lies in its people. The Geor-
gians are not only fair to look upon, but they 
are essentially loveable people.” He talked of 
Georgians as “gay, open-hearted, open-handed, 
honest and innocent folk.” Oliver also translated 
and published several Georgian literary works in 
London and Marjory Wardrop soon followed in 
her brother’s footsteps. After her two visits to 
Georgia, Marjory’s translation of The Knight in 
the Panther’s Skin* became the main focus of her 
life. She worked continually on this for the next 
fifteen years, changing and revising her text 
many times. Finally the first English translation 
of Shota Rustaveli’s 12th century masterpiece, 
was published in London in 1912. Many English 
translations of this story have been published 
but Marjory’s translation is still considered to be 
the closest to the original Georgian text.

4. _ Today, Georgia is not the only country where 
Oliver and Marjory Wardrop continue to be re-
membered. At Oxford University there still ex-
ists the Marjory Wardrop fund, created by Oliver 
after Marjory’s death in 1909. The university li-
brary’s Wardrop collection of books and Geor-
gian manuscripts is one of the best collections 
about Georgia outside its borders. During her 
lifetime Oliver Wardrop’s daughter, Nino Ward-
rop, also kept very close relations with Georgia 
and made sure that the friendship between the 
two countries stayed strong.
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2. Read the text again. Then mark the correct endings to these statements. 

1. Oliver Wardrop …b… in Russia.                                                                                                                  
 a. travelled several times      b. worked as a diplomat       c. translated books                                                                 

2. The brother and sister first learned about Georgia from …….                                                                       
 a. newspapers        b. travellers’ books       c. their parents

3. When they were young the Wardrops lived in  …….                                                                                                        
 a. Scotland and southern England     b. Wales and northern England    c. Ireland and eastern England  

4.  The Kingdom of Georgia was published in ………                                                                                                               
 a. Georgia        b. Britain        c. both    

5. It took Marjory ………. to translate ‘The Knight in the Panther’s Skin’.                                                                
 a. 5 years        b.10 years         c. 15 years     

6. You can find interesting material about Georgia at …....                                                                   
 a. Oxford University library       b. Oxford University museum      c. Tbilisi Museums

3. Read the phrases below. Then try to find their exact English equivalents in the text above. 

1. didi siyvaruli  d e e p  a f f e c t i o n       2. unikaluri civilizacia …………… 
 3. Soreuli mTiani qveyana ………………..   4. qarTuli xalxuri zRaprebi da poezia …………….  
5. miamiti /udanaSaulo xalxi ……………….   6. Tavisi Zmis nakvalevs gahyva ……………….   
 7. qarTuli xelnawerebi …………….

4. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The contexts in which they are used will help 
you. Example: 1-f 

1. Listening to Georgian folk songs has a certain fascination for me.  a. gulwrfeli, patiosani
2. Ilia Chavchavadze was a distinguished writer.                                          b. mimowera
3. Our correspondence is usually by email nowadays.     c. gamoHenili, cnobili
4. I can’t publish this book without the writer’s permission.   d. raindebi
5. He lives completely alone and talks to nobody. He’s a hermit.     e. nebarTva
6. Do you like my dress? Please be honest!                  f. mimzidveloba
7. What do you know about King Arthur and his knights?   g. gandegili

5. Read the text about Shota Rustaveli’s famous poem. Then fill in the gaps. There are two extra words. 
 

death       distant      distinguished     enjoyable   fascination      
masterpieces     permission     poem      poets      published     translation 

The Knight in the Tiger’s Skin, also known as The Man in the Panther’s Skin, is a  p o e m (1) which was written in 
the 12th century. It is considered to be one of the ……………........………...... (2) of Georgian literature. The author, Shota 
Rustaveli, was a  ….…………........………...........(3) Georgian noble in the court of Queen Tamar. He was the queen’s treasurer 
and he paid for the frescoes in the ………........…….………........ (4) Georgian monastery of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem. On 
one of the walls of this monastery there is a portrait which is believed to be the portrait of the ………………........…....….... (5) 
himself. Not much is known about Rustaveli’s life. Even the dates of his birth and …………........……………....... (6) are unknown. 
The Knight in the Panther’s Skin was first …...………..............…….. (7) in Tbilisi in 1712. Marjory Wardrop’s ……..………......………......... 
(8) of the poem, which she modestly called ‘an attempt,’ is very …………………........…......... (9) to read.

6. You will hear an interview with Alan Gassar, the founder of a Georgian folk song choir in Toronto, Canada. Before you 
listen, discuss the meaning of the words below in small groups or look them up in the wordlist at the end of the book. 

 choir    polyphonic    spread     perform    appropriate    baritone   flavour    folk     repertoire  

Vocabulary in Context

Listening
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8. Listen to the interview again and decide if the statements below are true or false.

T             F

   V1.  Some of the members of Darbazi are Georgian.       
2.  The choir members met every other Saturday to practise.
3.  The Darbazi first performed in Georgia in 1998.   
4.  In Tbilisi the Canadian singers performed with two other choirs.
5.  None of the Darbazi members grew up in Georgia.
6.  The Darbazi choir is still very active.

7.  At the moment the group is looking for tenors. 

Grammar: Past Simple and Past Perfect

Look at these sentences:
 • My father always took me to school when I was young.
 • I suddenly remembered that I had forgotten my keys.
took and was are the Past Simple forms of the verbs take and be. Had forgotten is the Past Perfect form 
of the verb forget. 

We use Past Simple to talk about a finished action or a state in the past. And we often say when 
it happened.  We use Past Perfect for an action that happened before another action in the past 
– for an action that happened before the other action started. We use Past Perfect for the earlier 
action.

Now look at these sentences:
 • He woke up when the telephone rang. (Two actions happened almost at the same time)
 •Dato came home late and straight went to bed.(The sequence of  actions is clear)
 •I felt ill because I had eaten too much.(One past action happened before another in the past)

Can you complete the following statements?  a. Time expressions: last year/month/week, yesterday, a 
year/month ago, in 2002/September are used with …….…….…… tense;  b. Time expressions: already, just, 
never, before are used with ………….…….. tense.

Can you complete the following statements?  

a. Time expressions: last week, yesterday, a year ago, in 2005 are used with ………………..…………..…… tense;  
b. Time expressions: already, just, never, before are used with ……………………..…….. tense.

9.   Read the sentences and underline the correct choice. One example is given. 

1. When I had got/got downstairs the phone had stopped/stopped ringing.
2.  I had been/was sorry to leave because I enjoyed/had enjoyed the party very much.
3.  Natia had been/was very upset because she had lost/lost her purse.
4.  It had been/was a very hard day, so I had gone/went to bed early.
5.  I didn’t know/hadn’t known you bought/had bought a new car.
6.  Dato missed/had missed the party because no one told/had told him about it.
7.  When I saw/had seen him I realized that I met/had met him many times before. 

7. Now listen to the interview and complete the gaps. Insert only one word in each gap.

Georgian folk songs per-

formed by the Canadians!

Do not lose the chance to 

attend!

Only today!

Toronto Main Concert Hall

Start time 20:00.  

1. The choir was founded in Toronto in 1 9 9 5 .                                                                                   
2. The singers met in Alan Gassar’s ……………………………….. to practise.                                                                        
3. The group was called …………………………………….                                                                                
4. Darbazi performed 12 times in the concert halls of …………………………………...                     
5. The choir first visited Georgia in ………………………………….       
6. The members of the group were impressed by the …………………………………….. of the Georgian people.                                           
7. They sing songs in Georgian but with a ‘Canadian ………………………………………’
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Can you complete the following statements?  

a. Time expressions: last week, yesterday, a year ago, in 2005 are used with ………………..…………..…… tense;  
b. Time expressions: already, just, never, before are used with ……………………..…….. tense.

10.  Complete the sentences with the Past Simple and the Past Perfect forms of the verbs in brackets. 
 One example is given.

1. As soon as the film s t a r t e d  (start) Nino knew she h a d  s e e n  (see) it.
2. The rain ……………….……………. (stop) by the time we ……………………….….. (get) to the beach.
3. Tamta …………………….……….. (be) angry because her brother ………………….…………(eat) all the chocolates.
4. The X-rays ……………….………... (show) that Levan ……………………….…… (break) his leg.
5. Dato ………………………….…… (buy) a camera with the money that he ……………….………… (win) in a competition.
6. The children ………………….……… (be) very excited because they …………………….…….. (not/see) a tiger before.
7. Tako ……………………….…… (not/fly) before and she .………………………… (feel) very nervous on the plane. 

11.  Complete the text with the Past Simple or the Past Perfect forms of the verbs in brackets. One example is given.
                                                
   Where do the million dollars go?
When an American millionaire, Carl Stuart, (1) d i e d  (die) in his New York apartment at the age of 
eighty-six, most of his family (2) …………….…………........ (come) to hear the details of his will, hoping the 
old man (3) ……….....………….………(remember) them. Instead they (4) ……………….…..........……. (get) a real shock. 
Carl (5) …………….……………......… (live) alone for many years, and most of his family (6) ……….........………….……. 
(not/see) him for several years. His relatives (7) ….………….......……………. (be) amazed when they (8) 
………………….…........… (hear) that the old man (9) …...………….......………….. (leave) all his money to his pet dog, 
Richie, who (10) ……………….........…….. (live) with him for the last 10 years of his life.
 
will: anderZi

13. Write a description of your country with its advantages and disadvantages. Say what are the things you like 
and don’t like about your country. Use the ideas and phrases from the speaking activity. Write a paragraph. 
Do not write more than 100 words.

There are so many reasons I love my country for.  First of all, 
…………….……….……………….……

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:

Work in small 
groups of  4 or 5. Think of and write down three good things and 

three bad things about living in Georgia. Compare a list with other small groups’ lists. How 
many common things have you got? Try to agree on a common list. Use some of the phrases 

given below.

A good thing about my country is that……./ Georgia is famous for its…./ People are very friendly, what’s more …./ The 

thing I don’t like about this country is that …./ It’s true that many people are  unemployed … /  Georgia is probably the 

only place in the world which has/where you can/where there are…./ There are so many problems in this country but the 

worst problem of all is ......

Self -editing checklist

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.
• I used phrases from the speaking activity.
• I used the correct word order.
• I checked my writing for spelling and punctuation.     

12. 

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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Grammar focus: Word formation

1. Read these adverts (A-F). Then match the two extracts from newspaper articles below (1-2) with two of the 
 corresponding adverts.

1. ............ The current issue of the magazine focuses on contemporary developments 
in British-Georgian joint art projects. Through its informative and analytical articles the 
magazine aims to inform the public about the world art scene and helps to promote 
the arts in the South Caucasus region. Cooperation in the arts between Georgia and 
the UK started in 1992 when a group of Georgian artists exhibited their works at the 
Bristol Art Gallery in the UK. Since then dozens of projects in architecture, sculpture, 
and other visual arts have been successfully implemented. The best of these projects 
are presented on the pages of the first issue. Guests from Turkey, France, Italy, Armenia, 
Russia, the USA and UK attended the presentation.  

2. ............ Non-Georgian speakers can understand and appreciate Georgian plays now 
that they can listen to live English translations of performances in the theatre. The 
project started with the first live translation on October 21 of a comedy adapted 
from the novel by Georgian classical writer Ilia Chavchavadze. The play is directed 
by Robert Sturua and Anzor Enukidze and stars contemporary Georgian actors and 
actresses. For many foreigners it was the first time they had been able to enjoy a  
Georgian play. With the support of the Arts Foundation, three more plays will soon be 
open to English-speaking audiences. Tickets are available at the theatre box-office 
on Rustaveli Avenue, and performances start at 20:00.  

A. 
Cinema House presents the 

Italian movie General Delarover 

directed by Roberto Roselini. 

Starring Vitorio Jessica. Show 

starts: 17:00. Ticket 4 Laris.

B. 
Journalists Club presents the number one issue of Boom, the first bilingual internation-al visual arts magazine in the South Caucasus. Published with the support of the Media Arts Foundation. Entrance to the Club is free.D.

Metropolitan Concert Hall presents Kelis Rogers’ new CD Generation. Latest Posters of U2, Britney Spears and other contemporary show business stars are on display. Start time: 20:00

E.
Rustaveli Theatre presents Is 

he Human this Man? based 

on a novel by the classi-

cal Georgian  author Ilia 

Chavchavadze. For the first 

time with English translation. 

Ticket price: 10 GEL. Starts at 

20:00.

F.
Presentation of the third edi-
tion of Peter Nasmyth’s book  
In the Mountains of Poetry. 
Saturday, October 15. Pros-
pero’s  Bookshop. Time: 18:00 
– 20:00. Place: 34 Rustaveli 
Ave.Tbilisi

C.
Literary Cafe celebrates 

the newest edition of 

the Wardrop translation 

of The Knight in the Pan-

ther’s Skin. Rare photos 

from the Wardrops’ 

family album will be on 

show. By invitation only. 

Reading  
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2. Now read the situations given below and try to find answers to them in the adverts in the adverts on 
p.44. Write your answers next to the questions. One example is given.

 
1. Your friend is a big cinema-goer. He asks you to recommend a place where he can see a good film. Where 

would you advise him to go?  T o  t h e  C i n e m a  H o u s e.   
2. Your brother wants to see pictures of pop stars. Which place would you recommend to him? ........................
3. Your English teacher is very interested in the English version of Rustaveli’s classic poem. Where should she 

go to see it?.......
4. Your sister says there’s a new play on at the theatre and she wants to buy a ticket. Where does she have 

to go?  ...................
5.  A friend of yours in Armenia wants to read about contemporary art. What magazine can you recommend 

to him?...................
6. Your neighbour loves going to the movies and the theatre but he does not like staying out late. Where would you 

suggest he goes?     
7. Which organization is giving help with the translations of plays?  ........................ 
8. What does Boom promote? ........................

3. Match the expressions with their Georgian equivalents. The context in which they are used in the text will help you. 
Example: 1-c.

4. Read the sentences and fill the gaps with the words given below. If you don’t understand the words, ask your 
teacher for their meanings, or find them in the Wordlist. One word is extra and one example is given.

  appreciates       anniversary      attended        box-office      contemporary  
   director      presented       presentation       promotes
     

1.    The musicians celebrated the one hundredth  a n n i v e r s a r y of the composer’s birth.
2.    This is a publication that …………………….…………. new documentary films.
3.    Several interesting prizes were ………………….…………….. at the documentary film festival. 
4.    A film …………………….………….is a person who tells the actors and the cameramen what to do. 
5.    The ………………………….….. of the journal Kids Today  was held in the Sheraton hotel.
6.    I go to see my grandma every Sunday and she really ………………...……….…my visits.   
7.    A ………………………….……. is the place in the theatre where you buy your  ticket. 
8.    Zurab Tsereteli is a ……………………….……… Georgian artist and sculptor.

5. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the words in capitals. 

English speakers can now enjoy a  G e o r g i a n  (1) play through a live English GEORGIA 
…………………………… (2) of William Shakespeare’s King Lear. The play will be shown      TRANSLATE 
on November 21. For many ……………………….. (3) it will be their first experience   FOREIGN
of Georgian theatre. Old as well as new generation .…………………… (4)   ACT
 participate. Premier - no tickets sold. By  ..………………………. (5) only.    INVITE    

Vocabulary in Context

a. xelSewyobiT   
b. iSviaTi fotoebi   
c. mxatvarTa klubi warmogidgenT  
d. warmatebiT ganxorcielda  
e. gamofenilia  
f. pirveli gamocema  
g. xelmisawvdomia   

h. orenovani Jurnali

1.  Artists’ Club presents…    
2.  are on display….
3.  number 1 issue .…
4.  a bilingual magazine ….
5.  with the support of.. .
6.  rare photos ….
7.  are available…. 
8.  was successfully implemented….
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7. Listen to the last questions again and circle the right answer.

1. Kelis has some advice for teenagers who want to get into the music business.  Yes No

2. Kelis usually plans her life and knows what to do well beforehand.    Yes No

Look at the words: unnecessary / irregular. These words have prefixes un- (as in unnecessary) and ir- (as in 
irregular). Both prefixes un- and ir- have negative meaning. e.g. This is an unbreakable glass = This glass does 
not break; This is an irregular verb= This verb is not regular. 

Remember: a prefix goes at the front of a word to make a new word.

Now look at these words: pronunciation / government / lovable. These words have suffixes: -ion (as in 
pronunciation), -ment, (as in government), and -able (as in lovable).

Remember: a suffix goes at the end of a word to make a new word.

List as many words as you can with un- and  ir- prefixes and -ion, - ment and –able suffixes. Ask your teacher 
or look for more words in the Wordlist or in a dictionary. Compare your list with your friends.

Grammar: Word formation

8.  Put these words into two groups: A. words with a prefix; B. words with a suffix. Then check their meanings in 
the Wordlist at the end of the book.

  unblock    presentation        irrelevant     management    unchanged
        suitable     eatable    unbalanced    civilization    forgettable  

A.   words with a prefix: u n b l o c k .......................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 

B.   words with a suffix:   ..............................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. Add a prefix or a suffix from the list to the underlined words. Then translate the word into your native lan-
guage. One example is given.

      un-    ir-    -ion    -ment    -able  

6. Listen to this interview with Kelis Rogers, a famous American singer, and fill in the missing 
words in the fact file below. Note that in each gap you can fill in only one word.   

FACT FILE 
Full name:  Kelis Rogers.

Birthday:  21 August, ….………......... (1).
Birth place: Harlem, …………........ (2), USA.
Family:  Her Puerto Rican and Chinese mother Evelis is a ……………....... (3). Her black father died two 
days before she signed her first record deal. She has …………....... (4) sisters.
CDs:  First CD came out in1999 and was called …………….......… (5).
Career:  She changes her music ……………....... (6) with each new CD and she tours with many different 
types of ………………....... (7) from U2 to Britney.
Her childhood interest:  When she was a child she sang in the ….…….......…… (8).
Instruments:  the piano, the violin and the ……….......…. (9).
Her biggest mistake as a teenager:  She dyed* her hair …….......………… (10) once and that was hor-
rible. 

*dyed: SeiReba (Tma)

Listening
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10. 

Rustavi 2 TV company presents Geo-

star competition final show. Join in 

and nominate the best singer. Rustavi 

2 Studio. Saturday, 22 October 

18:00 - 20:00.

Avtandili Studio presents a win-ter clothes fashion show. Some French designers are invited.32 Kazbegi St. Sunday, 30 Novem-ber. Starts at 17:00

Arts Studio presents a new website 

www.artsstudio.ge  for those who are 

interested in contemporary trends in 

graphic design. Join us at 12 Tabidze St. 

at 7:00 pm and find out all about it . 

*vote: xma (saarHevno)

11. Imagine that you went to the event that your group chose. Write an article for the school newsletter        
 where you would describe the event. Don’t forget to mention.  

• The name of the event and  who organized it. • Where and when it was held.     
• Why it was interesting / enjoyable / boring.       • Any other information about it.  

Self -editing checklist

•  The paragraph has a topic sentence.
•  I included all the 5 points given above.
•  In the sentences I used the correct word order.
•  I started each sentence with a capital letter.
•  I put a full stop at the end of each sentence.

Work in groups of 3 
or 4. Your group has decided to spend the evening together. Look at the 

four adverts below and decide which is the best place for you to go. Then tell the whole class 
why you made this choice.

Where to go

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:

The most beautiful girl will be chosen  in the Batumi theatre on Friday, December 12 at the annual beauty contest. Join in! Your vote* is important!

Speaking

Now get ready to write  

1. I don’t believe it.  All this is so   u n believable.

2. She speaks good English and her pronunciat …...........  is wonderful.

3. This business is easy to manage. It is quite manage…..............

4. The thief was not carrying a gun. He was  …........... armed.

5. The Georgian govern …............   is making many changes in the country. 

6. If we work with each other there will be better cooperat …...........  between our schools. 

7. You didn’t read the question carefully, and your answer is   ............... relevant.  
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1. Read the text about Peter Nasmyth, a British writer and photographer. What title would you 
give it? Choose the most appropriate title from the list below. 

       a.   History and culture              c. Georgian impressions
             b.   Climbing in Georgia              d. A dog is a man’s best friend 

IN THE MOUNTAINS OF POETRY
Grammar focus: Passive forms with continuous tenses

2. Only four of these statements are true according to the information given in the text. Tick the sentences 
which are true. 

T             F

   V1.  Mountain dogs are never dangerous.        
2.  Peter Nasmyth is an American writer and photographer.
3.  Some of Nasmyth’s books have been published more than once. 
4.  The text has some useful tips for mountain walkers.
5.  It’s clear for Nasmyth why so few foreigners go to mountains. 
6.  Nasmyth’s book was praised in the British press. 
7. The text has useful information for both foreigners and Georgians. 

They say that a dog is a man’s best friend. 
But all dogs are not the best friends of all 
men. As Peter Nasmyth discovered, when 
he was walking in the Caucasus mountains, 
it is best to be very careful when you meet a 
large Caucasian dog, especially one whose 
job is to defend a flock of sheep.

Walking in the Caucasus is Peter’s latest 
book about Georgia and was published in 
2006.  It follows his popular book Georgia: 
In the Mountains of Poetry, now in a revised 
third edition, about which the UK Indepen-
dent newspaper says: “It confirms Peter 
Nasmyth’s position as author of the best 
book on post-Soviet Georgia.” Peter, who 
for almost 20 years has spent as much time 
in Georgia as in his London home, explains 
why he decided to write a book about walk-
ing in Georgia, rather than a more general 
book about Georgian culture: “It has always 
surprised me that so many people come to 
Georgia and admire the churches, the cave 
towns, the polyphonic singing, the tradition-
al dancing, and the typical cuisine, but never 
visit the mountains. This is like touring Swit-
zerland without visiting the Alps.” 

Peter Nasmyth has visited and photographed 
many parts of Georgia. He has written three 

Reading  

books and numerous articles on the coun-
try. “I watched the country change unbeliev-
ably. When I first came here, Georgia was 
quite extraordinary. It was a very, very differ-
ent country then,” he says. Walking is Peter’s 
most recent interest. “I have started walking 
in Georgia, because I see whole new side 
of this country. I did not know until I started 
walking in Kazbegi and Tusheti what was up 
there and I included a new chapter in my 
book about Tusheti,” Nasmyth explains.  

In the introduction to his latest book Walking 
in the Caucasus, Peter draws the reader’s 
attention to several possible problems that 
walkers might have when they are walking in 
the high mountains. You might, for example, 
suffer from altitude sickness if you are walk-
ing at a height of more than 2500 metres. 
So if you feel out of breath and you have a 
headache it may be a good idea to have a 
rest, or even go down to a lower altitude. He 
recommends also that you should carry the 
right equipment and wear the right clothing. 
These include a water-proof  jacket of some 
kind in case of rain, sun-glasses to protect 
your eyes, and sun-cream to protect your 
skin. In addition, a water-bottle is essential 
and a mobile phone and binoculars can be 
a great help. 
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3. Match the words in A with their Georgian translations in B. Example: 1-c.  

1. binoculars       
2. water-proof    
3. acclaimed    
4. draw attention   

5. polyphonic   
6. altitude    
7. it confirms    
8. cuisine     
9. defend     

A. B.
f. samzareulo/kerZebi
g. yuradRebis mipyroba   
h. simaRle (zRvis 
donidan)   
i. wyalgaumtari

a. aRiarebuli        
b. dacva   
c. binokli  
d. adasturebs   
e. mravalxmiani 
(simRerebi)   

Monday, 16 August

This afternoon we  r e a c h e d (1) 2000 metres. I feel a little out of ……………… (2) (I must stop smoking!!!) but that’s nothing in comparison 
to the fantastic sensation I have when I see the ………………. (3) beauty 
of the mountains around me. I feel as if I only have to reach out my hand to 
……………….(4) the snowy  ………………. (5) of the Caucasus. It’s very cold 
at nights but thank God I have the right ………………… (6). It would have been 
hard without my …………….. (7) jacket and sunglasses. But I forgot to pack any 
………………… (8) for my hands and face. I wish I hadn’t!

5. Read this extract from a climber’s diary and fill in the gaps with the words and phrases on the left. Two words 
are extra.

beauty     breath       clothing     

dazzling    hand    peaks    reached

sun-cream      touch      water-proof             

6. You are going to listen to an interview given by Peter Nasmyth to a Georgian journalist. Listen to the interview 
and count how many questions the journalist asks Peter. 

The journalist asks Peter …………... questions.

7. Listen to the interview again and circle the right choice. One example is given.

1.  Nasmyth first came to Georgia as     a. a guest      b. a tourist  c. a journalist   
2.  Nasmyth first came to Georgia in    a.1987       b. 1978      c.1997   
3.  Nasmyth wrote his first book on Georgia in  a.1990     b.1991       c.1999  
4.  In Georgia a civil war began in     a.1993        b.1990      c.1992   
5.  Nasmyth’s second book appeared in  a.1998       b.1999      c.1989   
6.  Britain’s highest mountain is… meters high   a. 799        b. 979       c. 997  
7.  In his book Nasmyth describes …. walks.  a. 42       b. 44       c. 22    
8.  Nasmyth’s favourite mountain is       a. Ushba       b. Kazbegi c. Elbrus          

4. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the words in capitals. 

1. Nikoloz is a very  c a r e f u l  driver.                                              CARE
2. Certain ………………….....……...........…....... is needed for walkers and divers.         EQUIP 
3. What has been the biggest …………………...........……...........….. ever made?  DISCOVER
4. Sun glasses are the best ………….....……...........…........……  for your eyes.  PROTECT
5. Misha’s …………...........………...........……. were brief and clear.    EXPLAIN
6. Very few people suffer from  …….……...........…...........…………..    SEA-SICK
7. Daniel looked at Mary with ………………...........…............……….              ADMIRE

Listening
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8. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first, using the words given. 

1.  This company is supplying our office with the furniture.
  Our office i s  b e i n g  s u p p l i e d with the furniture by this company.
2.  They are building a big church in Sarpi.
      A big church …………………………………….……………………  in Sarpi. 
3.  The police were following the murderers.
 The murderers …………………………………….…………………… by the police.
4. Cambridge Publications are publishing Helen’s second book.
 Helen’s second book …………………………………….……………………  by Cambridge Publications. 
5.  I saw that the car was being stolen.
 I saw that they …………………………………….……………………
6. Ten houses are being rebuilt in old Tbilisi right now.
 They …………………………………….…………………… in old Tbilisi right now.
7. They were serving Chinese food in that restaurant 
 Chinese food …………………………………….…………………… in that restaurant.

9. Rewrite the newspaper headlines as complete sentences using verbs in Present Simple active. 

  Air being polluted by gas   
  Animals being used for medical products 
  Teachers being trained by a machine    
  Children being brainwashed by computer games  
  Global warming results being revealed  
  Picasso’s painting being sold by the museum
 

They are polluting the air by gas.    ……………………………………………….…………………………
………………………………..……………………….…………..                 …………………………………….……………………………………
………………………………………………………….…………..   ………………………………………………………………………...      

Grammar: Passive forms for continuous tenses

Look at the sentences:

 • Peter is being interviewed now.
 • Peter was being interviewed when I entered the room.

In the first sentence, the verb is in the Present Continuous passive form: is being interviewed. The second 
sentence has the verb in the Past Continuous passive form  - was being interviewed.

We use the Passive form of the verb when the agent (the person who does the action) is unknown, or 
obvious from the context, and when the action is more important than the person who is doing it.

Look at more examples of active and passive forms of the Present and Past Continuous tenses:
A writer is making a presentation now.-  A presentation is being made by a writer now.
The photographer was taking photos. - The photos were being taken by the photographer.

Can you write the rule for forming the Present and Past continuous passive forms of the verbs? Can you write 
the rule for interrogative and negative forms too? Ask your friend or your teacher for advice.
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In your dialogue try to include some of the words and phrases given below: 

in India / in Africa / draw your attention / altitude / frightening experience /

stunning beauty / it does not compare with / water-proof jacket / binoculars / 

appropriate clothing / typical cuisine /a flock of sheep 

11.  A cyclist travelling through Georgia was interviewed. Read the answers that he gave below, and then decide 
what  the questions were and write them down. Then, use the information in his answers to write a short 

 article (max. 110 words) for the school newsletter under the title: A French cyclist in Georgia. 

1. Q . …………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………
    A. No, never. I hadn’t  even heard about it until I started to study the map, to decide which  route I was going to take. 

2.  Q. ………………………………………………………………….…………………….…………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………
     A.  19 so far. Georgia is the 19th country I’ve passed through. Most of them are in Asia but, after Georgia and Tur-

key, I will be counting European countries.

3.  Q. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………
     A. To Africa first and then to South America. From there I will go to Central America. In about one year’s time I am 

planning to finish my journey in Alaska, in North America.  

4.  Q.  ……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………
     A.  I think this one is the 20th bike I’ve had since I started. So on average each bike has done about 1000 kilome-

tres. It depends on many things: the weather, the roads, the quality of the bike itself. 

5.  Q. ……………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………
     A. My daughter was born after 6 months I left home, so I miss her most and Melinda - my wife, of course. Though I 

get their photos on my mobile, which is fantastic.

You are preparing 
questions to ask a young Frenchman who is travelling on a bicycle 

through Georgia on his round-the -world trip. He has only 10 minutes to answer your questions. 
Work in pairs and prepare 5-7 questions to ask the traveller. Then, in pairs, act out 

the dialogue.

12.  Now, using the information given above, write a short article (max. 110 words) for the school newsletter 
under the title: A French cyclist in Georgia. 

School newsletter
A French Cyclist in Georgia

A French cyclist is travelling through Georgia. He …………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………

10. 

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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Grammar focus: Impersonal It

 
1. … g.. . is celebrated on July 4th in the Unites States. In every town and village across 
the country you can hear the explosions of fireworks and fire crackers. They are a 
reminder of the sound of the guns fired during the American revolution. Politicians 
make patriotic speeches about America ‘the land of the free.’ Planes of the American 
Air Force fly overhead and perform acrobatics in the air. For most families, the most 
popular activities on this day are picnics and barbecues.  

2. …….  is always on the fourth Thursday in November. It is celebrated in the United 
States by people of all religions, who give thanks for the many good things in their 
lives. It was first celebrated in 1621 by the Pilgrims, a very religious group of people 
who left England to go and live in America. The first winter after their arrival was 
a terrible time. Many of them were sick and many of them starved. Native Indians 
taught the Pilgrims how to plant, to fish, to hunt and how to survive in America. The 
crops that they had planted grew well and in the fall of 1621 the Pilgrims had a great 
harvest. They were so thankful for their harvest that they decided to celebrate with a 

1. Read these descriptions of British and American festivals and match them with their names from the list below. 
Two names are extra. 

 
a.  Pancake Day 
b.  April Fool’s Day
c.  Father’s day
d.  Mother’s Day

e.  Notting Hill Carnival
f.   Halloween
g.  Independence Day
h.  Thanksgiving Day

feast. And they didn’t forget to invite their Indian friends to share 
their Thanksgiving feast!

3. …….  is a big Caribbean festival which takes place every year in 
Notting Hill in London. The carnival is always on the last Sunday 
and Monday of August. The first carnival took place in August 
1964 and it was organized by some Notting Hill residents from 
the island of Trinidad. Since then the carnival has grown and now 
it attracts nearly two million visitors every year. Most of them 
come to watch the colourful carnival procession with its hun-
dreds of dancers and bands. 

4. ……. is the day when children play tricks and practical jokes on their friends - and 
often on their teachers! If the friends fall for the joke - if they don’t understand that 
it is a joke - then they are ‘April fools’. But you have to remember that the tricks must 
be played before midday; if someone plays an April Fool’s trick after midday, it is he 
who is the ‘April fool.’ 

5. In Britain …… is celebrated on the Sunday three weeks before Easter* and so it 
usually comes in March. It is the modern name for what used to be called ‘Mothering 
Sunday,’ the day when Christians used to return to the church in the place they were 
born. Later, when many young girls and boys left home to work as servants for rich 
families, the festival became a holiday for young people to come back home to visit 
their mothers, and to give them flowers and presents. 

Reading  
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2. Read the texts again. What do the pronouns in bold refer to? The number of the paragraph is given in brackets. 

1.  They are a reminder of the sound of guns……. (paragraph 1)  e x p l o s i o n s.
2.  The first winter after their arrival was a terrible time. (paragraph 2).  …………………………………
3.  And they didn’t forget to invite their Indian friends. (paragraph 2) ………………………………….
4.  Most of them come to watch the colourful carnival procession (paragraph 3)  ………………………………….
5.  It was organized by some Notting Hill residents (paragraph 3) ……………………………………    
6.  … if they don’t understand that it is a joke (paragraph 4) ………………………………….. 
7.  …give them flowers and gifts. (paragraph 5) ……………………………………..

3. Answer the following questions and find the answers to them in the text. 

1. What do the Independence Day fire crackers make Americans remember? 
   The sound of the guns fired during the American revolution.
2. What are Americans’ most popular activities on the Independence Day? ……………………………….  
3. Who were the Pilgrims?  …………………………………….
4. Where does the Notting Hill festival take place? ………………………………….  
5. At what time must you stop playing tricks on April fool’s day?  ………………………………
6. Is Father’s Day an old celebration?  …………………………………..
7. From which island did the people who started the Notting Hill festival come from? ..………………………

4. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The context will help you.  Example. 1-d

1. Planes from the Air Force.      a. lxini, nadimi
2. We had a hard life but we survived.    b. saqvelmoqmedo  
3. He often plays tricks on his friends.    c. aRdgoma
4. They decided to celebrate with a feast.   d. sahaero Zalebi
5. Charity events should be more often organized.  e. gadavrHiT 
6. Easter is a big Christian holiday.    f. mcxovrebi
7. John is a Notting Hill resident.    g. eSmakobs, oxunjobs                        

5. Fill in the gaps in the following sentences with the correct form of the words in capitals.

1.  At my last birthday party, the c e l e b r a t i o n s  went on all night.  CELEBRATE    
2.  The dancers were wearing …………………………….…………... Georgian costumes.  TRADITION
3   Easter is a ……………………………………………………..…… festival.    RELIGION
4.  People always wear …………………………………..…….. clothes during carnivals.  COLOUR
5.  The Pilgrims were ………………………..…….. for the wonderful harvest.   THANK
6.  Some parents are strict and don’t give their children any ……………………………..……… FREE

Vocabulary in Context

6. In Britain and in the USA …… is the third Sunday in June. This is not an old tradi-
tional festival; it did not exist fifty years ago. It began so that fathers could enjoy 
the same kind of occasion as Mother’s Day. After all, if mothers can have their day, 
why should fathers not have their day too? So on this day, children give their fathers 
cards and presents. Some charity organizations organize fund-raising events for the 
children of poor families on that day.    

*Easter: aRdgoma
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7. You are going to listen to a TV reporter talking about Tbilisoba from The Rike in Tbilisi. Out 
of the 9 words given you will hear only 5. Which of these words you think you might hear? 
Then listen and see if you were right.  

 

8.  Listen to the Tbilisoba report again, and write answers to the questions below. 

1.  What season is it?    A u t u m n.
2.  What is the weather like? …………………………………………………………
3.  What are the actors on the Rike wearing? ……………………………………………………………
4.  What are the children in the street doing? ……………………………………………………………………
5.  What can people buy on the Rike? ……………………………………………………………………………
6.  Where is everybody invited in the evening? …………………………………………………………………

Grammar focus: Impersonal It

Look at the sentences:
 
 • It’s snowing again.
 • It’s half past nine.
In both cases it  is used as the subject in sentences which do not have a ‘real’ grammatical subject. In these 
cases it does not have a meaning - it cannot be translated. It is placed at the beginning of the sentence only 
because, 
in English, every sentence must have a grammatical subject. 

It can also be followed by an infinitive or -ing form. In informal spoken English it and the verb to be can be 
left out.
 • It’s good to talk to you. -   Good to talk to you.
 • It was nice meeting you. -   Nice meeting you.

Listening

Dear  Katie,

How are you? We had a lovely  c e l e b r a t i o n  (1)  at our school on 31 October. First of all, the 
head teacher spoke about the day itself - where it  ……..……….. (2) from and why it is still popular 

today. After that the 2nd and 3rd graders sang a few songs and the 10th and 11th graders appeared,  
……………….. (3) as ghosts and witches in really scary costumes. Then we played some games, like 
‘find a free seat’, and ‘eating cakes with your eyes closed.’ We also held a  ……………….(4) concert to 
make some money to give to .………………. (5) organizations. There were stalls where you could buy  
(6)……………….. cakes and ……………… (7) things. 
I have some photos in my computer. Why not pop in and have a look some time? 

All the best,
Nata

tourists     
cheerful      

restaurants   
souvenirs      

kids
restaurants    

Mayor   
churchkhelas    

concert 

6. Read the letter that Nata sent to Kate and fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are extra 
and the first one has been done for you. And can you guess which event she is describing? 

celebration         charity       dressed up         feast

fund-raising         hand-made         home-baked     

         originated        resident 
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9. Match the first half of the sentence with its continuation. Example: 1-f 

a. from the station to my house.
b. to do the homework?
c. and they canceled the match.
d. you’d better take your umbrella..
e. to have met you.
f. to have a break now.
g. to start to prepare for the exams now.
h. and the weather is still cold.
i. the movie star, Tom Hanks.

1.  You look tired. It’s time …
2.  It’s too late ….
3.  It was nice ….
4.  It’s rainy today …
5.  It’s five miles …
6.  It was snowing …
7.  How long did it take you …
8.  It’s crazy! It’s June …
9.  Who is that actor? It’s …

10. Read the first sentence. Then complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. 

1.  Learning Chinese is not easy.  I t  i s   n o t  e a s y  t o  l e a r n  C h i n e s e.  
2.  Speaking English in class is always useful. It is ……………………………………
3.  Living abroad is difficult. It is ……………………………………………
4.  Travelling in Africa would be great fun. It would be …………………………………
5.  Studying in this language school is expensive. It is …………………………………….
6.  Jogging every day is healthy. It is …………………………………..
7.  Watching TV can be harmful for children. It can be …………………………………

11. 

12. Write a brief description of some festival but don’t mention the name. Read your description to your partner 
and ask them to guess which festival you are describing. Then read the description to the whole class.  How 
many of you have described the same festival?   

While writing, follow the questions below. Use texts in ex. 1 as a model.

• Where is the day celebrated?
• Is this day celebrated only in your country or is it an international festival?
• Does it happen indoors or outdoors?
• Is it a new or old, traditional festival?  
• Is it a religious or a public one?     
• Is it an official holiday? Do people go to work on this day?

Example:

TV presenter: Tell us please are there many people around? 

Reporter:  The place is  all crowded, lots of kids around……..…....

Self -editing checklist

•  The paragraph has a topic sentence.
•  I followed the questions given above.
•  In the sentences I used the correct word order.
•  I started each sentence with a capital letter.
•  I checked and rewrote the paragraph.

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:

Work in pairs. 
Imagine that one of you is a presenter in a TV studio and the other 

is a reporter who is answering the presenter’s questions live from one of the national or interna-
tional festivals. The TV presenter has to ask four questions about the event and the reporter has to answer 

them live from the event. Before acting out an interview, prepare the questions and the answers 
to them.     

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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REVISION THREE
Units 9 - 12

1. Read the sentences and put the verbs in brackets in Past Simple or Past Perfect. The first one has been done for you.

1. Giorgi k n e w (know) that he had m a d e  (make) lots of mistakes in his maths exam.
2. He ……………..…..…………….. (study) English for a year before he ……………..………..…………(go) to England.
3. He was afraid so he ……………………..………..…… (not/tell) anybody what he ………..……………..……… (do).
4.  He ………………..………(start) as an office boy and years later …………..………..……………(end) up as managing director.
5.  When he left the company, the boss ……………..………..……….. (thank) him for the good work he ……………..………..……….. 
(do). 
6.  I ……………………..……..…… (not/know) that Maia ……………..…..…………… (work) as a secretary before.
7.  Nick ……………..………..………. (get) on his motorbike and ………..…………..………..………….. (ride) off at great speed.
8.  Everyone ………………..………….... (be) in shock when they ……………..………..…… (hear) that the President …………..………… (die).
9.  As soon as our guests …………..……..…………….. (leave), we ……..……………………..…… (go) to bed.
10. Zura ………………..……..……….. (put) on his coat and …………..………..…………. (leave) without saying a word.
11. It ………………..…………..…. (be) the first time our football team ………..………………..…….. (lose) a match.
12. When I first ……………..………..……….(meet) Sandro he …………………..………..…… (speak) very little English.

2. Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence using impersonal it and  add pre-
fixes to the adjectives where necessary. Two examples are given.

1. This journey has been tiring.   
     I t   h a s   b e e n   a   t i r i n g   j o u r n e y.

2. Treating children like that is not fair.
     I t’ s   c o m p l e t e l y   u n f a i r   t o   t r e a t   c h i l d r e n   l i k e   t h a t. 

3.  New York is a long way from here.     
    ……………………………………………………………… to New York.

4.  He wasn’t invited to the party, which is strange.  
    ……………………………………………………………… to the party.

5.  It’s clear that Nino has no sense of responsibility. 
     It’s clear that Nino is totally………………………………………………………………

6.  Today is really hot.    
   ……………………………………………………………… today.

7.  We seem to be lost again. 
    ………………………………………………………………  are lost again.

8.  I’m not surprised that your boss isn’t satisfied with your work.
     It’s not surprising that your boss is ………………………………………………………………  your work.

9.  Keeping fit is very important. 
    ……………………………………………………………… fit. 

10. I enjoyed seeing you.        
    ………………………………………………………………you.

11. Focusing on details which are not relevant is silly.
      It’s silly ……………………………………………………………… details.

12. It is not known why this murder was committed. 
      The motive for this murder is ………………………………………………………………

3. Change from active into passive. Omit the agent where it can be omitted. One example is given.

1.  They are rebuilding the damaged stadium. T h e   d a m a g e d   s t a d i u m   i s   b e i n g   r e b u i l t.
2. They are redecorating our school during the summer holidays. ………………………………………………………
3. I saw that the ambulance was taking the injured man to hospital. ………………………………………………………
4. They are building a new skating rink in the city centre. ………………………………………………………
5.  When I came back the police were searching the house. ………………………………………………………
6.  A famous actress is presenting the award. ………………………………………………………

R
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7. An electrician was repairing our water heater. ……………………………………………………………………………………….
8. When I arrived they were serving dinner. ………………………………………………………………………………………….
9.  The police are questioning him in connection with the robbery. …………………………………………………………………
10. We are interviewing six candidates for the job. ……………………………………………………………………………………
11. The builders are repairing our leaking roof. .………………………………………………………………………………………..
12. The rescue team is continuing the search for the missing boy. ……………………………………………………………………………………………

4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase. Two phrases are extra. One example is given.

 Air Force       bilingual arts magazine        carnival procession         deep affection         draw attention     
            follow in his footsteps       fund-raising events       high altitudes       on display      play tricks     
                    polyphonic singing         rare photos      successfully implement        unique civilization 

1. A collection of photographs was  o n   d i s p l a y  in the hall.
2. He is a successful doctor and he wants his son to ………………………………………………   
3. April 1st is the day when people are expected to …………………………………………….. on each other.
4. From my window I could watch the ……………………………………... moving down the avenue.
5. He became a British …………………………………………. officer at the age of 20. 
6. She’s the editor of a popular ………………………………………………
7. His most valuable possessions are the ……………………………………………. in his family album.
8. This book is the detailed story of the ……………………………………………… of China.
9. The aim of the article was to ……………………………………………. to the problem of homeless people. 
10. If you climb mountains you will find it difficult to breath at ………………………………………..
11. Georgia is famous for its ……………………………………………   
12. The teacher showed …………………………………………. towards all her students.

5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in 
the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are 
from units 9-12

       
Out of 30 words I know 

1. innocent - miamiti, udanaSaulo        2. waterproof          3. honest    

 

 4. Easter        5. distinguished      6. resident   

7. permission        8. fascination     9. promote      

  

 10. binoculars       11. defend          12. confirm     

 

 13. cuisine      14. manuscripts      15. issue   

16. available              17. charity         18. appreciate     

 

 19. box-office        20. support       21. survive    

22. feast      23. correspondence        24. contemporary 

  

  25. knight        26. present             27. hermit   

28. latest      29. poetry      30. distant   

R
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IT 13 BRITAIN AND AMERICA
Grammar focus: Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continouos

1.  What do you know about British and American 

people? What similarities and differences are 

there between them? Take two minutes to write 

down at least two things you know about them, 

then compare your list with your friends’. What 

do you have in common?

2.  Now read the text about British and American people and match the headings (A-F) with the paragraphs 
(1-4). There are two extra headings which you do not need to use.

 A. Children  D. Taste
 B. Television  E. Goals 
 C. Hobbies  F. Food

Reading  

Let’s take a humorous look at the differences between British and American people

1. __E__ 
Americans aim to do three things in life:  1. look after themselves;  2. live forever and look beauti-
ful and young for as long as possible;  3. make lots of money and/or become famous. They will do 
anything to achieve these three goals. The British are very different. They would like to be quite 
rich, but are happy to accept their life as it is. They would never dream of putting themselves be-
fore others and this is why they like to queue so much and allow people to go in front of them in 
all kinds of races.

2. ____
Americans love food in large quantities and endless varieties. American plates are very big, but 
many American meals don’t even fit on them. Americans buy food that is already prepared and 
ready to be cooked in the microwave. This is true unless of course they are Californians, in which 
case they eat what they call ‘raw energy food,’ and which the rest of the world calls salad. The Brit-
ish only eat food to survive and would never dream of enjoying it. They prefer to cook their food 
for twice as long as necessary just to make sure it’s done, and they don’t like to have too many 
choices on menus as they find it difficult to make up their minds about which ones to choose.

3. _____
Both British and American parents are proud of their children, but here the similarity ends. Ameri-
can parents publicly admire their children and they like to tell everyone about their successes be-
cause they assume that everyone else is interested. If they don’t like them the way they are, they 
change their children by, for example, straightening their teeth or boosting their self-confidence 
by organising extra activities for them. British parents think that, if they gave their children too 
much praise, this would make them overconfident. British parents are happy to accept their chil-
dren as nature wanted them to be, even if it means their teeth look terrible.

4. ____
America has thousands of TV channels because most Americans have a very short attention span. 
TV and film companies won’t film anyone who isn’t blonde and beautiful, who is slightly overweight 
or who does not have perfect teeth, unless they are appearing on a talk show. Britain is well known 
for its comedy, drama and award-winning commercials and the fact that it has only five TV chan-
nels. However, as most British people would never want to appear on TV, they don’t need more 
than five channels.
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3.  Read the text again and complete each sentence with the right word. 

1. According to the text Americans are more   b    than the British.   
         a. hard-working        b. selfish               c. polite
2. The British are not very ………....…..
        a. patriotic                  b. competitive       c. open               
3. The British eat food ……….……...
        a. to live             b. for pleasure       c. in large quantities
4. American parents try to make their children more ……………..
        a. beautiful and obedient      b. intelligent and honest    c. attractive and confident
5. British parents are …………….. with their children.
       a. stricter          b. more liberal       c. more patient 
6. There are many more ..……….. in America than in Britain.
        a. internet cafés          b. radio stations     c. TV channels
7. Most British people would never want to ……………..
         a. live abroad          b. become popular         c. work hard

4. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The context will help you.  Example  1-b.

1. I admire him for his success in business.   a. gadarHena 
2. We had to queue for over an hour to get the tickets.   b. aRfrTovanebuli var
3. The money he earns is hardly enough to survive.  c. satelevizio reklama
4. I didn’t see your car, so I assumed you’d gone out.  d. rigSi dgoma
5. He is slightly overweight. He eats too much.   e. Seaqes
6. Have you seen that new Coca Cola commercial yet?  f. HavTvale
7. Nini was praised by her teacher for her essay.   g. Warbwoniania

5. Read the phrases and find their English translations in the text. All the phrases have been underlined in the text. 

6. Read the text and fill in the gaps with the words. Two words are extra. 

  
assume        attention      commercials     common   confidence   mind      

   overweight   quantities           similarity     survive     variety
                                                                

      

Vocabulary in Context

1. Tavis Tavze zrunva   look  after yourself     

2. didi raodenobiT 

3. usazRvro mravalferovneba, nairsaxeoba   

4. gadawyvetilebis miReba 

5. amiT msgavseba mTavrdeba   

6. Tavdajerebulobis gazrda 

7. xanmokle koncentraciis unari

My older brother

My older brother is very important to me because he knows me so well. When I’m feeling down or when I need to talk 
to somebody he’s always there to help me. However, we don’t have much in c o m m o n (1). We’re both blonde but here the 
…………………………….. (2) ends. He never does any exercise and is crazy about McDonald’s because it offers a wide …………………………… 
(3) of all his favourite food. He also believes he can’t ………………………………. (4)  without chocolate and eats it in large …………………………… 
(5) every day. As a result he is quite ……………………………. (6). What’s more he spends a lot of time watching TV. He watches all the 
programmes and even the …………………………. (7). He often switches from one channel to another because he’s got a very short 
………………………… (8) span and sometimes finds it hard to make up his …………………………….. (9) about which channel to watch. He’s not 

perfect, but nobody’s perfect, are they?  We’re still good friends in spite of the differences between us.
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7.  Listen to the  five people talking about the differences between Americans and the British and tick the correct 

box. 

Sophie 

1. different ways of spending holidays?        
2. Americans being very noisy?
3. differences between British and American accents?
4. British and American teenagers?
5. the British and Americans making fun of each other? 
6. Americans’ great passion for shopping?

√  
Who speaks about….. Teona Mary Giorgi Justin

8. Listen to the tape again and decide if the statements below are true or false. 

1. There are more shopping malls in America than in Britain. T r u e
2.  There are some differences between American and British English.  ……….……….……….
3.  American shop assistants are friendlier.  ………..……….………..
4.  Americans love shopping and spend a lot of money on it. …………….……….……
5.  People have more holidays in Britain than in America.  ……………….……….…
6.  Going abroad for holidays is very common in America.  …………….……….…...
7.  British teenagers are not very different from American teenagers.  ………….……….………

Grammar:  Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continuous

Look at the sentences:
 
 • Sandro has sent ten text messages today.
 • Gio has been chatting for two hours already. 

has sent is Present Perfect of the verb send; has been chatting is Present Perfect Continuous of the  verb chat. 
We use Present Perfect  for actions which began in the past but have a result NOW (Up to now Sandro 
has sent ten text messages). We use  Present perfect Continuous to talk about something that began in 
the past and is still going on NOW (Gio started chatting some time ago and he is still chatting at this mo-
ment). In questions Present  perfect is more usual with How many or How many times (completed actions); 
Present Perfect Continuous is more usual with How long (not completed actions).

Some verbs, such as know/like/believe are normally not used in the continuous form. Present Perfect is used 
instead: I’ve liked him for years (not I’ve been liking him for years).

Can you write examples of these two tenses in affirmative, negative and interrogative sentences? Can you find 
the rules about how to form them?

9. Underline the correct phrase in each sentence.  

1. I have done/have been doing everything you asked. What should I do now? 
2. It has rained /has been raining all day! Why can’t it stop?
3. Sorry, could you say it again? I haven’t been listening / haven’t listened to you.
4. Have you met /Have you been meeting anyone interesting at the party?
5. I have always been wanting/have always wanted to have a sister.
6. How many times have I told /have I been telling you not to leave your books here?
7. I have been knowing/have known Anna for a very long time.
8. Aka has written/has been writing his novel for the last two years.

Listening
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10.  Complete each mini-dialogue by putting the verbs in brackets into Present Perfect or Present 
   Perfect Continuous.

 A: Star Wars is on at the Rustaveli Cinema. (1) Have you seen (you/see) it?
 B: No, not yet. Shall we go? I (2)  ……………………………………… (look forward) to seeing it.

A: What’s the matter? You look really tired!
B: I am! I (3) …………………………………………….. (study) all day, and I (4) ………………………………….. (not/finish) yet.
A: Oh well, it’s time for a break then.

A: I (5)………………………………………. (phone) Carol all day, but there’s no reply.
B: Perhaps she (6) …………………………………… (go) swimming with her friends.

A: (7) ……………………………………… (you/hear) the news?
B: What news?
A: Someone (8) ……………………………………… (rob) the bank at the end of the road.

We like to be late at parties. T r u e.                                        People often kiss each other when they meet.
We take off our shoes in other people’s homes.   People can’t  refuse food that is offered.
Friends shake hands when they meet.                 Young people call old people by their first names.   
We always leave a tip in restaurants.   We like asking people how much they earn.
             
Start your sentences with: 

It’s common for Georgians to….. / It’s normal to ….. / It’s (not) usual to …../ It’s rude/polite to….
/ It’s (not) important to …./ I think it depends on the situation….

12. Write a paragraph about social behaviour in Georgia. In your paragraph include the information which you 
think is important for foreign visitors while they are in Georgia. Write between 90 - 110 words.

The phrases below might help you:

Generally Georgian people …../ Most Georgian young people …./ Always remember to …./ It’s polite/usual/important/ 
common to…. /. Don’t be surprised if…../You should …../   

You should never…./ These days, nobody…../ It might seem strange if you……/ 
It’s rude/not acceptable to…./ You shouldn’t

Start with:  When visiting Georgia it’s important to know that ……………

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:

Self -editing checklist

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.   
• I included several pieces of advice for visitors.     
• In every sentence I used the correct word order.
• I checked for spelling and punctuation.

Work in small groups 
of  three or four. Read the statements below and with your friends decide which 

sentences are true about Georgia and which are not. Then discuss how Georgian people normally 
behave in these situations.  

Speaking

11.

Now get ready to write  
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Grammar focus: Wh-questions in indirect speech

1. Do you know who an exchange student is? Circle the answer. Then check with your teacher.

An exchange student is…

a. Someone who has studied in several schools.
b. Someone usually from high school or university who goes abroad and lives with a host family in a foreign country, and   
    attends school there.

2. Anuki was one of the first Georgian students to spend a year in the US as an exchange student. She was 
 interviewed by a teenagers’ magazine about her life in the US. Read the journalist’s questions and match 
 them with Anuki’s answers below. 

Anuki’s answers:

1. H
First of all thanks for interviewing me. Yes, I am an alumna of the Project Harmony exchange programme. I was lucky to be 
one of the fifteen Georgian students who were selected that year.

2.........
Again I was very lucky to be sent to Rhode Island, the smallest state in the US. The capital of Rhode Island is Providence, 
which is an amazing place. But I lived in Lincoln City, only about an hour’s drive from Boston and three hours from New York. I 
stayed in the States for one school semester, about six  months in all.

3........
I was a Senior at Lincoln High School. To be a Senior is a great opportunity as you have a prom, which is a school-leaving 
party at the end of the year. I think the prom is the most emotional event in American schools. Students* are waiting for this 
fantastic day for years. Interesting subjects that I can remember now were European History and English Literature. Also I 
took Spanish as a second language; and I went to a keyboarding class, where I learnt blind typing.    

4 ........
All public schools in the States look like the private schools we have in Georgia now: you have a school bus to take kids to 
school, you have a nice building with a great garden and a lot of computers. In America there are some mandatory subjects 
and some elective; Students do lots of sport and organise different kinds of competitions.

5..........
I think the main difference between American and Georgian teenagers is that American teenagers are more independent.

6..........
They are often involved in sports clubs. Also they like watching the latest movies in the cinema or they rent films and watch 
them at home. And they spend a lot of time with their families and do their homework.

7.........
I lived with a lovely family. My host father was an Orthodox priest and my host mother was a French-Canadian nurse. I also 
had a host brother who was a college student in Boston and a host sister who was an artist and lived in New York. I got 

Reading  

Journalist’s questions:

A. How much does it differ from your and your parents’ relationships here in Georgia?     
B. What do you think is the main thing you gained from your stay in the US?
C. How do American teenagers spend their free time? What do they do at weekends, for 
example?
D. Tell about your host family. Did you have good relationships?
E. You probably made friends there. How do American and Georgian teenagers differ? 
F.  Which grade were you in? What subjects did you study and which was your favourite? 
G.  What do schools look like in the States? Are there any similarities with Georgian 
schools?
H.  Can you tell us how you went to the States? Was it an exchange programme? 
I.   Where did you live and how long did you stay?
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ITon really well with all of them.  Actually, I can’t say that I was absolutely free to do what I liked. For example, I had 
friends in Bryant College, where I used to go, and I remember I had to agree this beforehand with my family. I could 
not just leave the house without telling them.

3. Read the interview again. Choose the correct alternative according to the interview. 

1. Rhode Island is ..b..  in the US.
         a. the biggest state        b. the smallest state         c. the most famous US state

2. A prom is….
          a. a birthday party       b. an award-giving party      c. a school-leaving party

3.  Being a Senior student means you are…
          a. in your fifth grade     b. in your final year     c. have already left school 

4. In the keyboarding class Anuki learnt...
           a. computer programmes      b. blind typing c. Spanish

5. In the US Anuki lived...
           a. in a dormitory*        b. with a local family c. in her own apartment

6.  Anuki’s host brother and sister lived...
        a. in the same city as Anuki b. abroad         c. in different cities    

 *dormitory (dorm): saerTo sacxovrebeli    

4. Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The contexts will help you. Example: 1-b.

1. I was selected for this programme.    a. SesaZlebloba, Sansi
2. To be a Senior is a great opportunity.   b. amirHies 
3. You have a prom for school leavers.    c. arHeviTi   
4. I had a keyboarding class.     d. savaldebulo
5. In US schools some subjects are mandatory.    e. beWdvis gakveTili
6. I agree beforehand.      f.  winaswar
7. Some subjects are elective.     g. gamosaSvebi saRamo (skolis)  

a. free
b. typing
c. distance  
d. experience

A. B.

5. Find the words in A and B which can be used together. For example: exchange + programme.

1. exchange
2. an hour
3. blind
4. rent

5. absolutely
6. huge
7. invaluable
8. decision-making

e. programme
f. skill
g. the film
h. difference

8 .........
When it comes to relations between parents and children, I don’t think that there is a huge difference. I mean they love 
their children and take care of them in the same way as parents do here. I think the main difference is that parents in 
the States respect the opinions of their children more.

9 ..........
That’s not an easy question. The whole experience was really invaluable. But if I have to say just one  thing, I guess that 
the most important skill I learned was how to be an independent decision-maker. 

*In America schoolchildren are often called ‘students’.

6. Read an email that a Georgian exchange student Mari sent to her friend Salome. Fill in the gaps with words 
from the list. Two words are extra.  

 
 blind     class       electives      exchange      event     gained     mandatory     opportunity        relationship 
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7.   You are going to listen to an interview with two exchange students, Mako and David. They both studied in the 
US and lived with American families. Out of the words given below make the questions that the reporter asks 
Levan and Mako. Then listen and check if you were right.

1. You / take part / exchange programme?
    Did you take part in an exchange programme?
2. Where/ you live and how long / you stay?
3. What subjects / you study / which / your favourite? 
4. What / think /main difference between / American and Georgian schools?
5. How /American teenagers/ differ from Georgian ones? there /similarities?
6. How /American teenagers spend / free time? 
7. How much freedom / an American teenager/ have?
8. What / you think / the main thing / gained / your stay in the US?

8. Listen to the tape again and match the speakers with the statements.

Both 

1. participated in Future Leaders Exchange Program?       
2. lived in the State of Georgia with an American family?
3. was really interested in US history and culture?
4. says pupils in the US  are allowed to study the subjects they like?
5. thinks that Georgian and American teenagers like to spend their free time with friends?
6. became a more independent person?
7. learned a lot about American people?

Who David Mako

√  

Grammar: Wh-questions in indirect speech

Look at the sentences: 

 • What subjects did you study?          • Which was your favourite subject? 

The questions above are Wh- questions. They are called so because they begin with question words which 
mostly start with “Wh-“. These are who, where, when, what, why, how, which, whose.    
 Now look at these examples of Wh-questions in direct and indirect speech: 
 Direct speech: What subjects did you study? 
 Indirect Speech: The interviewer asked Anuki what subjects she had studied.
 Direct speech:  Who is she?
 Indirect Speech:   He asked who she was.

As you can see, in indirect speech: 1.The word order is that of a statement, not of a question: …what subjects she had 
studied /… who she was.   2. The verb is put in the past tense when the verb in the main clause is in the past tense: He 
asked her what subject she had studied / He asked who she was.  
   
Think of other examples of Wh- questions in direct and indirect speech. Share them with your friends and your teacher.

Listening

Here I am in the US. The school is great. I study very interesting subjects here. Some of them are  (1) 
m a n d a t o r y, and we all take them. Some are (2) …………………. and you can choose them yourself. 
Keyboarding is my favourite class. They teach us (3) ………………….. typing there. I have fantastic (4) 
……………… with my group-mates. In fact, I have (5) ………………… a lot of good friends here. Being 
selected as an (6) …………………… student is a great (7) …………………… 

Best wishes,
Mari
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9. Turn the following questions into indirect speech. Pay attention to the word order and the tense 
used in the indirect speech. 

1. ‘Who did it?’  -   Giorg i  asked who had done i t .
2. ‘How much money do you need to buy new trainers?’  - Father asked Tom ........................................
3. ‘When does the film start?’ - Salome asked Mari ..............................................
4. ‘Where is your house?’ - David asked Nick .....................................................
5. ‘Why were you so upset the last time I saw you?’ - Sandro asked Nini ............................................
6. ‘Which of you is Misha?” - The policeman asked .........................................
7. ‘What time does the English class finish?’ - Kate asked ................................................

10.  A journalist is interviewing an exchange student. Read the questions and turn them into indirect speech. 

“How is your stay in the USA?”  (1) The in terv iewer  asked how h is  s tay  in  the  USA was .
   
“What subjects do you study?”  (2) The interviewer asked ........................................................
“Who are you staying with?”  (3)  The interviewer asked .........................................................
“What’s the school like?”  (4)  .....................................................................................................
“What do you do at the weekends?” (5)  .....................................................................................................
“When are you going back home?” (6)  ....................................................................................................
“And what are your plans?”   (7)  .....................................................................................................

11. 

12. When you have agreed on a course with your partner, write in list-form at least 6 things that were said and, 
at the end, write the decision you took. Use indirect speech for what you and your friend said while you were 
talking.   

I said that….,      Giorgi said that…        We decided that….. 

Work in pairs. Imagine 
that you and your partner are planning to enroll on a training  course. Look 

at the list of courses below and discuss which one you would both like to take and why. Discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of each course and in the end come to an agreement.

Courses suggested:

photography               tourist guide               blind typing                          Georgian folk dance
drama/theatre            football                        computer design                 European dances  

As you discuss the possibilities, use the phrases below:

What about…?/Shall we? /I think we should …/why don’t we?/I agree with you /That’s probably right /You could be right/ 
My opinion isn’t the same as yours/I don’t really agree with you about that

Want to learn European dances? 

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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Grammar focus: The definite article

1. Read the texts  about three capital cities. Try to understand the underlined words 
from the context. Then fill in the information in the table on the next page. 

“Tbilisi  has an irresistible charm of its own, neither European nor Asiatic, 
but a happy blend of the two”, wrote Arthur Koestler, who travelled in 
the Caucasus in the 1930s. Tbilisi is located in the east of Georgia and 
stretches for 20 km along the river Mtkvari. Its population is about one 
million and a half and its average temperature is 12o C. The city’s name 
derives from tbili meaning warm. The name is connected to the hot 
sulphur springs, which King Vakhtang Gorgasali found there in the 5th 

gives Tbilisi its special flavour, and look, is  Mtatsminda, the Holy Moun-
tain,  overlooking the town on its southern side.   

London  - “When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life,” said Dr 
Samuel Johnson in 1777 and this is true today as well. Rich with splendid 
cathedrals and palaces as well as modern art and culture London is still 
the biggest attraction for tourists. It is situated in the south-east of Eng-
land and historically the City of London was an important crossing point 
for the Romans over the river Thames. It became the capital of the prov-
ince Britannia in the 2nd century, and it is now the capital of the United 
Kingdom (UK), which consists of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland. London is a very big city and more than seven million people live there. It is 
also exceptionally rich in tourist attractions, of which the Tower 
of London and St Paul’s Cathedral are two of the best-known. 
But probably the most famous tourist attraction in London is Big 
Ben, an enormous clock on the tower of the Houses of Parlia-
ment. 

“Washington  is a capital magnificent enough to grace a great 
nation,” says a Washington guidebook. The city is named after 
George Washington, the first President of the USA. The site for 
the city was carefully chosen by President Washington himself 
who officially founded the capital in 1791. The first building to be built in Washing-
ton was the Capitol, which is the seat of government, where the Congress and Sen-
ate of the USA sit. However the biggest attraction for tourists is the White House. 
This is where the president of the USA lives and works. Washington is situated on 
the east coast of the USA in the District Columbia (DC).  This is why the city is usu-
ally called Washington DC, so that the name of the city is not confused with the 
state of Washington. Washington lies along the banks of the river Potomac. Rich in 
galleries, museums, monuments and universities, Washington has a population of 
only six hundred thousand people. 

Reading  

century. After this discovery, Vakhtang Gorgasali gave the order to move the capital 
from Mtsketa, which had been the capital city up to that time. There are many sights 
of interest in Tbilisi:  beautiful old churches, for example, and hot natural baths, and 
houses with verandas hanging like swallow’s nests from the side of the hill. But what 
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3. Read the words and expressions below. Then in the texts above find their English equivalents. They are given 
in the same order as in the texts.

 

1. uzomo mimzidveloba/Sarmi  i r r e s i s t i b l e   c h a r m      2. narevi, Sezaveba      

 3. saSualo temperatura     4. cxeli gogirdis wyaro  

  5. dasaTvaliereblad  saintereso adgilebi     6. mercxlis bude     

 7. gansakuTrebuli surneleba, elferi      8. udidesi sanaxaoba        
  9. gzajvaredini       10. aRmosavleTi sanapiro    

4. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the words in capitals. 

1.   London is the capital of the U n i t e d  Kingdom.    UNITE
2.  There are many ………………………………….. springs in our country.     NATURE
3.  London has many tourist …………………………………….    ATTRACT  
4.  ……………………………………….  Tbilisi was an important crossing point.    HISTORY  
5.  Georgia is ……………………………………….. rich in historical monuments.  EXCEPTION
6.  Capitals are usually official seats of  ………………………………………..…   GOVERN
7. The site for this gallery was…………………………………………  chosen.   CARE

5. Read the text and fill the gaps with the words from the box. One word is extra.

    attracts   attraction   average   coast     half    population    sights   stretches   visit   western   

Name  of  the  country 
Location   
Population  
The most popular site  
Name of the river
Became the capital in

Washington
Georgia
Tbilisi London

Vocabulary in Context

    San Francisco

San Francisco is an important city on the west  c o a s t (1) of the United States of America. It is a 
medium-sized city, with a ………………………………… (2) of only 679 000.  
San Francisco is the financial center of ………………………………… (3) America. It is also a center for music 
and art and ………………………………… (4) great numbers of tourists. Three and a ………………………………… (5) million 
people visit the city every year. San Francisco has many…………………………………(6) of interest, but its big-
gest ………………………………… (7)  is the Golden Gate Bridge which ………………………………… (8) across the channel 
between the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay. The climate of San Francisco is rather special, since 
it is never very hot and never very cold. In December, the …………………………………(9) temperature is 11.4 o C 
and in the summer months it is only 15o C.

2.  Which cities do these sentences  describe? Find the information in the texts and tick the appropriate 
box. 

V1.  Its population is less than one million.    
2.  It is famous for its modern art and culture. 
3.  It is only two centuries old. 
4.  It looks neither European nor Asian. 
5.  It has baths which are naturally hot. 
6.  It is the capital of four countries. 
7.  It has the same name as a state. 

WashingtonTbilisi London
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9. Read the sentences and fill in the wherever necessary. Where no article is needed put 0 (zero).

1.  They visited  _0_ Brazil and …... United States.
2.  ……. United Kingdom consists of four countries.
3.  Of which country is …….. Kiev the capital?
4.  Which river flows through ……… London?
5.  …….. Tower is the biggest attraction of London. 
6.  ……. River Mtkvari flows into …… Caspian Sea.
7.  …….. Sicily is an island in  …… Mediterranean Sea.

8.  Read the texts about Tbilisi, London and Washington again and find the words given below. Is the used before 
them? Put the names into two groups: with and without the.

 
  Mtkvari       Mtatsminda    east    Thames    City of London    Wales    Houses of Parliament    
   Scotland     Washington DC    north-west     Senate of the US 

Group A (names with the): The  M t k v a r i …………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………

Group B (names without the): …………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………….…………

Grammar:  The definite article  

Look at the sentences:
 • Los Angeles is on the Pacific Ocean. 
 • Washington DC  lies on the river Potomac.
 • Tbilisi is located in the south-east of Georgia.
 • Georgia is situated in the south of the Caucasus Mountains.
 • The United Kingdom; The United States of America

All these sentences have the definite article the. The rule is that the is used before names of oceans, seas, 
rivers, points of the compass (north, south, east and west), mountain ranges and states or kingdoms.  
The is also used when the name is followed by the preposition of: The Tower of London; The Museum of Art; 
The University of Tbilisi. 

The article is not used before the names of countries, cities, towns, villages or individual mountains. Exam-
ples: France, London, Telavi, Mount Kazbegi.

7. Listen to the text again and fill in the missing information.

Name of the city: ..........................................................................................................
Name of the state: ..........................................................................................................
Name of the sea or ocean close to the city: ..........................................................................................................
Population: ..........................................................................................................
Number of airports:..........................................................................................................
The most famous movie studio: ..........................................................................................................
The biggest tourist attraction:  ..........................................................................................................

6. You are going to listen to a tourist guide speaking about an American city. Listen to the text carefully and underline 
the phrases you hear. The phrases are in the order you will hear them, but out of  9 phrases you will hear only 7.

west coast          in the middle of          average temperature          third largest         city center    
 top-class universities         popular resorts        the most famous         along the coast

Listening
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12. Write a paragraph of about 100 words under the title: My dream town. These questions might help you:  Why 

is it your dream town? What’s special about it? How does it differ from the town you live in? 

While describing your dream town try to use text organizers: First, Second, Then, Finally, and, but, however, also, 

in addition, another….., 

Also, use some of these phrases:  in the east/south of… /  the biggest tourist attraction is… / sites of interest  are…/ is 

special because…. / has an irresistible charm… /

My dream town …….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….….………

.…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….……

.…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….….…….…….…….

10. Read the text about geography and fill in the wherever necessary. If no article is needed fill in 0 (zero).

Geography is about countries, seas and oceans. When you read about the geography of  ..0…(1) Georgia, you learn 

where  the country is and how big ……  (2) Black Sea  is. It also teaches you about the different rivers in the country. For 

example, you will learn that  ……… (3) Rioni is a river in …… (4) west of Georgia and that it  goes through …… (5)  Kutaisi.  

Geography also gives you information about mountains. For example, it teaches you that  ……… (6) Elbrus is the highest 

mountain in ……  (7) Caucasus and …… (8) Everest, which is in …… (9) Nepal, is the highest mountain in the world.

Imagine that you 
have enough money to design and build a new town. Call it: 

MY DREAM TOWN. 
Describe your dream town to your friend. In your description include answers to 

the questions given below.

• In which country is it? 

• What name are you giving it? 

• How big is its population? 

• Does a river flow through it? 

• If so, what is its name? 

Self -editing checklist

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.   
• I used some of phrases given.     
• In every sentence I used the correct word order.
• I checked for spelling and punctuation.

• What is your dream city famous for? 

• Does it have any tourist attractions? 

• If so, which is the biggest? 

• Is it near the sea, in the mountains or   
    in a valley? 
 

When you finish writing, complete this checklist.

11. 

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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1. Read the conversation between Giorgi and a travel agent and fill in the missing information in the chart below.

HAVE A NICE TRIP 
Grammar focus: Can/Could/May

Paying
how?

February

Travelling
when?

Travelling
Where?

Staying for
how long?

Staying 
where?

Travelling 
how?

Travel agent: Hello, Wings travel agency. Can I help you? 
Giorgi: We are thinking of spending a week in Italy. Could you help us 
with this?
Travel agent: Certainly. I can suggest several places in Italy, Venice, for 
instance - the Queen of the Adriatic, the city of canals and palaces. 
Giorgi:  Venice sounds just the right place. But is February a good time 
to go to Venice? 
Travel agent: Well, it’s nearly always high season in Venice. One advan-

tage of visiting Venice in February is the annual ‘Carnavale’ festival. And February is 
definitely much better than July or August, which is the worst time to be there be-
cause of the crowds and the heat. 
Giorgi: So let’s say February then. And where do you suggest we stay in Venice? 
Travel agent: Well, because of the carnival, accommoda-
tion can be hard to find. But we can offer you a nice 3-star 
hotel within ten minutes’ walk from Piazza San Marco. This is 
one of the most beautiful squares in the world, with its 500-
year-old buildings and St Mark’s Basilica, one of the most 
famous churches in the world.
Giorgi: Great! And how can we get around in Venice?
Travel agent: Since there are no roads or vehicles in Ven-

Giorgi: Thanks a lot. You’ve been really helpful.  Venice really seems to be a place 
worth seeing. And how much will a one week holiday cost?
Travel agent: Just a moment. I’ll check the prices for you here on the computer.
Giorgi: Excellent. And can I make the reservation for a double room? And can I book 
return flights too? 
Travel agent:  No problem. Will you be paying cash or by credit card?
Giorgi: I prefer to pay by credit card as soon as I receive from you the final calculation 
of all the costs. 
Travel agent: OK. We will make final calculations and all the other necessary arrange-
ments and let you know as soon as possible.
Giorgi: Thank you very much for all your help.
Travel agent: My pleasure.   

Reading  

ice, probably the best ways of getting around are walking and riding in gondolas. 
Going down a Venetian canal in a gondola is an unforgettable experience! You can 
also get on a vaporetto, a kind of water bus that goes along the main canals and is a 
cheap and fast way to travel round Venice. 
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2. Read the statements about Venice and decide whether they are true or false. Correct the false ones.  Find the 
clues for your answers in the conversation between the travel agent and Giorgi. 

                  
1.  Venice is on the Mediterranean. F a l s e 
2.  The best time to visit Venice is summer.  ………
3.  The Venice carnival attracts visitors every year in February.  ……….
4.  It’s very easy to find a place to stay in Venice in February.   ………
5.  Piazza San Marco is the main attraction of the city.  ………
6.  Visitors to Venice should take a gondola ride along the canals.  ………
7.  A trip by vaporetto is more expensive than a gondola ride.  ………

3.  Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The context will help you. Example: 1-c.

1. There are 150 canals in Venice.     a. yovelwliuri
2. The school trip has become an annual event.    b. sicxe 
3. Never go out in the heat of the day without a hat.                       c. wylis arxi
4. I suggest Paris as a good place for your holiday.   d. moedani
5. The price for the holiday includes accommodation.    e. satransporto saSualebebi
6. The hotel is situated on the main square of Florence.   f. angariSi
7. The road is closed to vehicles.     g. bina, sacxovrebeli 
8. He looked at the bill and made some quick calculations.  h. gTavazobT, girHevT

4.  For each expression below find the phrase in the dialogue which has a similar meaning. All the phrases have 
been underlined in the text. 

1. the busiest time of the year  h i g h  s e a s o n     2. interesting to see       3. make a reservation 

    4. a hotel room for two people    5. difficult to forget  

6. a ticket there and back    7. you’re welcome (as a reply to Thank you) 

5. Read this information from a tourist agency brochure and fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are 
extra. 

  
  accommodation   annual    bookings  canals   guides     heat     legends  
           season      sights     tours     vehicles    visit    worth 

  
    Visit  Rome

 If you’re planning to  v i s i t (1) Rome, you’ll probably need a place to stay. We can provide you 
with comfortable …………………… (2) in the city centre. And once you’ve found a place to stay, you’ll 
want to see the city. So why not experience Rome on one of our walking …………………… (3)? English-
speaking ……………………… (4) will show you the most spectacular Roman …………………… (5), ancient ruins, 

6. Listen to the recording and mark the phrases that you hear. Out of  nine phrases you will hear only five. 

How can I help you?   
May I pay by credit card?    

Listening
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medieval squares and delightful fountains. We’ll tell you the history, the ………………… (6) and the secrets of Rome. The main 
tourist …………………… (7) starts in spring and runs until autumn. Romans leave the city for beaches and mountains, which 
means fewer ……………………… (8) and a less crowded city centre. This makes Rome …………………… (9) visiting even during the 
summer ………………………. (10). For more information or ……………………….. (11) email at: tours@rome.com
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7. Listen to the tape again and fill in the missing information or tick the correct box in the chart below.

8. Rewrite the sentences replacing the words in bold with can, could or may. Sometimes more than one answer 
is possible.

1. My sister is able to speak three foreign languages. ……………………………………….
2. Is it ok if I use your calculator? ……………………………………….
3. On Saturdays the children are allowed to stay up until 12am ……………………………………………
4. Children under five aren’t allowed to use the swimming pool. …………………………
5. Do you mind if I open the window? ……………………………………………
6. At the age of four Tina knew how to say hello in English. ……………………………………

Grammar: Modals: Can/Could /May

We use can and can’t to say that someone has or hasn’t got the ability to do something. 
 • Kate can dance but she can’t sing =.Kate is able to dance / she isn’t able to sing

We can also use can when we give or ask for permission. 
 • You can use a dictionary in this exam.= You are allowed to use a dictionary (giving permission)
 • Can I go home now? I don’t feel well. =  Will you let me go home? (asking for permission)

can is also used for making a request:  Can you help me, please?

could is the past form of can and expresses ability in the past. It can also be used as more formal or polite 
form of can when asking for permission or when making a polite request.
 • She could ride a bike when she was three. (ability in the past.)
 • Could I borrow your pencil? (asking for permission politely)
 • Could you call back later? (making a polite request)

 may is also used to give/ask for permission but it sounds very formal.
 • May I ask you a question?           You may use the phone. 

International flight  Tbilisi – 

Type of flight   Direct flight         Connecting flight  

Type of ticket   Single               Return    

Number of tickets 

Departure date   14th February

Flight change place          

Departure time           

Arrival time in Venice  11:50 

Return date      

Return time   10:15 

Arrival time in Tbilisi 

Deadline for the payment 

Tickets reserved for  Surname:                      Name: Nikoloz

Passenger’s contact details Tel:

Can you try the 14th instead?    
Can you reserve those flights for me please?    
You may pay in cash as well.   
Can I have your surname?  
You may not change the date of your flight.   
You may not cancel your flight.  
Could you spell that please? 
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7. Listen to the tape again and fill in the missing information or tick the correct box in the chart below.

11.  In the postcard below some information is missing. Fill in the gaps with appropriate phrases chosen from the list.  
Note that Tornike and Liza are very close friends.

 
1. Hi Liza / Dear Ms Evans 
2. I am pleased to inform you … / I want to tell you… 
3. I’ll probably get a sun-tan. / The temperature is 27°C. 
4. I’d love to stay a bit longer. / I would like to prolong my stay. 
5. Please give my kind regards to everybody. /Give my love to everyone.
6. Take care / Yours sincerely

9. Divide the sentences into three groups: A. Expressing ability;  B. Giving/Asking for permission; 
 C. Making a request. 

1. I can drive a motorbike.      
2. You may leave now.     
3. Could you be quiet, please?    
4. Could you pass me the bread, please? 
5. He can walk on his hands.   
6. You can borrow my shoes if you like. 

Los Angeles

You can visit the world-famous 
Universal Film Studios, take a 
walk down the streets of 
Hollywood, do a tour of the 
Stars’ homes in Beverly Hills, 
visit Disneyworld or relax on  
beautiful beaches such as 
Santa Monica, Venice or  
Marina del Rey.

Read the adverts below 
and with your friend choose a place to visit. Talk together about what you can 

do and what you can see at different places and decide which will be the best place 
to visit and why.

Circle the right choice:

The style of the letter is       a. formal        b. informal 

Hi Liza, (1)

Here I am in Venice! I am staying in a three-star hotel a few minutes’ walk from St. Mark’s Square. ................................. (2) 
how much I’m enjoying it here. The Venice Carnival is fantastic! The weather is fantastic too.   ................................. ............ (3) 
although we’re in February!!! I’m never bored and ................................. (4).  
I’ll tell you more about it when I’m back.   ................................. (5).

................................................ (6),

Love ,
Tornike

7. May I use your cell phone?       
8. Can I stay with you?     
9. Can you do me a favour?    
10. Could you lend me 30 Laris, please.     
11. I could speak three languages when I was five.

A. Expressing ability: I can drive a motorbike.……………………………………..........……………………………………………………..………………………….
B. Giving/Asking for permission: ……………………………………………..………………………………………………………..…………………….........
C. Making a request: ……………………………………….........……………………………………………………………………..……………..      

Athens

This is a huge modern city, but 
one with old roots and many mon-
uments dating back to the dawn of 
civilization. The main monument to 
visit is of course the Acropolis, the 
hill upon which the Parthenon and 
other important sites are located. 
The climb can be hot, but it is well 
worth it.   

Rio De Janeiro 

You can enjoy a day on Copacabana Beach 
and then take a tram up to the beauti-
ful  mountain called Corcovado and see 
the famous statue of Christ. For any true 
football fan, a visit to the Maracana Stadium 
is a must. Here you can lay your feet in the 
imprints of those belonging to the great 
Pele and many other legends.

10. 

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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R REVISION FOUR
Units 13 - 16

1. Put the verbs in the correct form: Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous or Past Simple. One example is 
given. 

1. This is the first time I  h a v e  e a t e n (eat) Chinese food.
2. I’m tired. We ……………………… (work) for seven hours already. Let’s have a rest.
3. I …………………….. (never/wear) the shoes which you …………………. (give) me for my last birthday.
4. How long ……………………(you/be) here? When …………….. (you/arrive)?  
5. Suzie ………………. (learn) to play the violin for three months. She ……………. (start) in September.  
6. This is the worst pizza I ……………………… (ever/taste). I’m not going to eat it.   
7. I have an idea! Let’s go and see Roger. I ……………………. (not/hear) from him for two years.
8. This is my first game of golf. I ………………………. (never/play) before.
9. How long ………………………. (you/work) as an English teacher?
10. How many people …………………….. (you/invite) to your birthday party? I hope there won’t be too many.      
11. Look what ……………………… (happen) to the forest since they …………………….. (cut) the trees down.
12. James ………………….. (look for) a new house for ages and he still can’t find one.

2. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first and changing direct speech to Indirect   
 speech and vice versa. One example is given.  

1. “Where were you born?” Josef asked me.
 Josef asked me  w h e r e  I  w a s  b o r n 
2.  “How many subjects do you have to take in the National exams?”
 Tim asked Lucy ……………………………………………………………………… 
3. “What time does the next boat leave?”
 He wanted to know …………………………………………….…………………..   
4.  “How much longer can you wait?” Lena asked me.
    Lena asked me …………………………………………………………. 
5.  “Which computer programme do you know best?” Lucy asked George.
     Lucy asked George ……………………………………………………………………………    
6.  The journalist asked what kind of machines the factory sold.
    The journalist’s question was: “………………………………………………………………………. ?”  
7.  Everybody wanted to know how many roles the actor had in his life.
    Everybody was asking the actor: “…………………………………………………………………….” 
8. Students asked the professor which had been the biggest invention of all times.
     Students asked the professor “……………………………………………………………………?”
9.  I asked Levan how much a kilo of oranges cost.
    I asked Levan: “………………………………………………………….. ?”
10.  I asked July: “Which is the coldest state in the USA?”
      I wanted to know ……………………………………………………………………………… ?”  
11.  “How many of you want to see Jvari?’ Gio asked the tourists.
      Gio wanted to know …………………………………………………………………………..
12.  “How long does it take to go to Kobuleti by mini-bus? Anna asked.
       Anna was interested in knowing ………………………………………………………………………….

3. Put these  sentences into three groups: A. Expressing ability,  B. Giving/Asking for permission, and C. Making 
 a request. One example is given.

1. I can cook spagetti     2. You may  have a break now   3.Can you move the desks, please?   4.Could you pass me the 
salt, please?    5.Maria can speak Mandarin.  6.You can paint it white if you like.   7.Can I have this last piece of cake?   
8.Can you lift this, or is it too heavy?    9.Can you do something for me?    10.Could you lend me your sweater, please?    
11.I can dance African dances.   12.Can you ask  Barrie to call me please  13.You may stay here as long as you wish.

A. Expressing ability:  J o v a n n i  c a n  c o o k  s p a g e t t i.

B. Giving/Asking for permission: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

C. Making a request: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
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5.  How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in 
the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are 
from units 13-16.

                                                                                     Out of 30 words I know ………………

4. Complete the sentences with the appropriate phrase. There are two extra phrases which 
 you do not need to use. One example is given.

average temperature     biggest attraction     double room     crossing point    exchange  student       
elective subject     great opportunity      high season     keen on     large quantities     look after     

make a reservation     special flavour    worth seeing
 

1. Salome was the first  e x c h a n g e   s  t u d e n t  in that university.       

2. Borjomi  Park and its surroundings are …………………………………….     

3. A ……………………………………at the Sheraton costs  150 US dollars a night.   

4. Citizenship is an …………………………………… in many British and American schools. 

5. To have his film shown in this film festival is a  …………………………………… for him.

6. Do you know what the …………………………………… in Bakuriani is?

7. Georgia has always been a ……………………………………between Asia and Europe.

8. Everybody says that Paris is a city with a very ……………………………………

9. What is the …………………………………… for tourists in your town?

10. Autumn is the ……………………………… for making wine in Kakheti.

11. I’d like to ……………………………… for a single room at the Marriott hotel.

12.They have eight children so they need to buy food in ……………………………………

1. taste - gemovneba, gemo        2. queue      3. similarity   

 4. assume       5. attention              6. vehicle   

  7. commercial     8. beforehand                 9. elective (subject)    

10. mandatory      11. relationships     12. prom   

  13. opportunity     14. exchange            15. site    

 16. canal      17. flavour       18. average   

  19. coast       20. blend       21. sulpher   

 22. swallow            23. to book      24. suggest    

25. variety       26. unforgettable       27. square   

  28. spring      29. alculation      30. accomodation

R
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1. Have you decided which profession you will choose after you leave school? Take two minutes to find out from 
your friend: 

• What profession they think they will choose.
• Which university they would like to go to, and why.

2. Four school-leavers speak about their interests and the professions they would like to have in the future. Read 
what they say and match their names with the corresponding university faculties. Two faculties are extra. 

 a. Faculty of languages   d. Faculty of business and economics
 b. Faculty of law   e. Faculty of computer sciences
 c. Faculty of film directing  f. Faculty of political sciences 

WHICH PROFESSION
Grammar focus: Future Simple and Future Continuous

Dato   
I’ve never been good at learning foreign languages. English has never been my 
favourite subject. What I enjoy most is using mathematical formulas to solve math-
ematical problems. I am very keen on computers as well. I only have to look at any 
kind of computer operation once, and I remember it for ever. “You were lucky to be 
born in the computer age,” says my mother. “Otherwise what would have happened 
to you?” Nevertheless, I don’t want to earn my living just by working with comput-
ers. I want to study economics and work in business. I see myself as a leading mar-
keting specialist one day, in a big private company – perhaps my own company, you 
never know. I agree with the idea that marketing specialists are people who form 
opinions – who influence what we think - and I definitely want to be one. 

Nini                               
When I was small I wanted to be an actress. I was crazy about films and film 
stars. There were periods when I used to watch two, and sometimes three, 
videos a day. My favourite actor was, and still is, Mel Gibson. When I first saw 
him in Braveheart I thought he was the best actor of all time. But as I grew up 
I changed my mind. Nowadays I’m thinking of becoming a lawyer. I think this is 
a very important profession. Lawyers have a great 
responsibility since, by the quality of their work, they can have an influence on 
the lives of people who are in trouble. They may also be responsible for chang-
ing the country’s laws, or creating new laws. When I become a lawyer in a few 
years’ time, I hope I won’t regret my choice.

Saba                        
Ever since I was a child I’ve known that there’s only one kind of job for me; I’ve always 
wanted to be a politician. Frankly speaking, what I would like most would be to become 
an ambassador. I can imagine myself becoming Georgian ambassador in a northern 
European country like Finland or Denmark, for example. One of my father’s friends is 
our ambassador in Poland and he says it’s a very interesting job which carries a lot of 
responsibility. He has to deal with relations between the two countries, but these may 
be of different kinds: commercial, cultural, sporting…..  He also says that, to become 
an ambassador, you need to speak at least two foreign languages fluently. That should 
be ok; my English is fairly good, I’m quite comfortable with Russian, and in any case I 
plan to work harder from now on. My immediate aim is to get high scores in the com-
ing national exams. 

Reading  

 Which profession are you going to choose? 
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4. Match the words in A with their English equivalents in B. Example: 1-d.   

 
1.  hopes his/her choice of profession is right?                                          V
2.  finds it difficult to choose a profession?
3.  has always wanted to be involved in politics? 
4.  does not enjoy learning a foreign language?
5.  wanted to be an actor/actress as a child?  
6.  hopes to work in an international organization in the future?  
7.  needs to learn two foreign languages?
8.  hopes to own a company one day.

Who says that he/she             Saba         Nini       Dato      Nata

Nata                            
I’ve never felt any attraction, or indeed any talent, for any specific profession. I’ve 
always been an average pupil and I’ve always had average grades. My mum says that 
I have to be more ambitious and I should have more definite goals in my life. Now 
the time is coming when I have to make a choice because I’ll be leaving school soon. 
I have to decide what kind of job I’m interested in so that I do the right university 
course. Then I’ll have to fill in a university application form and indicate the name of 
the faculty where I want to enroll. It’s not going to be easy to do this. I think that my 
choice will probably be foreign languages. Then if I’m lucky I’ll be able to get a job in 
one of the international organizations.

3. Read the text again and answer the questions below. Tick the right box. 

Vocabulary in Context

5. Complete the sentences using the phrases given. There is one extra phrase. 

1.  You can’t trust him. He often c h a n g e s  h i s  m i n d.  
2.  The enrolments secretary ……………….. students from four continents.  
3.  My father has been a children’s doctor for twenty years and he never …………………..
4.  I find it strange when people say that they have one ……………….. in their lives. 
5.  Have you already filled in an …………………….  for the national exams?
6.  My brother is so smart. He only has to see a computer operation once to remember it ……………..  
7.  …………………., I didn’t find that film as interesting as I thought it would be.

6. Read the advertisements for two places in England where you can learn English and fill in the gaps with suitable 
words from the list. One word is extra. 

       accommodation     around    college    founded
intensive   occupies     programmes  subjects   walk   welcoming   well-equipped

1. niSani (Sefaseba)   
2. sapasuxismgeblo   
3. sul cota   
4. elHi    

a. ambassador   
b. lawyer   
c. indicate   
d. grade   

5. qula  
6. iuristi /advokati   
7. arHevani  
8. miuxedavad amisa
9. miTiTeba

A.

at least     

application form      

changes his mind      

deals with 

definite goal    

frankly speaking     

for ever     

regrets his choice

B.  
e. nevertheless   
f. choice   
g. responsible   
h. score   
i. at least

St.Clare’s, Oxford is an independent, residential college 
f o u n d e d (1) in 1953. Here, you will be one of over 300 
students from ............... (2) forty countries, including native 
speakers on our academia……...….... (3) . We offer general 
and ................... (4) English courses of 4-38 weeks, as well as 
English plus other …………........ (5) for advanced students. 

The Folkstone School of English Studies ......................... 
(6) three elegant and spacious villas set in beautiful 
gardens and a short ......................(7) from the sea and town 
centre. The school has a ..................... (8), multi-national 
atmosphere, ........................... (9) study centres and varied 
leisure-time programmes. Host family ......................... (10) 
is very highly recommended. 
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8.  Read the sentences and choose the most suitable tense. Underline the correct choice. 

1. Don’t call me at five o’clock because I’ll have/I’ l l  be having an interview then.
2.  Have you ever wondered what the world will look lik /will be looking like in 50 years’ time?
3.  When you get to the station, Nick will wait/will be waiting for you there.   
4.  Don’t worry. The plane will be landing/has landed in a minute.
5.  Come round between six and seven. We will watch/will be watching TV at that time.
6.  I think the rain will stop/will be stopping before we get home.      
7.  In the 23rd century, a lot of people will be living /live on other planets. 
8.  Soon computers will be making/are making decisions for us.  

9. Arrange the words to make sentences. 

1. this   / spending / Where / be / will / you / night? 
W h e r e   w i l l   y o u   b e   s p e n d i n g   t h i s   n i g h t?
2. the hotel / of you /will be / How many / staying / in?
3. new  / be /  items / How many / will / selling  / this shop?
4. until  / Sarah  / arrive / won’t / Peter / Thursday  / and / next.
5. they / telling  / I hope / this secret  / to others / won’t be. 
6. her / What / birthday / you / will / buy / Alice / for / birthday?
7. says / most of the time / it / forecast / will  / next week / be raining  / The weather
8. you and Jane / will / in Paris / How long / be staying?

Grammar: Future Simple and Future Continuous

Look at the sentences:
 • I will work as  a lawyer in ten years’ time.  
 • I will be taking the National exams in July.

Will work is the Future Simple form of the verb work; will be taking is the Future Continuous form of the verb take. 
Future Simple is mostly used to express future predictions. It is often preceded by I think or by opinion words, 
like perhaps or probably. Time expressions -  tomorrow, next week/month/year. -  can also be used.
 • I think I will get high scores in maths. 
 • Perhaps I will do better in biology than in chemistry. 

Future Continuous is used to describe a situation in the future at a particular time. There is nearly always a 
time expression such as: this time next week, at 6 o’clock tomorrow, this time next summer, etc.
 • This time next Sunday we will be askiing in Gudauri.
 • At six o’clock tomorrow I’ll be doing my Georgian.
Future simple can sometimes be used instead of Future continuous with no significant difference in meaning:  
I will be taking the exams by the end of June = I will take the exams by the end of June.

Note that in informal speech will is always contracted to  ’ll:  I’ll; We’ll; He’ll; Note also that will not is contracted to 
won’t.  Do you remember the rules for forming negative and interrogative forms of Future simple and Future con-
tinuous? Discuss this in small groups or ask your teacher for advice. 

  Martha  a. has to work during the night.
  Ben  b. can’t afford to live in a university students’ hostel.
  Olivia  c. thinks students have to work to earn some extra money.
    d. has to travel a long distance every day.                                              
    e. finds it difficult to make new friends.
    f. used to spend too much time on social life.
    g. thinks grant is not enough for the expenses.

7. What are the problems facing first-year university students? Too much work? Too little money? Going out too 
often? Listen to Martha, Ben and Olivia to find out. Match the names with the corresponding sentences. One 
sentence is extra. Example: Martha – d.  

Listening
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Look at the 
completed National Exams application form on the left. You have all the 

information about the person who has filled it in: where he is from, when and where he was born, what 
subjects he wants to take, what faculties he has chosen. Then use it as an example and fill in the empty 

application form on the right yourself.  Tell your friend what choice have you made and 
why. 

ID: Identification card: piradobis damadasturebeli mowmoba

11. Write a paragraph about your field of interest and what you would like to be in the future. Use what Saba, Nini, Dato 
and Nata say in ex. 2 as a model. Try to use some of the underlined words from the texts. You should write 100-110 
words.

From my childhood I’ve always wanted to/dreamed /thought of ...................................................

When you finish writing, complete this checklist:

Self -editing checklist

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.   
• I gave 2-3 arguments to defend my choice.     
• In used words and phrases from ex.2.
• I put a full stop at the end od each sentence.

 To the National Examinations Centre

Surname: ……………..                   Name: ………………
Date of birth (year/month/date): …………  Citizenship: ………………
Address: …………….                                         ID number: …………….. 
Sex: (male/female)   Telephone: ………..       email:…………..
                             
                                        Application  No 223456

I graduated from school No: …..          

List of subjects (Please tick the ones you want to take.):

    Georgian language and literature            Literature
    General ability                                           Mathematics 
    English                                                       History and social sciences
    German       Natural sciences
    French
    Russian
        
List of desired universities                         List of desired faculties 

1. ……………………….........    ………………………………….......  
2. ………………………….......   ……………………………………….
3. ………………………….......   ……………………………………….
4. ...................................   ……………………………………....
5. ………………………………..   ……………………………….........

Date: …………………….....                                   Signature: ………………….......

To the National Examinations Centre

Surname: Kandelaki    Name:  Alexandre
Date of birth (year/month/date): 1992 / 01 / 15 Citizenship: Georgia
Address: 21 Bagrat Mepe st. Kutaisi.  ID* number: 3344221  
Sex: (male/female)       Telephone: 3 43 26  email: alex@yahoo.com
                             
                                        Application  No 223456

I graduated from school No: 3          

List of the subjects (please tick the ones you want to take):

    Georgian language and literature                      Literature
    General ability                                                      Mathematics 
    English                                                                  History and social sciences           
    German                                                                Natural sciences
    French
    Russian
    
List of desired universities  List of desired faculties 

 1. Tbilisi State University  Faculty of business and economics  
 2. Tbilisi Ak. Tsereteli University   Faculty of business and management
 3. Georgian - American University Faculty of business administration
 4. Kutaisi University of Economics Faculty of social sciences 
 5. Telavi State University                        Faculty of business and law

Date: 23 March 07                         Signature: A. K a n d e l a k i      

Speaking

10.

Now get ready to write  
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1. Read about the school systems in Europe and the USA and with your partner 
decide what these schools have in common with the school you study at.

 Schools in Europe and the United States: similarities 

2. Read the text again and decide if the statements below are true or false according to the text. One example is given.

3.  Look at the text again and complete the sentences. 

1.  Majority of elementary school teachers are w o m e n.
2.  Approximate number of students per class is ………………………………………………..………………..

SCHOOL SYSTEMS: SIMILARITIES
Grammar focus: Conditional One

Every country in the world has developed its own system of education, which 
is based on the country’s needs, its economic resources and its traditions. 
But most industrial societies, such as the United States and the countries of 
Europe, have quite similar systems for educating their children. 

T             F

   V1.  In Europe and USA there is about the same number of students in each class. 
2.  In Scandinavian countries there are different teachers for different subjects. 
3.  There are more women than men teachers at elementary school. 
4.  Students at elementary level learn basically the same subjects everywhere. 
5.  All European and American students spend twelve years at school. 
6.  Children in most countries begin school at the age of  six.  
7.  American and European schools have different aims. 

Reading  

The educational systems of Europe and the United States resemble each other in many different ways. To begin with, 
elementary school classes (age 6-11) look the same everywhere and there are about twenty to twenty-five pupils in most 
classes. In each class, you will find a single teacher teaching all subjects (except in Scandinavian countries, such as Denmark, 
Norway and Sweden), and the majority of elementary school teachers are women. In addition, the subjects taught at elemen-
tary level are basically the same everywhere: reading and writing, mathematics, basic science, music, sports and art. The 
only major difference in the elementary curriculum is that most Europeans study a foreign language in elementary school 
while most American children do not.

Secondly, there are noticeable similarities in the length of time that children spend at school. Whether in Europe or in the 
US, students* spend approximately the same number of years at school. In all these countries, children are obliged to attend 
school for at least nine or ten years. Germany and Belgium have the highest requirement, which is twelve years of compul-
sory education. As for the starting age, children in most countries have to go to school, and may leave school, at similar 
ages; they usually go into first grade at the age of six and they may leave school after the 10th or 11th grade, or when they 
are sixteen. 

A third kind of similarity between European and American schools is the organising of extra-curricular activities. It is usually 
the teachers who are responsible for organising a wide range of lunchtime or after-school activities for children. These 
activities include playing outdoors and indoors, different kinds of art projects and games and competitions, as well as choir 
singing and drama classes. Children may also have opportunities to work on computers, to do their homework, to socialise 
with friends or simply read or rest in a quiet area.

Finally, schools throughout Europe and America have more or less similar goals. They all aim to help children to succeed in 
what they are good at, and to develop in them a love of learning and a desire to continue learning all their lives. Children are 
encouraged to become independent people who are able to recognise and accept the differences between people around 
them. Their well-qualified teachers are usually dedicated and enthusiastic. They do all they can to give their pupils the best 
possible start to life in a happy and safe learning environment. 

*Schoolchildren are often called students, especially in US. 
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4. Match the expressions with their Georgian equivalents. The context in which they are used in the text will help you.  
Example: 1-d

1. It’s amazing how closely my two sisters resemble each other.   a. daaxloebiT
2. Languages are an essential part of the school curriculum.   b. urTierTobis damyareba
3. Students in Europe leave school at approximately the same age.           c. Tavdadebuli
4. What are the entry requirements for students at this college?              d. gvanan
5. There’s plenty of time after lunch to socialise with friends.       e. saswavlo gegma, programa
6. She is very dedicated to her work. She does nothing else.             f. jer erTi da meorec….
7. Firstly he’s clever, secondly he’s friendly. That’s why I like him.      g. valdebuli xar
8. You have no choice. You’re obliged to do it.     h. moTxovnebi, pirobebi

5.  Read the definitions below and match them with the phrases from the text. 

1. upirveles yovlisa  t o  b e g i n  w i t h      2. klasgareSe aqtivobebi 

 3. mravalferovani aqtivobebi      4. SesamHnevi msgavseba 

5. mTels evropasa da amerikaSi        6. savaldebulo ganaTleba   
 
           7. maRalkvalificiuri maswavleblebi        8. gansxvavebebis cnoba da miReba 

6. Read about Marie’s ideal school and fill in the gaps with the words below. One word is extra.
. 

7. You are going to listen to an extract from a 19th century novel  ‘Nicholas Nickleby’ by the famous British writer 
Charles Dickens. Nicholas and his family are left with nothing when his father dies, and  Nicholas hopes that his 
Uncle Ralph can help them. He is friends with Mr. Squeers, who owns a boys’ boarding school called Dotheboys 
Hall, and Nicholas gets a job as a teacher there. Listen to the extract and match the characters with the appro-
priate statements. Example: 1-b

 1.  Mrs Squeers  a.  was as nasty as his father.
 2.  Mr Squeers  b.  fed the boys with thick horrible soup every day.

Vocabulary in Context

            curriculum    dedication    drama     enthusiasm   extra-curricular   
      ideal    range    recognise   relax    requirement   secondly   subjects    throughout 

Listening

I’m in the eleventh grade and I go to a big school in the centre of town. It’s not a bad school, but it’s very differ-
ent from my  i d e a l  (1) school. The school of my dreams would be in the city centre, but near a big park so that 
students could go there after lunch to…………………………………. (2). Students would study all the usual ………………………………… 
(3) such as maths, science and foreign languages. However, the ……………………………………………… (4) would include 
driving lessons, cookery and photography. As well as the subjects on the timetable, there would be many 
…………………………………… (5) activities, such as chess,  ………………………………… (6) and sports. The school would organise 
regular trips to places of interest ……………………………………… (7) the country. The main …………………………………... (8) for teach-
ers would be their ……………………………………… (9) to their work. They would be full of ………………………………………. (10) and 
they would ……………………………………… (11) their students’ strengths. To sum up, my dream school would have a wide 
…………………………………………. (12) of activities and there would be something for everyone. It’s 
certainly a place I would like to go to!

Marie’s ideal school 

3.  Except in Scandinavian countries, all subjects in elementary schools are taught by 
……………………………………..……………
4.  Most European children finish school at the age of at least …………………………………………… 
5.  In the USA elementary school pupils do not study ……………………………………………
6.  Teachers organize different kinds of …………………………………………… activities.
7.  After-school activities include …………………………………………… classes.
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8. Listen to the story again and complete the sentences with the appropriate words. You 
have to fill in only one word in each case. 

9. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. Use Conditional One. 

1. If Sandro e n t e r s (enter) this competition, he’l l  w i n (win).
2. If you …………………………. (drink) too much coffee, you ………………………… (not/be able) to sleep.
3. I ………………………………. (not/go) to his party unless he …………………………. (ask) me personally.
4. If you …………………………… (help) me with this exercise, I ………………………….. (do) the same for you one day.
5. If the train ………………………… (leave) on time, we …………………………. (arrive) at 6.30.
6. Unless you ……………………….. (phone) me tonight, I ………………………… (never/ phone) you again.
7. If we …………………………… (take) a taxi, we ……………………………. (get) there before the play starts.

10. Rephrase the following sentences using unless.

1. If the neighbours don’t stop shouting, I’ll call the police.  
    U n l e s s  t h e  n e i g h b o u r s  s t o p  s h o u t i n g ,  I ’ l l  c a l l  t h e  p o l i c e .
2. If he doesn’t pay the fine, he’ll go to prison. 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....
3. If the traffic isn’t heavy, we’ll arrive on time.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. If the Chinese restaurant isn’t open, we’ll go to an Italian restaurant.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Grammar: Conditional One

Look at the sentence:

 • If Giorgi studies hard, he’ll pass his exams.

This sentence describes a situation which is very likely to happen in the future. It means that we have no doubt 
that Giorgi will pass his exams. This structure is called Conditional One.  We use will + verb to talk about a 
real possibility in the future. Present Simple is used after if, but the time referred to is the future. 

More examples are:
 • If I have time, I’ll help you – dro Tu meqneba, dagexmarebi.
 • If it doesn’t rain tomorrow, we’ll go swimming – xval Tu ar iwvimebs, sacuraod wavalT.

Now try to complete the formula for Conditional One: If +   … Simple +…….
Conditional One can also be introduced by unless, which means if not.     

 • Unless you leave now, I’ll call the police. = If you don’t leave now, I’ll call the police.

Work in small groups. Think about some possible future situations and try to make your own sentences using 
Conditional One. Can you think of interrogative and negative forms as well? Ask your teacher for help.     

1. Living conditions at the boarding school were very   h a r d. 
2. The classroom was ……………………………… and …………………………………, with broken windows.
3. During the lessons the boys sat quietly, shaking with the………………………  
4. Mr Squeers stole ………………………….. and …………………………….. from the boys.
5. Young Wackford was the only boy who was never …………………………… or…………………………….
6. What he liked doing most was …………………………….. the other boys and making them …………….
7. Nicholas’s heart was filled with ……………………………. for these poor children.
8. Smike was made to do all the ………………………….. and  …………………………… jobs around the school. 

Nicholas 
Nickleby

Charles Dickens
 3.  Nicholas Nickleby c.  hit the boys with a big stick.
 4.  Young Wackford d.  had been left at the school by his parents who didn’t want him.
 5.  The boys  e.  was powerless to do anything.
 6.  Smike  f.   were always hungry.
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11. Look at the phrases below. Write two or three results for each action. 

1. If I do well in the interview, I’l l  g e t  t h e  j o b.
2. If you save your money, ………………………………………………………………………
3. If I go to the States to study, ………………………………………………………………….
4. If we pass our exams, ……………………………………………………………………….
5. If the weather is good tomorrow, ……………………………………………………………..
6. If you don’t book the tickets in advance, ………………………………………………………………

For example:

If computers take place of teachers, we won’t have to go to school. If we don’t have to go to school….

You might use some of the phrases below:

Personally, I think/I don’t think …. / Firstly… and secondly…./ Not going to school has one big advantage/disadvantage…./
If we don’t go to school, we won’t/will…../ It’ll be great if we …../ There will be no fun if ../ If  there are no teachers… 

The advantage of having no teachers is that we will become more independent learners ….……….

Try to link your ideas with the following linking words:

• Addition:  also, another thing, as well as, in addition, firstly….secondly
• Contrast:  but, however
• Example:  for example, such as
• Purpose:  in order to, so that
• Conclusion:  finally, to sum up, in conclusion
  
When you finish writing, complete this checklist: 
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Imagine that the 
Ministry of Education has decided that from next year students will not 

have teachers. Teachers will be replaced by computers  and videos and students will learn subjects 
on their own, without the help of teachers. What do you think will happen then? Discuss this decision in 

small groups of three or four. Use Conditional One. 

Now get ready to write  

13. Write two short paragraphs, one - with three advantages, and one - with three disadvantages of the ‘no-
teachers’ decision. Use the ideas from the speaking task. 

Self -editing checklist

• The paragraph has a topic sentence.   
• I gave 2-3 arguments to defend the topic sentence.    
• I used several linkers.
• In the end I checked the spelling.
• I rewrote the parahraph.

Speaking

12.

5. She won’t do well at English if she doesn’t study harder.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. If you don’t reserve a ticket, you won’t get a seat. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. I won’t go if you don’t come with me. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Grammar focus: Conditional Two

1.  What differences are there in education systems in Europe and the USA? Read the 
text below to find out. Try to understand the underlined words from the context. 

Reading  

 Schools in Europe and the United States: differences 

Despite the similarities mentioned in the previous unit, educational systems 
in Europe and USA greatly differ in several ways. For example, the length of 

* vocational school:  profesiuli saswavlebeli

the school-day, and the length of the school-year, vary a lot between different coun-
tries. The number of hours that high-school students spend in school ranges from a low 
of five in Belgium to a high of eight in parts of Hungary and Turkey. In some countries, 
children stay at school for a half day and finish each day before lunch, whereas in oth-
ers children do a full day at school. In addition, the number of days a year that students 
have to be in school differs. In Austria 237 days of school a year are required, while in 
Spain and Hungary schools are open only 170 days a year. This is a difference of more 
than two months!

Other major differences can be seen in the ways that schooling is organized, and in 
the types of schools that exist. In the countries of Northern Europe, there is no division 
between elementary and secondary school; students stay in one school from the first 
day of first grade until the end of compulsory schooling at sixteen. In the United States 
on the other hand, school is divided into nine years of elementary, and four years of 
secondary education. Furthermore, in some countries students are asked to make a 
choice between going to an ‘academic’ school, to prepare for future university studies, 
or a ‘vocational training’ school, which will help them find a job. In Germany pupils must 
make this decision as early as age ten. In contrast, any American student who gradu-
ates from high school can enroll at a college or university.

In addition to the differences in academic and vocational schools*, there are also dif-
ferences in private schools. In France, Spain, Belgium and Austria, most private schools 
are religious, and accept only children, for example, from catholic families. However, 
this is not the case in most other countries. Also, in most of Europe, the government 
pays a large part of the cost of private schools: 70 percent in Hungary, 80 percent in 
Denmark and Austria, and 85 percent in Norway. In contrast, in Britain, Greece, Turkey, 
and the United States, it is the parents who have to pay the full cost if they want their 
children to attend a private school.

A final major difference between Europe and the United States is in the number of 
students who go on to higher education. In the United States, over 50 percent of high 
school graduates enter a college or university. In contrast, fewer than 15 percent of 
British students do so. The average figure for all European countries is about 30 to 40 
percent. It is clear that the experience of schoolchildren varies from country to coun-
try. Even though the United States and the countries of Europe seem very similar in 
many ways, their educational systems are actually quite different. No one can say if one 
system is better than another system, for each system has been developed as a result 
of the country’s needs, economy and traditions.
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3.  Read the text again and match the countries with the statements below. 

 Britain    Austria      Countries of Northern Europe    Belgium      The United States   Spain and Hungary   Norway

4.  Match the words in A with their English equivalents in B. Example:  1-b.

5. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate forms of the words in capitals. 

1. United States and the countries of Europe seem very s imi lar  in many ways.    SIMILARITY

2. A lot of programmes on the Discovery Channel are ......................................     EDUCATE

3. Norway is a country in  .......................................   Europe.      NORTH

4. Education systems in Europe are ...................................... from the American system.   DIFFER

5. In some ...................................... countries the government pays a part of the cost of private schools.  EUROPE

6. In the US there is a clear .................................... between elementary and secondary school.   DIVIDE

7. Nelly needed more than three weeks for her wedding ......................................    PREPARE

6.  Below is an extract from an email that a Georgian teenager wrote to his pen friend. Read the extract and complete 
the gaps with the words. Two words are extra. 

       college      essay    continue      division     needs    

    full cost       private      ranges        students      studies

a. school that prepares students for college or university studies.
b. school or college that prepares students for work.
c. college or university
d. school for the first six years of a child’s education
e. school for children between the ages of 11 and 16 or 18
f. school where education must be paid for

2.  Below are the names of different schools mentioned in the text. Match the schools with their definitions. 
Example: 1-f.

1. private school
2. higher education institution
3. academic preparatory school
4. vocational training school
5. elementary school
6. secondary school

A. B.  
1. ZiriTadi gansxvaveba     
2. saWiroeba, moTxovnebi    
3. mTliani Rirebuleba  
4. saSualo   

5. meryeobs   
6. amas garda   
7. dayofa   
8. gansxvavdeba

a.  varies    
b. major difference    
c. full cost     
d. average      

e. the needs   
f.  in addition
g. division   
h. ranges 

Vocabulary in Context

1. Over 50 percent of high school graduates enter a college or university. The United States
2. Fewer than 15 percent of students enter a college or university. .....................................
3. Children go to school 237 days per year. ...................................... 
4. There is no division between elementary and secondary school. ...................................... 
5. Students spend five hours a day at school. ...................................... 
6. Children go to school 170 days a year. ...................................... 
7. The government pays 85 per cent of the cost of private schools. ...............................................
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 Grammar: Conditional Two

Look at the sentence:
 
 • If Jessica had a computer in her room, she would send emails to her family.

This structure is called Conditional Two and it describes an imaginary or unreal situation. Although the Past 
Simple tense is used after if, the time referred to is not past but imaginary. This means that I am imagining 
the situation and its result. 

More examples are: 
 • If I wanted to live in China I would learn Chinese - HineTSi cxovreba rom mindodes Hinurs viswavlidi   
 • If you knew another foreign language you would get a better job - meore ucxo ena rom icode, ukeTes  
  samsaxurs iSovidi.

As you see, in both cases Past Simple form of the verbs - wanted, knew - do not show the past time. They simply tell 
us that the statements are not true, they are imaginary: rom mindodes (e.i. ar minda), rom vicode (e.i. ar vici).
Remember: Were is often used instead of was in formal language. If it were summer, we’d go swimming;  If I were 
you, I’d have my hair cut.  

Now try to complete the formula for Conditional Two: If +  …… Simple +……….

Can you say how interrogative and negative forms are formed? Ask your teacher or friend for advice.

8. Listen to the recording again fill in one word in each gap.

Jessica
1. goes to a university which was built in 
.................
2. lives in a room with girls who are 
from…................. and ….................
3. spends most of her time in…................
4. is looking forward to seeing glass 
….................. in the zoology museum.

7.  You are going to listen to two teenagers, Jessica and Daniel. Jessica has just started her studies at university 
and Daniel has just returned to Spain after a summer school. Listen to what they say and fill in the grid below.

     City/University                   Country
Jessica studies in               
Daniel studied in

Listening

Dear Jane,

In your email you said that you are writing an  e s s a y (1) on schools in Georgia. Well, these facts might 

Daniel
5. has many wonderful  …................ of his summer 
course.
6. lived in a house with a beautiful …..................
7. had …................….. other boys living in the same 
house.
8. rode his bike on the …................ side of the street. 

86

help you. We start schooling at the age of six and study for twelve years. As well as state schools, which 

are public and are paid for by the government, there are  ....................... (2)  schools, where parents pay the 

....................... (3) of their children’s  ....................... (4). The cost varies from school to school. In most schools 

...... ....................... (5) have classes five days a week and the number of hours we spend at school  ........................ 

(6) from three to six, sometimes more. After finishing school we can   ....................... (7) our studies either at a  

....................... (8) or at a university, and for this we need to take national exams. 

Let me know if you need any more information. 

All the best,

Giorgi
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9.  Read the sentences below. What would you do in these situations? Write Conditional Two using 
 the phrases in the box. 
 

1. Imagine you win 100 laris in a lottery.
   I f  I  won 100 Laris ,  I  would buy some new CDs.

2. Imagine you get the best exam results in your group.
     If I……………………………………………………………, I ………………………………………………………………………… 
           
3. Imagine you see a burglar breaking into your house.
    ………………….……………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………

4. Imagine you meet your favourite film star.
     ..........................……………………….……………………………………........................…………………………………

5. Imagine you see a mouse in your kitchen.
     .................................................…………………………………….......…………………………………………………..

6. Imagine you travel to the country of your dream.
    ...................................................…………………………………….....................…………………………………….

7. Imagine you get lost in a big city.
     .................................................……………………………………................…………………………………………

10. Match the sentence halves. Example: 1-d.

1. If it rained,
2. If I invited her, 
3. If he smoked less,   
4. If you told me the truth, 
5. If Nino’s friends lived closer,
6. If I were taller, 
7. If I had a bicycle, 

•  Children should start schooling at the age of five.    
•  Students should spend more than six hours at school every day.
•  Three months’ summer holiday is too long.
•  All students should have exams, even those who are in Elementary school.

Example: If children started school at the age of  five, ...........................................................................................

12. Now choose one of the statements from exercise 11 and express your opinion in writing. Use Conditional two.   
 Write  a paragraph of 100-110 words. Then, in class find the people who have chosen the same statements. 
 See if your opinions are the same or different.

Use the linking words from this and the previous units:
 

In my opinion / To my mind / First…second / Even though / Despite / It is clear that /However  

a. I would help you.
b. I’d join the basketball team. 
c. he wouldn’t feel so tired. 
d. we’d stay at home.
e. I’d get more exercise.
f. do you think she would come?
g. she’d visit them more often.

Work with your partner. 
Look at the statements below. Do you agree or disagree with these ideas? If so, why? 

If not, why not? As you discuss, use Conditional Two. 

11.

try to catch it  

call the police

buy some new CDs

ask for an autograph

send postcards to my friends

use a map

win this competition

Speaking

Now get ready to write  
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1. Take two minutes to discuss these questions with your partner:

 • Why is it good for a school to have a national or international partner school?
 • In what kind of joint schools project would you personally like to participate?

2. Merani School in Tbilisi wants to find a partner school abroad, so they have placed their school profile on the 
 Internet. Read about Merani School, then read the school profiles of three other schools. Which school would 

make the best partner for the Georgian school and why?

FIND A PARTNER SCHOOL 
Grammar focus: Commands and request in indirect speech

Reading  

Merani School, Tbilisi - Georgia  
Recently established on the outskirts of the Georgian capital Tbilisi, our school has approxi-
mately 350 students aged between 12 and 17. Merani is a friendly school which has among its 
facilities a small but very busy Internet room and a football stadium. Last year the school took 
part in a project related to the protection of our natural environment and under this project ten 
trees were planted in our school yard. This was a wonderful experience for all our students, who 
are also actively engaged in a number of extra-curricular activities which range from sports to 
drama and photography. An exhibition of Merani students’ photos was held recently and we are 
keen to find a partner school which has students interested in photography. We are offering to 
exchange pictures with a partner school and we think that a joint virtual  photo exhibition would 
be a great idea. To view a selection of our photos, you can visit our school web site – designed 
by the way by one of our students - at www.merani.ge   

Westhill School, Lake district – England  
We are a medium-sized (900+) secondary school on the north-west coast of England and on the edge of the Lake 
District. We would like to establish links with one or more schools outside England with the aim of helping our 
students get a wider knowledge of the world and different cultures. We are a specialized sports college with 
indoor and outdoor sports facilities which include a well-equipped gymnasium, a swimming pool and three 
football pitches. Our school team recently won the North-West Schools Football Cup. It would be great to link up 
and exchange ideas with a partner school which is interested in sports, especially football. 

Szkola Podstawa, Lodz – Poland
Our school is Number 180 and it is situated in Lodz, the second largest city in Poland. There are 500 students in 
our school, with ages ranging from 7 to 12. In our school we try to put the emphasis on logical thinking and 
practical skills. Pupils in our school regularly take part in sports competitions as well as in science projects. Most 
of these projects are local - organized only in Lodz - but many are national and some are international and 
organised in all European countries. We have also carried out two environmental projects. One of these was a 
European project that we took part in last year. The project was called Roses and Tulips and, on one agreed day, 
all the schools participating in the project had to plant roses and tulips in their school yards. It was great! 

Sedenham School, Sydney – Australia
We are a forward-looking, dynamic and friendly secondary school in Sydney, South Australia, with over 2000 
students enrolled. The school’s special interests range from environmental issues and animal protection to 
water-polo and windsurfing. One of the new projects that we are planning to get involved in next year is called 
Snapshot and it is for beginner photographers. One idea for collaboration with other schools is to create a joint 
website and to display photos online, once we have agreed on common themes for this virtual photo exhibition. 
We already have one partner school in Wellington, New Zealand, and we thought it would be great to establish 
links with more schools.  
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3. Read the texts again and write a short answer after each question. In some cases more than one 
answer is possible.

5. Read the text about a painting project. Then fill the gaps with words from this list. One word is extra.
.
                                                       
   assisted     draw     east      elements    European  includes
    peace       project    self-portraits    Spain

6. You are going to listen to Niko speaking about his school in ten years’ time. Read the sentences below and guess 
three of Niko’s predictions. Then listen and check if you were right.

a.  There will be special electronic cards to enter the school.
b.  Most school subjects will be learnt from the Internet. 

A. B.  

4. Match the phrases in A with their English translations in B. Example: 1-c.

1. daaxloebiT     
2. erToblivi proeqtebi  
3. sxvaTa Soris   
4. HrdiloeTi sanapiro   
5. yuradRebis gamaxvileba   

6. saerTo Temebi    
7. virtualuri 
(warmosaxviTi) 
gamofena    
8. garemosTan 
dakavSirebuli 
sakiTxebi

a. joint projects        
b. north coast    
c. approximately   
d. common themes     
e. virtual exhibition  

f. by the way   
g. environmental issues     
h. put the emphasis on

Bringing Europe closer together   

 Holding Hands is the name of a project in which  many from all  E u r o p e a n (1) 
countries are participating. Through this ………………………….. (2) children’s paintings from 
around Europe will be collected in one space  ………………………………… (3) by their teachers in 
the classrooms, pupils are invited to draw or paint their ……………………………… (4) on a sheet 
of paper. The portraits can include personal, local and national …………………………… (5), such 
as, for example, national costumes. The basic idea of the project is to connect children 
across the whole of Europe, from north to south and from ……………………………… (6) to west. 
There are no age limits for participants. So all you have to do is to ……………………………. (7) 
your portrait and put it on the project website. Our gallery …………………………… (8) art works 
by children from Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Poland, ……………………………… 
(9), Sweden and the United Kingdom.  

1.  has more than 2000 students?   
2.  participates in science projects? 
3.  has extra-curriculum activities? 
4.  is located in a coastal town?  
5.  develops pupils’ logical thinking skills? 
6.  has been involved in environmental projects? 
7.  is going to display photos on the web?
8.  doesn’t want a partner school in UK? 

Sedenham 

√  
Which school Merani Westhill Szkola Podstawa

Vocabulary in Context

Listening
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8.  Complete the second sentence to report what was said. 

1. “Can you stay for lunch?” Nelly said to Magda.       
 Nelly asked Magda  t o  s t a y  f o r  l u n c h.

2.  “Don’t play computer games in the office,” the boss said to Nick.
 The boss warned Nick …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

3. “Have a look at our school website,” Katie said to me.   
 Katie advised me ………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………….   

4. “Don’t forget to post the letter for me” Mother asked me.  
 Mother asked me ……………………………………………………………………………………………..…………….  

5. “Don’t touch the electric wires,” the teacher said to us.
 The teacher warned us …………………………………………………………………………………………..………

6. “Will you please finish the job by the end of the week?” I asked the workers.
 I asked the workers  ……………………………………………………………………………………………..…….. 

7. “Don’t forget to call me,” David told me.
 David asked me…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8. “Can you buy some vegetables for lunch?” Mother said to me.     
 Mother asked me  …………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

7. Listen to Niko again. He mentions six changes in his school. As you listen read the sentences below 
and fill in the missing words. In  each gap you should insert only one word.

Grammar: Commands and requests in indirect speech

Look at the sentences:

 •  “Please move the car,” the guard said.  – The guard asked me to move the car.   
 • “Hurry up,” Mary said to me.  – Mary told me to hurry up.

These are the examples of commands and requests in direct and indirect speech. As we see, in 
indirect speech we can use the structure tell/ask someone to do something. More examples are:
He told me to keep silent (command);  She always asks me to be careful (request).

The negative is tell/ask someone not to do something. Examples are:
 
 •  “You mustn’t leave the computer on” – He told me not to leave the computer on.
 •  “Will you not dance with him?” – He asked me not to dance with him.   

As the examples show, in indirect commands and requests we often use the verbs order, ask, tell, advise, 
beg, offer and warn.  
 
 • The teacher asked us to do some extra-curricular activities. 
 • The customs officer ordered me to take off the shoes.  

Change  1:  Pupils will have special  e l e c t r o n i c cards.
Change  2:  Laptop computers  will ……………… exercise books.
Change  3:  Pupils will be finding information in a …………..……  library.
Change  4:  There will be smart, single ……………. that the teacher can move around.
Change  5:  Pupils will take ……………  on the computer.
Change  6:  There ……………… be good and bad students.

c.  Pupils will be allowed to attend as many lessons as they like. 
d.  The school will be involved in several virtual international projects.
e.  Students will get free lunches at school.
f.   Exam questions will be on the computer, not on paper.
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9. Complete the email.  Put the verbs in brackets in the correct form of say and tell.  

10.

11. Now, when you have discussed a project idea in your mini groups, write a short paragraph for a website to 
describe  your school and also the project that you have planned to implement (ganxorcieleba). 

 Write between 100-110  words. Use the texts in ex. 2 as a model, and use some of the following words and 
phrases:

exchange / experience / joint / get involved / common theme  /virtual / activity / extra-curricular 

Our school is number …… and it is situated in ………… . . .  There are ………. students in our 
school, with ages ranging from ……. . to …………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Hi Steve,

I’m writing  to t e l l (1) you about the talk I had with Mike yesterday. I …………. (2) him all about the plans we 
have for our new project. I ………. . (3) him that we need his financial help for our idea of designing a 
website for  our rock group. At first he ………… (4) he was not very interested. Then he sat down and asked me 
…………… (5) him all the details of our plan. I …………. (6) him that, with our own website, we would be better 
known, we’d attract more people to  our concerts, and we’d earn more money. In the end he ………… . (7), “OK, I’ll 
put some money in it. But …………… (8) anyone what I ……………. (9). I can’t give money to everyone!” 
Honestly, I couldn’t believe that he ……………. (10) it! Isn’t it great!    

 I’m really looking forward to seeing you next week so we can talk to him together and get things going.

All the best,
Nick

Now get ready to write  

Work in groups of 4 
or 5. Choose one of the project ideas below and try to answer the 

questions: a. How many schools or people will be involved in the project?   c. How much money 
will you need for it?   d. How are you going to get the money?   Tell other groups about your choice.  See how 

many of you have chosen the same idea. Use the words and phrases from ex. 2

Ideas for the projects:

A football tournament                                         Helping the old or orphanages*
A karaoke competition                                        A photo or picture exhibition                                
More flower pots in the classroom                An open-air concert
                                                                                                      

*orphanage: mzrunvelobamoklebul bavSvTa saxli

Speaking
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3. Open the brackets and put the verb in the correct form. The first one has been done for you.

1. You won’t understand unless you listen (listen) carefully.
2. If Sally ......................................... (eat) so much, she will put on weight.
3. If the weather is good, the students ......................................... (go) on an excursion.   
4. If Sandro ................................................ (climb) the ladder, he will see the top of the tree.
5. If we take a taxi, we ................................................ (not/be) late.
6. If you ...........................................(go) to the gym more often, you’ll be healthier.
7. If Natia studied more, she .......................................(be) a better student.
8. These plants will not grow if you  .................................. (not/water) them.
9. If Nino ..................................... (hear) the news, she would be really surprised.
10. If I ........................................... (be) you, I would  buy those trainers.
11. If I lived in England, I ..................................... (speak) English much better than I do. 
12. You will not be accepted unless you .......................... (study) really hard.

2. Read the sentences below and underline the correct choice. The first one is done for you.

1. What will you be doing/will you do this time tomorrow?
2. This time next week I’ll be lying /I’ll lie on the beach in Kobuleti.
3. OK Mum. I’ll  do/ I’ll be doing the washing up as soon as this film finishes.
4. At six o’clock tonight I will be working/ will work in the library.
5. I hope we’ll arrive/’ll be arriving on time.
6. Nick’s family will probably buy/will probably be buying a new house soon.
7. I think Mari will get/will be getting angry when she sees this mess in her room.
8. David is sure he will pass/will be passing the test.
9. I ’ll have/’ll be having two cheeseburgers for lunch.
10. Giorgi will be working/will work when you arrive.
11. Perhaps they will phone/will be phoning you before they come.
12. The children will be watching/will watch a film from 8 o’clock to 9.30 tomorrow.

1.  Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. The first one has been done for you. 

1. “Don’t talk when I’m talking,” the teacher told the students.
 The teacher told the students not to talk when she (or he) was talking.
2. “Water the flowers please,” said Nelly.
 Nelly asked Nick.........................................................................................................................................
3. “Don’t throw your rubbish on the floor,” I asked the children.
 I told the children.......................................................................................................................
4. “Please let me go with you,” Natia said to her mother.
 Natia asked her mother................................................................................................................................
5. “Shut the door,” said Nick.     
 Nick ordered..............................................................................................................
6. “Can you turn your music down?” Ann asked her brother.   
  Ann asked her brother ..................................................................................................................................
7. “Don’t smoke here,” said the manager.
 The manager told the man ................................................................................................................
8. “Don’t eat in the classroom,” said Mrs. Smith.
 Mrs. Smith told the students............................................................................................................
9. “Open the window, please,” said Nana.
       Nana asked Irakli.......................................................................................................
10. “Don’t leave the room without permission,” said the teacher.
 The teacher told the students........................................................................................................................................
11. “Don’t eat with your fingers,” the mother said to her children.
 The mother told her children................................................................................................................................
12. “Take more exercise every day,” said the doctor.
 The doctor advised David ........................................................................................................

REVISION FIVE
Units 17 - 20
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5.   How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in 
the Wordlist at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are 
from units 17-20.

                                                                                Out of 30 words I know  ................

1. approximately - daaxloebiT       2.compulsory    3. division  

 4. average     5. joint      6. ranges   

7. accept   8. in addition       9. nevertheless      

  10. ambassador     11. indicate  12. to begin with    

13. score   14. lawyer   15. choice    

 16. at least      17.grade      18. major difference    

19. dedicated      20. requirements     21. socialise  

     22. resembles  23. extra-curricular activities     24. obliged     

 25. put an/the emphasis on      26. well-qualified     27. curriculum     

28. exhibition        29. varies     30. coast 

4. Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase from the list. Two phrases are extra.

 at least       by the way      changed my mind      common themes      deals with 

 environmental issues       extra-curricular activities       coastal town      full cost 

  major difference      noticeable similarities       regret  my choice      throughout Europe and America  

wide range of activities

1.  Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. The first one has been done for you. 

1. “Don’t talk when I’m talking,” the teacher told the students.
 The teacher told the students not to talk when she (or he) was talking.
2. “Water the flowers please,” said Nelly.
 Nelly asked Nick.........................................................................................................................................
3. “Don’t throw your rubbish on the floor,” I asked the children.
 I told the children.......................................................................................................................
4. “Please let me go with you,” Natia said to her mother.
 Natia asked her mother................................................................................................................................
5. “Shut the door,” said Nick.     
 Nick ordered..............................................................................................................
6. “Can you turn your music down?” Ann asked her brother.   
  Ann asked her brother ..................................................................................................................................
7. “Don’t smoke here,” said the manager.
 The manager told the man ................................................................................................................
8. “Don’t eat in the classroom,” said Mrs. Smith.
 Mrs. Smith told the students............................................................................................................
9. “Open the window, please,” said Nana.
       Nana asked Irakli.......................................................................................................
10. “Don’t leave the room without permission,” said the teacher.
 The teacher told the students........................................................................................................................................
11. “Don’t eat with your fingers,” the mother said to her children.
 The mother told her children................................................................................................................................
12. “Take more exercise every day,” said the doctor.
 The doctor advised David ........................................................................................................

1.  When I was a child I wanted to be a doctor but then I changed my mind.
2.  Apart from her regular classes Nana is often busy with ................................................... such as photography and sport 
3.  There are .................................................... between British and American schools.
4.  The ...................................................... of the course is about 200 lares. 
5.  The partner schools agreed on ......................................... for the exhibitions.
6.  The  ....................................................... between the European and American education systems is in the types of schools.
7.  The conference participants discussed ...............................................
8.  I have decided to be an economist and I’m sure I will not ......................................
9.  The company .............................................. the food that they import from Turkey.
10. ............................................... thirty people were injured during the demonstration.
11. Schools  .................................................. have more or less similar goals.
12. This book includes a .......................................... for those who want to improve their speaking skills.

R
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1. What do you know about Katie Melua? With your partner make a list of 
questions you would like to ask about her. Then read this British newspaper 
article  and see which of your questions are answered.  

2. Complete this fact file of Katie Melua using information from the text. 

Fact file:
date of birth: (1) ………………………………………    
citizenship: (2) ……………………………………… 
lives in: (3) …………………………………………    
studied music at: (4) ………………………………………………… 

GEORGIA ON HER MIND
Grammar focus: Future Simple and Future Perfect

Although she is now a famous pop-star, Katie Melua still lives with her parents in south London, 
and she insists that ‘ordinary’ and ‘boring’ are the words she most often uses when describing 
herself. Yet the Queen is her number one fan, she is worth 2 million pounds, one of her songs 
was at the top of the musical charts and her voice – sweet, simple and melodic – has been 
compared to Ella Fitzgerald’s!  

If you saw her in the street you probably wouldn’t look twice: she looks like an intellectual student who has put on 
some old clothes without thinking and is in a hurry to get to lectures on time. This is, however, her secret weapon: 
“I’ve never been followed by paparazzi and people rarely recognise me in the street,” she says in an interview for 
Night & Day newspaper. “When I’m not working, I dress like a tramp. My hairdresser calls me the Romanian window 
cleaner! That’s just the way I am. Some of my friends who aren’t musicians are always saying, ‘All you talk about is 

it used to be. I am still hanging out with the same friends. I still spend most of my time at home with my parents and I 
can still walk around without being recognised,” she says.

Katie remembers the hardships of her childhood in Georgia. “We lived on the fourth floor of a block of flats. We didn’t 
always have water at home so we went down to the tap outside. We had to drag buckets of water up the stairs to the 
flat. It was hard work but we got used to it. I also remember standing in queues to buy bread when things were bad 
in the country. We weren’t starving of course, but there were many things we didn’t have – things that you take for 
granted in England. When the lights went out we lit a few candles and started playing guitars and card games. There 
was always music and singing. The neighbours came round; they didn’t wait for an invitation. We all knew each other.”

Katie was born in Georgia on 16 September 1984, and grew up in the capital Tbilisi and later in the seaside town 
of Batumi. Her family left Georgia when Katie was nine and moved to Belfast, in Northern Ireland, where her father 
worked as a heart surgeon. Although she left Georgia many years ago, Katie is beginning to feel her Georgian char-
acter and background in her music. “I think a lot of my singing is influenced by my Georgian roots and I’d like to have 
a little bit more of that. There are a lot of similarities between Georgian folk songs and blues. It’s very emotional and 
you feel that your voice comes from a deep place.” 

On 10 August 2005 the Meluas officially became British citizens and now they have British and Georgian passports. 
“People may think I’m English because I speak the language better than Georgian now. But Georgia will always be a 
second home for me and the rest of my family is still there,” says Katie. 

About Katie Melua read more at: www.katiemelua.com

music.’  I like music that is passionate - that can move people. I got interest-
ed in music because Joni Mitchell makes me cry when she sings, Bob Dylan 
makes me angry and someone like Cat Stevens makes me want to change 
things in the world.” 

Katie Melua was discovered at the well-known Brit School, a performing arts 
college, by an English songwriter and producer, Mike Batt, who was looking 
for an artist capable of singing ‘jazz and blues in an interesting way.’ Suc-
cess soon followed. By the end of 2003, Katie had a top-ten single and by 
2004 she had the biggest-selling album of the year in the UK. Yet popularity 
and wealth hasn’t changed Katie. “My life has remained quite similar to what 

Reading  

types of music she sings: (5)……………………………………………… 
released a best selling album in: (6) …………………………… 
has earned: (7) …………………………………………… 
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3. Only four of these statements are true according to the information given in the text. Tick the 
sentences which are true.

4. Read the words and phrases below and find their English equivalents in the text. 

1. saidumlo iaraRi  s e c r e t  w e a p o n     2. mawanwala  3. mgznebare  

4. SeuZlia xalxis gulis aHuyeba     5. aTeulSi saukeTeso simRera, singli  

6. gaWirveba   7.  SimSiloba   

8. Sefereba, rogorc kuTvnilis miReba    9. gulis qirurgi 
 
 10. qarTuli xasiaTi da warmoSoba 

5. Read the sentences and fill in the gaps with the correct form of the words in capitals.

1.  After a while I got  b o r e d   and left.       BORING                                                                                              
2.  Misha is a very well-educated and ……………………….………….……… person.    INTELLIGENCE                                                        
3.  She is the kind of person who very ……………………….………….……… complains.   RARE                                              
4.  The concert was a big ……………………….………….………     SUCCESSFUL                                                      
5.  Katie accepted my ……………………….………….……… to dinner.     INVITE                                                                
6.  We have ……………………….………….………tastes in music.     SIMILARITY                                                      
7.  She was very good at hiding her ……………………….………….………    EMOTIONAL                                                       
8.  His parents no longer have any real ……………………….………….………over him.   INFLUENTIAL 

Vocabulary in Context

6.  Read about a very unusual world record and fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are extra. 

   F 

√  
T

1.  The article is about Katie’s successful singing career.
2.  Money and fame haven’t changed Katie. 
3.  Katie remembers her childhood quite clearly.
4.  She spent all her childhood in the Georgian capital.  
5.  Katie has lived in South London since her family arrived in Britain.
6.  Katie’s Georgian origins don’t influence her music.
7.  Katie is more fluent in English than in Georgian. 
8.  Katie still has strong ties with Georgia.

Katie Melua has sold more than five million albums w o r l d w i d e (1) and she is the biggest-selling 
female artist in the UK. But now her name has entered the Guinness Book of Records for another 
………………………….….. (2):  she has played the world’s deepest underwater concert ever! Katie and 
her five-member band ………………….……… (3) two concerts of one hour each on 2 October 2006 at a 
………………….………. (4) of 303 metres below sea level in the North Sea. The concert was performed in 
front of an ………………….……….. (5) of  international gas and oil company workers whose job is under 

World record holder

amazing    anniversary    audience    depth    experience    hardships    
  performed     place    reason    starving    survive      worldwide 

the sea. The owner of the company hired the group to perform in celebration of the 10th year of the company’s gas 
production. ‘We are excited that Katie Melua will be performing a concert to celebrate our …………………….……. (6). It will be 
certainly an occasion to remember,’ said the director of the company just before the concert began.  Georgian-born Me-
lua, 22, and her band first travelled to Norway, where they had to have several medical tests and some training in how to 
………………….………… (7) underwater, before flying by helicopter to the place where the concert took ……………….…………. (8). Later, 
Katie described the ………………….……… (9), and the new record, as the most  …………………….…… (10) concert she had ever done.                                                                     
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7. Listen to an interview that Katie Melua gave and tick the things in this list that she mentions. Out of the 9 

things given she mentions only 7.  

9. Choose the correct alternative. 

1. By the time we get there, the film will have started / will start.
2. I think the rain will stop / will have stopped by the time we get home.
3. I will pay / will have paid you what I owe you as soon as I get my salary.
4. Sorry, it’ll be too late to buy a ticket next Monday. They will be sold / will have been sold by then. 
5. By the end of this term, we will have read / will read two novels and six short stories.
6. I’m sure he will have found / will find a job when he graduates from university.
7. They will have made  / will  be made a decision by Monday morning.  
8. Wait for me. I will be / will have been ready in a moment.

10. Put the verbs in brackets into Future Simple or Future Perfect. 

1. By the time I leave London, I w i l l   h a v e  s e e n (see) all the important sights of the city.
2. If we arrive late at the sales, the best things ……………………….………….……… (go).
3. The party ……………………….………….………(finish) by midnight, so try to get there about 10 p.m.
4. Sorry to keep you waiting. I ……………………….………….……… (not/be) long.
5.  …………………….………………..……………… (we/go) for a coffee?
6. By this time next week we ……………………….………….……… (collect) over £1000 for charity.
7. ……………………….………….………(you/switch off) your mobile during the film please?  
8. I ……………………….………….………(send) thirty e-mails by the end of today.

8. Now listen to the interview again and answer the questions. One example is given.

1.  How did Katie manage to make herself understood at first? She used gestures ,  s igns and mime.  
2.  How old was Katie when she started composing music? ……………………….………….……… 
3.  When did she start playing the guitar? ……………………….………….……… 
4.  Who did she dedicate her first song to?……………………….………….………             
5.  Where did her first concert take place? ……………………….………….………         
6.  What are Katie’s favourite leisure activities? ……………………….………….………              
7.  Why is Batumi a special place for Katie? ……………………….………….………

Grammar: Future Simple and Future Perfect  

Look at the sentences:

 • The group will record their new album soon.
 • I will have finished my final exams by the end of July.  

will record is Future Simple of the verb record; will have finished is Future Perfect of the verb finish.
We use Future Simple to talk generally about future beliefs, opinions, hopes and predictions. With will we can 
use the phrases: I think, I hope, I’m sure, I believe, I promise. There is usually a time expression like tomorrow, tonight, 
this evening, soon, next week/month/year, etc. used with Future Simple. We also use Future Simple when we make 
a decision at the moment of speaking.

 • I think our team will win today’s match.     •  It’s started raining so I’ll take an umbrella with me.

We use Future Perfect to talk about an action which will be completed before a point of time in the near 
future. We often use by or by the time with Future Perfect.  

Think of the rules for affirmative, negative and interrogative forms of Future Simple and Future Perfect.

Note that Shall I/we… is used for suggestions; Will you….? is used for requests.   

 • Shall I open the window? (suggestion)      •  Will you close the door? (request)

people in Northern Ireland         her singing teacher          her boyfriend     different childhood ambitions         

her first computer         her first concert    the Georgian language        her singing style         her relatives

Listening
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1.  This job won’t take us longer than an hour.
  We’ l l  h a v e  f i n i s h e d  this job by eight o’clock in the evening.
2.  Meet me outside the cinema at 7:30.
  I …………………………………………………………………………………. outside the cinema at 7:30.
3.  Hurry up! Or we’ll get to the theatre after the beginning of the play.
  By the time we get to the theatre, the play ………………………………………………………………………………………………...
4.  I’d like you to go to the shops for me.
   Will ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. for me?
5.  Would you like me to help you with those bags?
  Shall …………………………………………………………………………………………………. with those bags?
6.  I promise to be home by midnight.
  I ………………………………………………………………….………………………… by midnight.
7.  My parents’ twenty-fifth wedding anniversary is in June next year.
  By June next year my parents …………………………………………………………………….. for  twenty-five years.
8.  I’ll wait here until it stops raining.
  When it stops raining ………………………………………………………………………………….…leave.

These phrases might help you:

The person I admire most  is…../ The reason I admire him/her so much  is that…./  He’s the kind of person who al-
ways….. (e.g. does what she thinks is right) / He’s someone who (e.g. has done a lot to help others)/  She’s achieved 
so much /  She’s exceptionally talented/hardworking /brave/intelligent.

13. Now that you have spoken about the person you admire most, write a short paragraph to describe this person. 
 Do not write more than 110 words. Use some of the phrases from the speaking exercise. 
 You should include the following information:

• some biographical details
• the kind of person he/she is

Speaking

12.
You are going to give 

a short talk about a person you particularly admire - either somebody you 
know personally or a famous person. When you have decided who to talk about, spend a few minutes 

making notes about what you want to say. Then speak about this person to your partner or the 
whole class. 

When you finish use this self-editing checklist:

Begin your description with: 

The person I admire most is ……

• the good things that he/she has done
• why you admire him/her

Self -editing checklist

• I included the topic sentence. 
• I included all the information required .  
• I checked for spelling and grammar.
• I rewrote the paragraph.

11.  Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. 

Now get ready to write  
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Grammar focus: Linking words

Reading  

1.  Many people would say that the greatest scientific genius of all time was 
  Albert Einstein. But Einstein was not at all a typical scientist. Read these facts 

about his life and tick the three that you find most surprising.

1.  Einstein took a long time to learn to speak and even when he was nine years old 
  he didn’t speak very well. His parents were worried and they thought that per 
  haps  he was not as intelligent as others. 

2.  Einstein didn’t like school because in class students were only expected to  
  repeat and memorize information. He was much happier studying at home with  
  books on mathematics, physics and philosophy. He left school as soon as   
  he could, at the age of 15.

2. Look through the text again and write short answers to the questions below. 

1.  For which mathematical forluma is Einstein best known?         E=ma2    
2.  At what age did Einstein fail to study in Zurich? ……………………………………..……..          
3.  When did Einstein publish three scientific papers? ……………………………..…………..                                                                           
4.  When did he win the Nobel Prize? ………………………………..…………….                                                                                               
5.  What musical instrument did he play? …………………………………..………….                                                                                                 
6.  How big was Einshtein’s brain? ………………………………………..…………………………..                                                                                                
7.  What did he invent in 1926? …………………………………………..……….

3.  When he was 17, he wanted to study at the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, but he failed the entrance  
  exam and was not accepted.

4.  He was enrolled at university but he wasn’t a good student. He didn’t go to classes, preferring to work in the library  
  or the science laboratory. To pass the exams, he studied a friend’s class notes.

5.  He finished university in 1900 with poor results and he couldn’t find a permanent full-time job. Instead, he did small  
  jobs for the next few years.

6.  Einstein was not a professional physicist and he did his scientific research in his spare time. But in 1905 he pub 
  lished three scientific papers which were revolutionary.

7.  Einstein became a celebrity after he won the Nobel Prize in 1921. 

8.  Einstein’s other passion was music. His mother encouraged him to play the violin, and he played this instrument all  
  his life.

9.  Einstein’s famous formula E=mc2 demonstrated that it was possible to make an atomic bomb. But in the last years  
  of his life, Einstein actively protested against the atomic bomb.

10.  Einstein was not only a theoretical scientist, he was also an inventor. In 1926 he invented a fridge that used alcohol  
  instead of electricity.

11.  Einstein was also famous for his ability to make intelligent comments about life. One example is: “You don’t really 
  understand something unless you can explain it to your grandmother.”

12.  Einstein’s brain was smaller than normal because he was a small person. After he died, a doctor stole his brain to  
  try to discover the secrets of his intelligence.

About Albert  Einstein read more at: www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein

3.  Einstein received thousands of letters, among them were countless numbers of letters from children. Einstein 
loved responding to these letters. Read the extracts from both: the letters he received from children and his 
replies to them (a-e) and try to match them with the 1-5 statements below. Example: 1-c

1.  In 1947 a nine-year-old girl, who liked to collect stamps, wrote:  c                                                                                         
2.  In 1951 a six-year-old girl gave Einstein the following piece of advice:  ………………………………                                                
3.  In 1953 a school pupil wrote to thank Einstein  ..……………………              
4.  In 1920, in answer to a question about his appearance, Einstein wrote:     ………………………                                                  
5.  In 1943 Einstein  answered a schoolgirl who was finding it hard to understand maths: .....................
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a.   “Our class is studying the universe. I’m very interested in space. I would like to thank you for all   
  you have done so we can learn.”

b.   “I saw your picture in the paper. I think you ought to have a haircut, so you can look better.”

c.   “Please send me your autograph. I already collect stamps but I want to start collecting signa  
  tures from famous people like you.”

d.    “Let me tell you what I look like. A pale face. Long hair. A cigar in the mouth and a pen in a pocket or  
  in my hand. And crooked legs. 

e. ” Do not worry about your difficulties in mathematics. I can assure you that mine are even greater.’’  
  Best regards,  Professor Albert Einstein.

4.  Find a word in the texts that has the same or similar meaning to the following. 

1. To make officially a member of a group.  e n r o l l
2.  A famous person   ..................................
3.  Lasting for a long time or forever  .....................................
4.  A strong love    .....................................
5.  A very large number of  something  ................................
6.  Strongly advise someone to do something  .......................................
7.  Express strong disagreement about something .......................................

Vocabulary in Context

5. Match the words from column A with the words from column B to make logical pairs. Example: 1-f.
     

6. Read the text about Marie Curie and complete the gaps with the words below. Two words are extra.

   awarded     celebrity     correspondents     countless    
  discovered     enrolled experiments      famous       received      to win

    Marie Curie
Marie Curie, one of the most  f a m o u s (1) scientists in the world, dedicated her 

life to physics and chemistry. Her original name was Maria Sklodovska and she was 
born on November 7, 1867, in Warsaw, the Polish capital. Marie became a ......................
............ (2) after she discovered radioactivity. She was the first woman ...............................
. (3) the Nobel Prize for physics and she was the first female lecturer and professor at 
the Sorbonne University in Paris. She also did .................................. (4) numbers of ..............
........................ (5) in chemistry and .............................. (6) another Nobel award, this time for 
chemistry. She was the first person ever to win two Nobel awards. Marie was married 
to Pierre Curie, a French scientist – also a Nobel Prize laureate. After Pierre’s death, in 
1906 Marie was .................................. (7) her husband’s post of professor at the Sorbonne 
University in France. It was then that her name was changed from Maria to the French 
name Marie. Marie Curie eventually died from radium, which she had .............................. (8) 
and which had made her famous.

A.

1. enroll
2. do
3. protest

a.  about
b. against
c. research

B.

4. famous
5. interested
6. worry

d. in
e. for
f. at
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7.  What is an IQ test? Circle the answer you think is correct. Then listen to the interview with Ann, a psychologist, 

and see if you guessed correctly.

An IQ test is...

a. A test that measures human intelligence.
b. A test that checks your level of English.

8. Listen to the interview again and decide if the following statements are true or false. One example is given.

9. Read the sentences below and choose the correct word for each space.

1. Amy doesn’t have her own computer b u t   she can use one in the university computer lab.
 a. but        b. because  c. so 
2.  .................. the restaurant is very small, it serves a lot of people every day.  
 a. but           b. although       c. because     
3. Most of the students are very busy  .................. it’s exam time. 
 a. because b. although c. so
4. Irakli is intelligent  ..................  he also works very hard.
 a. so  b.and       c. but
5.  On the university campus you can work in the library ..................  you can’t use computers there. 
 a. but  b. since  c. because
6.   ..................  it is a beautiful place, very few people go there on week-ends. 
 a. although  b. as      c. but
7. The orchestra doesn’t perform in the summer  .................. the musicians are on holiday.
 a. but     b. although      c. so      

Listening

1.  The first IQ test was used with school students.             
2.  There are no IQ tests for adults.
3.  There are different types of IQ tests.  
4.  Many things affect your IQ.    
5.  Poor health cannot lower your IQ.      
6.  You can increase your  IQ by doing puzzles.  
7.  Women perform better than men on tests of mathematical ability.

   F 

√  
T

Grammar: Linking words

Look at the sentences:

• Einstein didn’t like school because in class students were only expected to repeat and memorize information.
• As he didn’t work hard, he couldn’t pass the test.
• He was enrolled at university but he was not a good student.
• Although IQ tests were first designed for school students, they are also used by adults now.
• Nick had some time to spare, so he visited his friends.

The words because, as, but, although and so are all linking words, also called conjunctions.
 
There are several ways to link ideas in a sentence.
a. The words because, as answer the question why?
b. The words but, although  introduce a contrasting idea. (‘Although’ is usually the first word in a sentence)
c. The word so introduces a result. 

What other linking words do you remember? Can you write some more examples with the linking words?
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10. Join the sentences using linking words below. 

  but       as     because     so      although 

1.  You can park your car in the centre of Tbilisi. Sometimes it is difficult to find a space.

  You can park your car in the centre of Tbilisi but sometimes it is difficult to find a space.

2.   I can’t go to the concert. I have to get ready for an exam.  
  .................................................................................................................................................................................

3.   Nino loves reading books. She often visits the library.
  .................................................................................................................................................................................

4.   Tourists often visit this place. It has lovely views of the city.
  ................................................................................................................................................................................

5.   You can stay with this family in London. You won’t have much practice in English.
  .................................................................................................................................................................................

6.   Jane worked hard. She had problems with the math test.
  .................................................................................................................................................................................

12. The editor of your school newsletter has asked you to write an article with the title: “Are girls better language 
 learners than boys?” In 6 or 7 sentences , give your opinion on this topic based on your and your friends’ 
 experience.

Use the phrases from ex. 11, also the following linking words: as / but / so / because / although / as well as / since / and

Now get ready to write  

Work with your 
partner and give your opinion about the statements below. During the 

discussion your partner should either agree or disagree with you and say why. Use the phrases for 
giving opinions and agreeing/disagreeing. When you have finished, share your opinions with the 

class.

• Boys are better at math than girls.
• Intelligence can be developed through solving mathematical problems and reading much.

Giving opinion: I think that..../In my view / From my point of view / As far as I am concerned/I am sure

Agreeing/disagreeing: That’s right / I don’t agree at all / I completely agree / I don’t really agree

11.

  

     School newsletter
        Are girls better language learners than boys?

From my point of view ………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………

Speaking
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Grammar focus: Complex sentences

1. In pairs discuss these questions:

• How would you define a genius? What makes them so special?
• Do you think people are born geniuses or do you think they become geniuses through hard work?

2. Read the text and match headings to paragraphs. There are two headings that you do not need to use.

 a. Recommendations to parents  d.   The most popular theory today.      
 b. What Einstein’s brain tells us.  e.   Truth in an old theory?
 c. Nobody believes it.   f.    Questions not answered.

1. _____ 
Almost anyone can give you the names of a few 
geniuses. The list of people that might be men-
tioned would probably include such names as 
Leonardo da Vinci, Mozart, Shakespeare, Einstein 
and Galaktion since we all know that they were 
extremely talented people. But if you ask people 
to tell you where genius, or incredibly high ability, 
comes from, you’ll find that nobody really knows. 
Thomas Alva Edison, who was responsible for sev-
eral inventions including the light bulb and the 
moving picture, had a very simple answer; he said 
that genius was one per cent inspiration, or cre-
ative ability, and ninety-nine percent perspiration, 
or hard work. However one of the most popular 
theories is that it could be connected to the shape 
of our brains.          

2. _____ 
The idea that intelligence might be related to the 
brain’s shape became popular in the 19th century 
and is known as ‘phrenology’. According to this 
theory, our behavior is dictated by the shape of 
certain parts of our brains. Many famous people, 
including the writer Charles Dickens, supported 
this theory, although it became less popular in the 
20th century. However, recent research suggests 
that the theory may not have been completely 
wrong after all, and the reason for this view is in 
the brain of Albert Einstein.  

Reading  

3. _____
When Einstein died, he had left instructions that 
his brain should be used for medical research. As 
a result of this research, in 1999 three scientists 
published what they had found out about Ein-
stein’s brain. The weight of the brain was average 
for a man of his height and weight, but one part 
of his brain was very different; it was larger than 
average and it was not divided as it is in normal 
brains. Probably this was why Einstein was so 
good at mathematics and not so good at other 
things, such as speaking. It is well known that Ein-
stein couldn’t speak until he was three years old, 
and we also know that many people who don’t 
speak very early become brilliant mathemati-
cians and scientists.

4. _____
Although the size of certain parts of the brain 
may explain some kinds of intelligence, scientists 
believe that other factors, such as environment, 
are equally important. A child does not need to 
be surrounded by books to become a genius, but 
at an early age he must be surrounded by things 
which make him curious to learn, to explore, to 
question things, and to continue doing so for 
the rest of his life. And we must never forget that 
the greatest factor in being a genius is very, very 
hard work.  
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3. Look through the text again and answer the questions below. 

     Who...
1.  invented the light bulb and the moving picture? Thomas Alva Edison
2.  wanted his brain to be used for medical research? ....................
3.  agreed with the idea that what we do is decided by different parts of our brains? .........................
4.  couldn’t speak until he was three years old? .......................
5.  are often considered to be geniuses? .............................
6.  wrote about research on Einstein’s brain?.............................

4.  Match the underlined words with their Georgian equivalents. The contexts in which they are used will help you. 
     Example: 1-e

1.  He is a person of incredibly high ability.   a.  gvTavazobs
2.  Genius is one per cent inspiration.    b.  qceva
3.  Ninety-nine percent perspiration.    c.  cnobismoyvare
4.  He supported this theory.     d.  SemoqmedebiTi unari
5.  Recent research suggests...    e.  daujereblad
6.  His behavior is strange sometimes.    f.   STagoneba
7.  These things make him curious to learn.    g.  dauRalavi Sroma, oflisRvra
8.  Certain parts of our brains.    h.  garkveuli
9.  One per cent creative ability...    i.   mxari dauWira

5. Read the text below about an unusual way of interviewing students at universities. Then fill in the gaps. There 
are two extra words.

6.  How much do you know about your brain? Listen to the recording. You will hear some interesting facts you 
might not know about. While listening read the sentences below and circle the right choice.

 
1.  Our brain uses …………. of the calories that we eat.     a. 20%  b. 30%  c. 40% 
2.  A typical human brain weighs ……                                  a. 1. 5 kilos b. 1. 4 kilos c. 2 kilos
3.  A dolphin’s brain weighs …….                                          a. 1. 5 kilos b. 1. 4 kilos c. 2 kilos
4.  Brain uses ………. of its capacity for seeing.                    a. 15%  b. 20%  c. 25% 
5.  The brain has …… sides.                                                   a.  2  b. 3  c. 4

Vocabulary in Context

Listening

brains 

certain      

creative      

curious     

entrance

incredibly   

inspiration 

qualifications

studies

view

          Why don’t plants have brains? 

The British government has set certain (1) goals for education and one of 
these goals allows greater numbers of students who are ................................
(2) to learn to continue their ................................ (3) at university. But nowadays 
there are more school-leavers with good  …….............………. (4) than there are 
places. One consequence of this is that universities have to think of more 
original ways to decide which students to accept. For example, in their 
interviews for ............................... (5) to Oxford and Cambridge universities, 
students used to be asked questions like: “And why do you feel you want to 

study philosophy at this University?” But now they might be asked: “Tell me about a banana.” And 
a girl who wanted to study to be a vet was asked: ‘Why don’t plants have .................................. (6)?” 
One of the university professors said that, in his ................................. (7), this kind of question was a 
good test of a student’s ........................................ ability (8).
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8. Read the sentences and complete the gaps with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

1.  As soon as they arrive (arrive), they will come (come) to see us. 

2.  After he ....................................... (clean)  the room, he ................................... (start)  writing the essay.

3.  When they ......................................... (show) his latest film, he ..................................... (become) very popular.

4.  They .....................................(bring) the pizza as soon as you ...................................... (tell) them your address.

5.  You .................................... (find out) the truth when you .................................... (speak) to him.

6.  When we ............................................. (get) home, I ................................ (show) you my new room.

7.  Don’t forget to take an umbrella before you ................................ (go) out.

Grammar: Complex sentences

Look at the sentences below:  
 
 •  I hope to work as a vet after I finish my medical studies. 
 • Remember to turn off all the lights before you go to bed.
 • Although Ana has a French mother, she can’t speak French.                                                                                                                                          
                                                                     
These are examples of complex sentences (rTuli qvewyobili winadadeba). A complex sentence has a 
main, 
independent, clause and one or more dependent clauses. The clauses are joined by conjunctions. In the 
above sentences the conjunctions are: after, before and although. Other conjunctions (or linking words) used 
in complex sentences are:  who, when, where, how, because, since, as soon as. 

More examples are:
 
 • When you hand in your homework, don’t forget to give the teacher the last page.
 • The teacher will return the homework after she has marked it.  
 • As soon as they finish studying, Nino and Nick will go to the movies.

Notice that, although we are talking about the future in these sentences, we use a present verb form 
after when, before, after and as soon as. Notice also that when a complex sentence begins with a conjunc-
tion, a comma is required at the end of the dependent clause.

 • After you attend this seminar, don’t forget to share your experience with us.

7. Listen to the text again. Which choice corresponds to the recording? Underline the correct word. 

   

1. The less you eat the less/the more energy you have.

2. The less you study, the more/the less energy you use.

3. The blue whale has the smallest/the largest  brain.

4. Men’s and women’s brain are very different/similar.

5. Women are better/worse at learning and speaking languages than men.

6. The left side of the brain controls language/intuition.

7. The right size of the brain controls logical/abstract thinking.
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9. Mari is planning to travel across Europe. Her mother is worried about her and has some questions to 
ask. Read the prompts below and write questions.

1. phone me /as soon as / arrive Paris?
 W i l l  y o u  p h o n e  m e  a s  s o o n  a s  y o u  a r r i v e  i n   P a r i s ?

2.   Where/ stay / when / get to Budapest?
    ............................................................................................................................................................................
3.   phone me / after / get to London?
  .............................................................................................................................................................................
 
4.   buy your sister a present / before / leave Italy?
    ...........................................................................................................................................................................

5.   take photos / when / find beautiful views?
    ..........................................................................................................................................................................

6.   send me a postcard / before / finish your tour?
   ............................................................................................................................................................................

7.   make sure you have your passport / before you leave?  
    ..........................................................................................................................................................................

While speaking try to use complex sentences with some of these linkers: although, after, when, as soon as, before…

Example:   I can remember the tune of a song after I listen to it only once.

     Although I can’t solve math problems, I am very good at football.

11. Write a paragraph to describe your strongest ability.  You should include information about how you use this 
ability and give reasons why you think you are really good at it. The title of your paragraph is: I am a genius. 
Try to use complex sentences and the linkers given in the speaking exercise.  

 

I am a genius

I think my strongest ability is …………………………………………..…………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

I remember once………………………………………………………………………………… .
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Speaking

Every person is 
a genius in their own way. We are all very very good at some-

thing. Some people are good at remembering what they have read, others are good at re-
membering things through listening. Some people are good at math, some at languages, some at sports 

and some at painting or music. Work in small groups and tell each other THREE things you are VERY good at. 
Are there any talents and abilities that some of you share? 

10.

Now get ready to write  
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1. You’ve probably heard of Bill Gates, the founder of Microsoft, the biggest computer software* company. Here are 
some things he has said. When you have read them, discuss with a partner what they tell you about Bill Gates’s 
character. 

•  “I like my job because it involves learning. I like being around smart people who are trying to figure out new things.”   
•  “I really had a lot of dreams when I was a kid, and I think this was probably because I was allowed to  read a lot.”    
•  “It’s fine to celebrate success, but it is more important to learn from failure.”      

2. Now read some interesting facts and the text about Bill Gates and answer the questions below.

• Gates scored* 1590 on his SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test*). The maximum score for this test is 1600.       
• Bill Gates earns 50 USD every second. So he earns about $20 million a day, or 7.8 billion a year!    
• Even if he gave 15 USD to every person on earth, he would still have $5 million left for his pocket 
money.

THE KING OF SOFTWARE
Grammar focus: Passive for Perfect tenses

Reading  

On October 28, 1955, shortly after 9:00 p.m., William Henry Gates III was born in Seattle, State of Washington, USA. The 
family he was born into had a long history in business and politics. His great-grandfather had been a mayor, his grand-
father was the vice-president of a national bank, and his father was a well-known lawyer. Even when he was still a young 
boy, it was easy to see that Bill Gates had the ambition, the intelligence, and the desire to win, that had helped previous 
Gates rise to the top in their chosen professions. At elementary school he quickly established himself as the best stu-
dent in nearly all subjects, especially math and science. His parents could see that he was exceptionally intelligent and 
so they decided to enrol him at Lakeside, a private school known for its high academic standards. This decision had 
a great effect on Bill Gates’ life, for it was at Lakeside school that he first came into contact with computers. He soon 
discovered a keen interest in software and he began programming computers at the age of 13.                                                                       
Bill Gates, together with Paul Allen, and a few other Lakeside students - many of whom later became the first program-
mers to be hired at Microsoft - would stay in the computer room all day, and sometimes all night. They would be busy 
writing programs, reading computer literature and learning all they possibly could about computing. After a while, 
however, Gates and the others started having problems with their studies. They were either handing in  their homework 
assignments late or not doing them at all, and they were skipping classes and going to the computer room instead. In 
the fall* of 1973, Bill Gates left home for Harvard University. He did well at university but, as in high school, he didn’t 
take his studies seriously. Gates would spend many long nights in front of one of the university computers and many 
days asleep in class. Two years later he left Harvard in order to work full-time at Microsoft, a company he had begun in 
1975 with his childhood friend Paul Allen. Convinced that the computer was soon going to be a valuable tool on every 
office desk and in every home, the two young men began developing software for personal computers.                                    

* computer software: kompiuteruli programebi        
* scored: qulebi daagrova
* Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT): unarebis testi, romelsac amerikeli axalgazrdebi abareben   skolis  
   damTavrebisas.
* fall: autumn (American) 

Today Gates is a billionaire but he doesn’t live the life of a rich man, even preferring until recently to fly economy class 
and eat in the Microsoft office cafeteria. In fact, he believes in the well-known saying: ‘you can’t take it with you,’ and 
he intends to get rid of all his money before he dies. One way he has found to get rid of his money is to give it away! 

106

To do this he has set up, with his wife, a charitable organization called the ‘Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation.’  Through this foundation, more than $50 billion is being spent in poor countries on 
projects and programmes in the areas of health and learning.  

Bill Gates, the software king, is still far from being an old man, but in his relatively short life, he 
has succeeded in changing the world. His wealth, which has reached astronomical 
proportions  -57 billion dollars!! - often makes it hard for us to realise that he has created one 
of the most powerful corporations in history and, in doing this, he has brought technology and 
people closer together than anyone could have imagined.
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3. Who do the sentences below refer to?

    Who…..
1. was a famous lawyer?  Bil l Gates’ father
2. managed to rise to the top of their professions? …………………………..
3. decided to enrol Bill Gates in Lakeside high school? ………………………………
4. would spend most of their time in the computer room? ………………………………..
5. began developing software for personal computers? ……………………………….
6. founded a charitable organisation? ……………………………………….

4. Read the text again and decide if the sentences are true or false. Tick the appropriate box. 

5. Read the words and phrases below and find their English equivalents in the text. 

6. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the words in capitals. 

1. The aim of the new curriculum is to raise academic standards in schools.   ACADEMY
2. Some of these young musicians are ……………………….………….………talented.    EXCEPTION
3. This dictionary is a ……………………….………….……… reference tool for language learners.  VALUE
4. All the money raised by the concert will go to ……………………….………….………    CHARITABLE
5. He was one of the most ……………………….………….……… men in the country.    POWER
6. Her biggest ……………………….………….………was to climb  mount Everest.    AMBITIOUS
7. This product will now become ……………………….………….……… in all the main supermarkets.  AVAILABILITY
8. He won a lot of money in a lottery and became a ……………………….………….………man.   WEALTH 

Vocabulary in Context

1.  daarseba s e t  u p   
2.  Tavi daimkvidra ……………………….    
3.  kompiuteruli programebi …………………….. 
4.  daqiraveba, samsaxurSi ayvana ……………………….. 

   F 

√  
T

1.  Bill Gates had a good family background.              
2.  At Lakeside high school he got interested in computers. 
3.  At the age of 13 Bill began designing websites. 
4.  He used to read a lot to learn about computing. 
5.  Bill Gates graduated from Harvard University.
6.  Gates founded Microsoft with his childhood friend.
7. The king of software lives in luxury. 
8.  Bill Gates spends a lot of money for charity purposes.

7. Read this text about the future of computers and fill in the gaps with the words below. Two words are extra.

5.  gakveTilebis gacdena …………………………. 
6.  sakuTar azrSi mtkiced darwmunebuli ………………………
7.  cnobili andaza …………………  
8.  Tavidan moSoreba ……………………

brain    
connected  
convinced  
diagnose    
enormous    
generation
instructions   

minerals
own

possible    
predict    
several    

software

Thinking machines
   
The next g e n e r a t i o n  (1) of computers will be very different from the ones we know today. 
In what ways? Well, they will be able to understand spoken ……………………………….. (2) and they’ll have voices of 
their ………………………………. (3). They will also be able to think for themselves. How will this be …………………………………. 
(4)? Because tomorrow’s computers will work just like the human …………………………………... (5). Inside our brains 
there are millions of nerve cells or ‘neurons.’* These are ………………………………… (6) together, like streets in a big city. 
Because of this very complex network of neurons, we can think, and we can do …………………………………… (7) things 
at the same time. The computers of the future will also contain electronic ‘neural networks.’ They will still be 
much more simple than human brains, but this will be an ……………………………… (8) step forward. In this century, we 
can confidently ..……………………………... (9), for example, that the new, more powerful, neural computers will be used 
by doctors to …………………………………… (10) illness more accurately, that they will be able to 
understand and control the world’s money markets, and to find ……………………………………. (11) under the ground.

*neuron – nervuli ujredi 107
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Grammar: Passive for Perfect tenses

Look at the sentences:
 • They have found the missing child. 
 • The missing child has been found. 

The first sentence is in the active voice and the second sentence is in the passive voice. Both sentences are 
in the Present Perfect tense. Notice how the object in the active form the missing child moves to the front in the 
passive sentence and becomes the subject. A passive sentence makes it possible to put emphasis on the object of 
the active sentence. We use the Passive form when we either don’t know the agent or are not interested in 
the agent – the person who did something. For example, the sentence The missing child has been found has no 
agent (by smbd.) because either we don’t know who found the child or we are not interested in who found the child. 

The Passive voice can also be used with Past Perfect.
Look at more examples of active and passive forms of the Present Perfect and Past Perfect tenses:
 • Somebody has stolen my bicycle. –  My bicycle has been stolen. (We don’t know who has done this)
 • They had served the dinner. –  The dinner had been served. (It’s not important who had done it)
Can you write the rule for forming the Present Perfect and Past Perfect Passive forms of the verb? Can you write 
the rule for interrogative and negative forms too? Ask your friend or your teacher for advice.

1.  A weblog or blog is a personal diary.        
2.  The first blogs were lists of links to web sites.                                              
3.  There are now about ten thousand blogs on the Net.  
4.  Most blogs are written by teenagers. 
5.  People usually write about world events and what they think about them.
6.  More boys write blogs than girls. 
7.  Boys tend to use more emotions, like smiles, than girls.  
8.  The average blog is about 1000 words long.

   F 
√  
T

9.   Now listen to an interview with Mark Stevenson, a web designer, and decide if the following  statements     
are true or false. 

8. Do you know the differences between chat rooms, websites and web logs? Look at these definitions to find out. 

• Chat room: a place on the Internet where you can write messages to other people and receive messages back from 
them immediately, so that you can have a ‘written conversation.’  

• Web log (or blog): a web page containing information about a particular subject, in which the newest information is 
always at the top of the page. Blogs are often called online journals. 

• Website is a place on the Internet where you can find information about something, especially a   particular organisa-
tion. For example www.bbc.com is a web address.

Listening

10.  Listen to the recording again and complete the gaps with the suitable words. 

1. There are lots of different kinds of  blogs.
2. …………………… people look at Andrew Sullivan’s blog every day.   
3. Blogging is most popular with teenagers aged ……………………. to …………………….
4. About 40 per cent of teenagers talk about ……………………… and ………………………
5. Many teenagers use a weblog to discuss their ……………………….   …………….
6. Some bloggers comment on daily …………………………
7. Educationists are thinking of putting blogging into ……………………..  ………………………
8. Students use many more words when they write a weblog than in a normal …………………………..
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11. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct passive or active form. 

1. An invitation  h a s  b e e n   s e n t  (send) to every member. So I think they will all come.
2. The flat ………………………………. (paint) since I was last here, hasn’t it?
3. When we got to our room at the hotel, we saw that it still ……………………………….. (not/clean).
4. Computers ……………………………….. (change) our lives completely. Don’t you agree?
5. Seventy anti-globalisation protesters ………………………………….. (arrest) in Paris in the last few hours.
6. She was upset because her car ……………………………….. (steal).
7. Nobody ……………………………. (see) George for a long time. I wonder where he can be. 

12.  Fill in the gaps with the Present Simple passive, Present Perfect passive or Past Simple passive forms of the 
verbs in brackets.

Three climbers, who were missing for thirty hours, (1) …………………. 
(found) safe and well by a rescue team in the Swiss Alps. The three, two men 
and a woman, who are all from Italy, had been climbing in the Alps when they 
(2) ………………… (force) to find a place to shelter from the bad weather. 
They (3) …………………… (rescue) early this morning. At the moment 
they are recovering in hospital and (4) ………………. (say) to be ok. Walkers 
and climber (5) ……………………….. (warn) of the dangers of  going out 
onto the mountains at this time of year.

Personally I think /I don’t think that…..  / I think it’s wrong to believe that ….. / It seems to me that…….. /

I completely agree/disagree with the idea that……. / There are so many things which haven’t been invented, for example ….. / 

So far scientists haven’t  invented a machine to ………/ This has changed/will change our lives completely.

Speaking

Some people believe 
that everything that can be invented has already been invented. Do 

you agree with this? If you don’t, tell your friends what else you think can be invented in the future. 
Discuss this in small groups. Then choose a team leader who will tell the whole class about your ideas. 

You may use some of the phrases given below.

13. 

14.  You are going to write about a machine which hasn’t been invented yet. Say what it is for, what it is like, why 
people would need it and how it would change our life. Use ideas from ex. 13.  Write 90 – 110 words.

Start with: 

One thing which hasn’t yet been invented is ………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Now get ready to write  
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2. Change from active into passive. Add the agent (by ……..) only where this is necessary for the meaning of 
 the sentence. 

1. The gardener has planted some trees.
 Some trees have been planted by the gardener.

2. Someone has broken the crystal vase. 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3. When we arrived home, they had already delivered some new furniture.
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4.  His parents have brought him up to be polite.
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
5. The secretary has sent the invitation lettrers.
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
6. Someone has offered him a lot of money for his latest painting. 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Someone had set the building on fire.
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8.  A traffic warden had already given him a ticket for illegal parking.
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
9. Someone had broken our door down.
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
10. The police have organised a search for the robber.
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. When they entered the cave they saw that somebody had painted the walls red.
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...................………….
12. They have offered the footballer a million pounds for the transfer.
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

REVISION SIX
Units 21 - 24

1.  Underline the correct Future Simple or Future Perfect form of the verb in each sentence. The first one has 
been done for you.

1. The builders say they will have finished/will finish by the end of the month.
2.  I will have written / will write the report by tonight.
3.  When you grow older, you will have changed/will change your mind about this.
4.  I will do / will have done all my work by this evening.
5. The plane leaves at 15.45, so we will leave/will have left the house at half past one. 
6.  When they finish this trip, they will drive/will have driven 10,000 kilometres.
7.  We would like to spend Christmas at home, but we will not have got/will not get  back to Georgia by then.
8.  I won’t have left/won’t leave until you tell me the truth.
9.  Do you think you will get/will have got this qualification five years from now?  
10. We will have finished/will finish this book by the end of June.
11. Before we meet again, I will phone/will have phoned you.
12. Do you think your parents will retire/will have retired by the time they’re sixty?

3.  Join the sentences using the words in brackets. Note that linkers are sometimes put in the beginning and 
sometimes in the middle of a sentence. The first one has been done for you. 

1. I will see you tomorrow. I will tell you the news. (When)
 When I  see you tomorrow, I ’ l l  tel l  you the news.

2. We will get there. We will phone for a taxi. (As soon as)
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3. I will finish the book. I will lend it to you. (When)
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4. I didn’t have much time. I managed to visit lots of interesting sights. (But) 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5.  Katie will take the medicine. She will feel better. (After) 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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5. How many words do you know? Write the Georgian translation next to each word. Then check the meaning in the wordlist 
at the end of the book. Count the correct answers and write the number below. All the words are from units 21-24. 

       

            Out of 30 words I know __________

1. weapon - iaraRi     2. curious      3. passionate   

  4. genius    5. starving     6. inspiration   

 7. behaviour       8. tramp  9. perspiration   

10. celebrity     11. enrol     12. passion 
  
  13. encourage  14. mayor     15. protest ….   

16. convinced   17. hire   18.physicist 
 
 19. intelligence    20. popularity  21. wealth 

22. citizen     23. hardship  24. hairdresser 

            25. brilliant   26. memorize    27. inventor 
  
28. revolutionary     29. against  30. politics 

4. Complete the sentences with the appropriate phrase. There are two extra phrases which you do not need to 
use. One example is given.

 academic standards      charitable organisation      computer software     creative ability     establish herself    
      get rid of       heart surgeon        permanent full-time job       scientific research        skipped … classes  
     take for granted     top-ten single     valuable tool        well-known saying     
 
1. Children often take  their parents’ love for granted.
2. She had been working in a café in the evenings, but this was her first ………………………………
3.  It is important for the country’s development to invest in ………………….……………….
4. He was arrested for selling pirated …………………………..……………… 
5. Nika …………………………..  chemistry  ………………….……….. three times last month.
6. Today the Internet is a ………………….……………… for teachers and students.
7. He set up a ………………………….………….. to help sick children.
8. One ……………………………………… is: ‘Practice makes perfect,’
9. I can’t ……………………….…………. this nasty cold. 
10. The exhibition helped her to ……………….…………………. as an artist.
11. He is determined to be a…………………………………. after he gets his medical qualifications. 
12.  Our school has very high ………………….…………………. 

6. My suitcase was very heavy. I had to ask for help. (So)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Dato felt tired. He stayed up late to finish his homework. (Although)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8.  I couldn’t answer the question. It was very difficult. (Because)
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
9.  We can’t put that box in the car. There isn’t much space. (As)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
10. George will arrive. The match will be over. (By the time)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
11. Nino will write the letter. She will show it to you. (When)
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
12. I will save enough money. I will get a new car. (As soon as)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........

R
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IRREGULAR VERBS

Base form Past simple Past participle 

be  was, were  been 
bear bore borne
beat beat beaten
become  became  become 
begin  began  begun 
blow  blew  blown 
break  broke  broken 
broadcast broadcast broadcast
bring  brought  brought 
build  built  built 
burst  burst  burst 
buy  bought  bought 
catch  caught  caught 
choose  chose  chosen 
come  came  come 
cost cost cost
cut  cut  cut 
deal  dealt  dealt 
do  did  done 
dig dug dug
drink  drank  drunk 
drive  drove  driven 
eat  ate  eaten 
fall  fell  fallen 
feed  fed  fed 
feel  felt  felt 
fight  fought  fought 
find  found  found 
fly  flew  flown 
forbid  forbade  forbidden 
forget  forgot  forgotten 
forgive  forgave  forgiven 
freeze  froze  frozen 
get  got  got/gotten 
give  gave  given 
go  went  gone 
grow  grew  grown 
have  had  had 
hear  heard  heard 
hide  hid  hidden 
hold  held  held 
hurt  hurt  hurt 
keep  kept  kept 
know  knew  known 
lay  laid  laid 
lead  led  led 
learn learnt/learned learnt/learned

Base form Past simple Past participle

leave  left  left 
lend lent Lent
let  let  let 
lie  lay  lain 
light lit/lighted lit/lighted
lose  lost  lost 
make  made  made 
mean meant meant
meet  met  met 
pay  paid  paid 
quit  quit  quit 
read  read  read 
ride  rode  ridden 
ring  rang  rung 
rise  rose  risen 
run  ran  run 
say  said  said 
see  saw  seen 
seek  sought  sought 
sell  sold  sold 
send  sent  sent 
shake  shook  shaken 
shine  shone  shone 
show showed shown/showed
sing  sang  sung 
shut shut shut
sit  sat  sat 
sleep  slept  slept 
speak  spoke  spoken 
spend  spent  spent 
spring  sprang  sprung 
stand  stood  stood 
steal  stole  stolen 
swim  swam  swum 
swing  swung  swung 
take  took  taken 
teach  taught  taught 
tear  tore  torn 
tell  told  told 
think  thought  thought 
throw  threw  thrown 
understand  understood  understood 
wake  woke/waked  woken/waked 
wear  wore  worn 
win  won  won 
write  wrote  written 
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WORDLIST
 
ability [@"bIl@tI] – unari, SesaZlebloba 
accept [@k"sept] (v) – miReba 
accommodation [@%kQm@"deISn] – bina,  
sacxovrebeli 
achieve [@"tSi;v] (v) – miRweva 
achievement [@"tSi;vm@nt] – miRweva 
acquire [@"kwaI@(r)] (v) – SeZena 
admire [@d"maI@(r)] (v) – moxibvla,  
aRfrTovaneba 
advantage [@d"vA;ntIdZ] – upiratesoba 
affection [@"fekSn] – siyvaruli,  
Tbili grZnoba 
allow [@"laU] (v) – nebis darTva 
altitude ["&ltItju;d] – simaRle  
(zRvis donidan) 
ambassador [&m"b&s@d@(r)] – elCi
ambitious [&m"bIS@s] – mizandasaxuli
ancestor ["&nsest@(r)] – winapari
ancient ["eInS@nt] – Zveli, antikuri 
annual ["&njU@l] – yovelwliuri 
appear [@"pI@(r)] (v) – gamoCena 
application form [%&plI"keISn fO;m] – anketa 
apply [@"plaI] (v) – ganacxadis gakeTeba 
appreciate [@"pri;SIeIt] (v) – dafaseba 
approximately [@"prQksIm@tlI] – daaxloebiT 
arrangement [@"reIndZm@nt] – mogvareba,  
organizacia
article ["A;tIkl] – statia 
assignment [@"saInm@nt] – davaleba 
assume [@"sju;m] (v) – CaTvla, daSveba
at least [@t "li;st] – sul cota
attempt [@"tempt] – mcdeloba 
attend [@"tend] (v) – daswreba 
attract [@"tr&kt] (v) – mozidva
attraction [@"tr&kSn] – sanaxaoba
audience ["O;dI@ns] – mayurebeli 
available [@"veIl@bl] – xelmisawvdomi 
average ["&v@rIdZ] – saSualo 
award [@"wO;d] – jildo 
background ["b&kgraUnd] – warmoSoba 
beforehand [bI"fO;h&nd] – winaswar
behave [bI"heIv] (v) – qceva 
behaviour [bI"heIvj@(r)] – qceva
bilingual [baI"lINgw@l] – orenovani 
blend [blend] – narevi; Sezaveba 
bless [bles] (v) – kurTxeva, dalocva 
book [bUk] (v) – dajavSna 
boost [bu;st] (v) – zrda 
border ["bO;d@(r)] – sazRvari 
box office ["bQks QfIs] – Teatraluri  
salaro 
brew [bru;] (v) – dayeneba  
(ludis, Cais) 
bucket ["bVkIt] – vedro 
bulb [bVlb] – eleqtronaTura
calculations [%k&lkjU"leISnz] – angariSi,  
daangariSeba 
canal [k@"n&l] – wylis arxi 
carry out [%k&rI "aUt] (v) – Sesruleba
celebrate ["selIbreIt] (v) – aRniSvna,  
zeimoba 
celebrity [s@"lebr@tI] – saxelganTqmuli  
pirovneba
certain ["s3;tn] – garkveuli

charity ["tS&r@tI] – qvelmoqmedeba 
charm [tSA;m] – mimzidveloba, Sarmi 
choice [tSOIs] – arCevani
citizen ["sItIzn] – moqalaqe 
clap [kl&p] (v) – taSis dakvra 
cliff [klIf] – frialo klde 
coast [k@Ust] – sanapiro 
collaboration [k@%l&b@"reISn] – TanamSromloba
commercial [k@"m3;Sl] – satelevizio  
reklama
common ["kQm@n] – saerTo
compulsory [k@m"pVls@rI] – savaldebulo 
conduct [k@n"dVkt] (v) – warmarTva, Catareba
confidence ["kQnfId@ns] – Tavdajerebuloba
confident ["kQnfId@nt] – Tavdajerebuli 
confirm [k@n"f3;m] (v) – dadsatureba 
consist (of) [k@n"sIst (@v)] (v) – Sedgeba
contemporary [k@n"tempr@rI] – Tanamedrove 
convinced [k@n"vInst] – sakuTar azrSi  
darwmunebuli 
correspondence [%kQr@"spQnd@ns] – mimowera 
cost [kQst] – Rirebuleba
courageous [k@"reIdZ@s] – mamaci
crash [kr&S] – avaria, katastrofa 
creative [krI"eItIv] – SemoqmedebiTi
crop [krQp] – mosavali
cross [krQs] – jvari 
crossing point ["krQsIN pOInt] – gzajvaredini 
cuisine [kwI"zi;n] – samzareulo, saWmelebi,  
kerZebi 
curious ["kjU@rI@s] – cnobismoyvare 
current ["kVr@nt] – mimdinare, bolo  
(jurnalis nomeri) 
curriculum [k@"rIkj@l@m] – saswavlo gegma,  
programa 
dagger ["d&g@(r)] – xanjali 
dawn [dO;n] – ganTiadi, riJraJi 
deal with ["di;l wID] (v) – Tavis garTmeva,  
gamklaveba 
dedicated ["dedIkeItId] – Tavdadebuli 
defend [dI"fend] (v) – dacva 
definitely ["defIn@tlI] – namdvilad 
desire [dI"zaI@(r)] – survili
despite [dI"spaIt] – miuxedavad  
determined [dI"t3;mInd] – mizandasaxuli 
difference ["dIfr@ns] – gansxvaveba
discovery [dI"skVv@rI] – aRmoCena 
display [dI"spleI] (v) – gamofena, Cveneba 
distant ["dIst@nt] – Soreuli 
distinguished [dI"stINgwISt] – gamoCenili, cnobili 
distribute [dI"strIbju;t] (v) – darigeba 
dive [daIv] (v) – wyalSi TaviT Casvla, CayvinTva 
division [dI"vIZn] – dayofa 
dozen ["dVzn] – Tormeti cali 
drag [dr&g] (v) – Treva
drip [drIp] (v) – wveTa 
edition [I"dISn] – gamocema 
elective [I"lektIv] – arCeviTi
emphasis ["emf@sIs] – xazgasma,  
yuradRebis gamaxvileba
encourage [In"kVrIdZ] (v) – gamxneveba,  
waxaliseba
enormous [I"nO;m@s] – uzarmazari 
enroll [In"r@Ul] (v) – miReba, Caricxva
entertain [%ent@"teIn] (v) – garToba 
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entrance ["entr@ns] – Sesasvleli;  
Sesvla 
environment [In"vaIr@nm@nt] – garemo
equally ["i;kw@lI] – Tanabrad 
equipment [I"kwIpm@nt] – aRWurviloba  
equipped [I"kwIpt] – aRWurvili 
essential [I"senSl] – mniSvnelovani,  
arsebiTi 
establish [I"st&blIS] (v) – daarseba, dafuZneba,  
Seqmna
excellent ["eks@l@nt] – brwyinvale,  
SesaniSnavi 
exceptionally [Ik"sepS@n@lI] – araCveulebrivad,  
gansakuTrebiT
exchange [Iks"tSeIndZ] (v) – gacvla 
exhibition [%eksI"bISn] – gamofena
exist [Ig"zIst] (v) – arseboba
explorer [Ik"splO;r@(r)] – mkvlevari
explosion [Ik"spl@UZn] – afeTqeba 
extra-curricular activities [%ekstr@k@"rIkj@l@r &k"tIvItIi;z] –
klasgareSe aqtivobebi 
extraordinary [Ik"strO;dnrI] – saocari, uCveulo
failure ["feIlj@(r)] – marcxi, warumatebloba 
fame [feIm] – saxeli, saxelganTqmuloba 
fascination [%f&sI"neISn] – mimzidveloba,  
gataceba 
fear [fI@(r)] – SiSi 
feast [fi;st] – nadimi, qeifi 
fee [fi;] – safasuri 
fetch [fetS] (v) – wasvla da motana 
find out [%faInd "aUt] (v) – aRmoCena, gageba, garkveva
firstly ["f3;stlI] – jer erTi, upirveles yovlisa 
flavour ["fleIv@(r)] – surneleba 
flexible ["fleks@bl] – moqnili 
flight [flaIt] – frena, reisi 
flock [flQk] – fara, gundi
fluently ["flu;@ntlI] – Tavisuflad,  
Seuferxeblad 
folk [f@Uk] – xalxuri; xalxi 
free [fri;] – ufaso 
freedom ["fri;d@m] – Tavisufleba
fund [fVnd] – fondi 
generous ["dZen@r@s] – guluxvi 
get along with [%get @"lQN  wID] (v) – Segueba,  
Sewyoba 
get rid of [get "rId @v] (v) – Tavidan moSoreba 
goal [g@Ul] – mizani
goggles ["gQglz] – saTvale (wylis, saTxilamuro) 
grade [greId] – niSani
graduate ["gr&dZU@t] – umaRlesdamTavrebuli 
gymnasium [dZIm"neIzI@m] – sportdarbazi 
hand in ["h&nd In] (v) – Cabareba 
hardship ["hA;dSIp] – gaWirveba 
harvest ["hA;vIst] – mosavali 
hay [heI] – Tiva
headache ["hedeIk] – Tavis tkivili 
heat [hi;t] – sicxe 
hermit ["h3;mIt] – gandegili 
hesitation [%hezI"teISn] – yoymani
hire [haI@(r)] (v) – daqiraveba,  
samsaxurSi ayvana 
honest ["QnIst] – gulwrfeli; patiosani 
hostel ["hQstl] – saerTo sacxovrebeli 
however [haU"ev@(r)] – amisda miuxedavad,  
magram mainc, Tumca 

implement ["ImplIm@nt] (v) – ganxorcieleba
improve [Im"pru;v] (v) – gamosworeba 
include [In"klu;d] (v) – Seicavs, moicavs 
including [In"klu;dIN] – CaTvliT 
incredibly [In"kred@blI] – daujereblad 
indicate ["IndIkeIt] (v) – miTiTeba
influence ["InflU@ns] – gavlena,  
zegavlena 
injure ["IndZ@(r)] (v) – daSaveba, dazianeba 
innocent ["In@snt] – miamiti, umanko;  
udanaSaulo 
insist [In"sIst] (v) – daJinebiT moTxovna,  
mtkiceba
inspiration [%Insp@"reISn] – STagoneba
intend [In"tend] (v) – dapireba, ganzraxva
invention [In"venSn] – gamogoneba 
inventor [In"vent@(r)] – gamomgonebeli 
invitation [%InvI"teISn] – dapatiJeba, mowveva
irresistible [%IrI"zIst@bl] – dauZleveli,
uzomo 
issue ["ISu;, "Isju;] – gamoSveba, nomeri  
(Jurnalis, gazeTis); sakiTxi
joint [dZOInt] – erToblivi 
keyboarding class ["ki;bO;dIN klA;s] – beWdvis  
gakveTili
keyhole ["ki;h@Ul] – klitis WuWrutana 
knight [naIt] – raindi
latest ["leItIst] – uaxlesi
law [lO;] – kanoni
lawyer ["lO;j@(r)] – iuristi, advokati
light [laIt] (v) – anTeba, ganaTeba
light bulb ["laIt bVlb] – eleqtronaTura 
link [lINk] – kavSiri
luxury ["lVkS@rI] – fufuneba,  
fufunebis sagani
majority [m@"dZQr@tI] – umravlesoba
mandatory ["m&nd@t@rI] – savaldebulo
manuscript ["m&njUskrIpt] – xelnaweri 
master ["mA;st@(r)] (v) – srulyofilad  
daufleba 
mathematician [%m&T@m@"tISn] – maTematikosi 
memorable ["mem@r@bl] – dauviwyari 
memorize ["mem@raIz] (v) – dazepireba 
move [mu;v] (v) – gulis aCuyeba 
nearly ["nI@lI] – daaxloebiT 
needs [ni;dz] – moTxovnebi
nest [nest] – bude 
nevertheless [%nev@D@"les] – miuxedavad amisa
notice ["n@UtIs] (v) – SemCneva 
noticeable ["n@UtIs@bl] – SesamCnevi 
numerous ["nju;m@r@s] – uricxvi,  
mravalricxovani 
obliged [@"blaIdZd] – valdebuli  
opportunity [%Qp@"tju;n@tI] – SesaZlebloba,  
Sansi
organized ["O;g@naIzd] – mowesrigebuli 
outgoing ["aUtg@UIN] – kontaqturi,  
komunikabeluri 
overweight [%@Uv@"weIt] – Warbwoniani
oxygen ["QksIdZ@n] – Jangbadi  
pack [p&k] (v) – bargis Calageba 
passion ["p&Sn] – ltolva, gataceba
passionate ["p&S@n@t] – mgznebare 
patient ["peISnt] – momTmeni 
perfectly ["p3;fIktlI] – unaklod,  
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Cinebulad  
perform [p@"fO;m] (v) – Sesruleba
performance [p@"fO;m@ns] – warmodgena 
permanent ["p3;m@n@nt] – mudmivi 
perspiration [%p3;sp@"reISn] – dauRalavi Sroma,  
oflis Rvra
physicist ["fIzIsIst] – fizikosi 
pitch [pItS] – saTamaSo moedani
play [pleI] – piesa 
polyphonic [%pQlI"fQnIk] – mravalxmiani  
(simRerebi) 
population [%pQpjU"leISn] – mosaxleoba 
praise [preIz] (v) – Seqeba
prefer [prI"f3;(r)] (v) – upiratesobis miniWeba
previous ["pri;vI@s] – wina, adrindeli 
private ["praIv@t] – kerZo 
project ["prQdZekt] – proeqti 
prom [prQm] – gamosaSvebi saRamo
promote [pr@"m@Ut] (v) – xelis Sewyoba,  
reklamireba 
prosperity [prQ"sper@tI] – keTildReoba 
protect [pr@"tekt] (v) – dacva 
protection [pr@"tekSn] – dacva
public ["pVblIk] – sazogadoeba
queue [kju;] – rigi 
queue [kju;] (v) – rigSi dgoma
range [reIndZ] (v) – cvla, meryeoba
rare [re@(r)] – iSviaTi 
raw [rO;] – umi 
reach [ri;tS] (v) – miRweva 
realize ["ri;@laIz] (v) – gageba, mixvedra
reasonable ["ri;zn@bl] – xelmisawvdomi 
reckon ["rekn] (v) – miCneva, CaTvla 
recognize ["rek@gnaIz] (v) – cnoba 
reindeer ["reIndI@(r)] – CrdiloeTis iremi 
relationship [rI"leISnSIp] – urTierToba
rent [rent] (v) – daqiraveba, gaqiraveba 
reply [rI"plaI] (v) – pasuxis gacema  
requirements [rI"kwaI@m@nts] – moTxovnebi,  
pirobebi 
research [rI"s3;tS, "ri;s3;tS] – gamokvleva 
resemble [rI"zembl] (v) – gvaneba (hgavs) 
resident ["rezId@nt] – mcxovrebi
responsibility [rI%spQns@"bIl@tI] – pasuxismgebloba
roots [ru;ts] – fesvebi
save [seIv] (v) – dazogva 
saying ["seIIN] – andaza, gamonaTqvami 
scatter ["sk&t@(r)] (v) – mimobneva 
scenery ["si;n@rI] – xedi, buneba 
score [skO;(r)] – qula
selection [sI"lekSn] – nakrebi, kompleqti,  
krebuli
self-portrait [%self"pO;treIt] – avtoportreti
sensation [sen"seISn] – gancda
servant ["s3;v@nt] – mosamsaxure 
set up ["set "Vp] (v) – daarseba,  
Camoyalibeba 
shape [SeIp] – forma 
share [Se@(r)] – gaziareba; ganawileba 
sights [saIts] – RirsSesaniSnavi  
adgilebi 
similarity [%sIm@"l&r@tI] – msgavseba
skill [skIl] – unar-Cveva 
skip classes ["skIp %klA;sIz] (v) – gakveTilebis  
gacdena 

sledge [sledZ] – ciga 
sleigh [sleI] – marxili 
socialize ["s@US@laIz] (v) – urTierTobis  
damyareba 
software ["sQftwe@(r)] – kompiuteruli  
programebi 
solve [sQlv] (v) – gadawyveta, gadaWra  
(problemis) 
spacious ["speIS@s] – gaSlili, farTo 
spare time ["spe@ taIm] – Tavisufali dro
speech [spi;tS] – sityva (sityviT gamosvla) 
square [skwe@(r)] – moedani 
star [stA;(r)] (v) – mTavari rolis TamaSi 
starve [stA;v] (v) – SimSiloba 
straighten ["streItn] (v) – gasworeba 
strength [streNT] – Zala 
stretch [stretS] (v) – gadaWimva,  
gamwkriveba 
strict [strIkt] – mkacri  
success [s@k"ses] – warmateba 
suffer ["sVf@(r)] (v) – tanjva 
suggest [s@"dZest] (v) – SeTavazeba 
suitable ["su;t@bl] – Sesaferisi
support [s@"pO;t] (v) – mxaris daWera 
surface ["s3;fIs] – zedapiri 
surgeon ["s3;dZ@n] – qirurgi 
survive [s@"vaIv] (v) – gadarCena 
swallow ["swQl@U] – mercxali 
take for granted [teIk  f@ "grA;ntId] (v) –  
Sefereba, rogorc kuTvnilis miReba 
thankful ["T&Nkfl] – madlieri 
theme [Ti;m] – Tema
toast [t@Ust] – sadRegrZelo 
top-ten single [%tQp"ten "sINgl] – aTeulis  
saukeTeso simRera, singli 
tramp [tr&mp] – mawanwala
trek [trek] – xangrZlivi mgzavroba (fexiT) 
tuition [tjU"ISn] – swavleba 
tutor ["tju;t@(r)] – repetitori,  
maswavlebeli 
unforgettable [%Vnf@"get@bl] – dauviwyari
unique [jU"ni;k] – unikaluri 
variety [v@"raI@tI] – mravalferovneba,  
nairsaxeoba
various ["ve@rI@s] – sxvadasxva,  
sxvadasxvagvari 
vehicle ["vi;@kl] – satransporto  
saSualeba 
view [vju;] – xedi 
view [vju;] (v) – daTvaliereba,  
yureba 
virtual ["v3;tjU@l] – virtualuri  
(warmosaxviTi) 
visible ["vIz@bl] – xilvadi 
vital ["vaItl] – umniSvnelovanesi,  
sasicocxlo
walnut ["wO;lnVt] – kakali, nigozi 
waste [weIst] (v) – flangva,  
uazrod xarjva 
waterproof ["wO;t@pru;f] – wyalgaumtari
weakness ["wi;kn@s] – sisuste 
wealthy ["welTI] – mdidari 
weapon ["wep@n] – iaraRi
weight [weIt] – wona 
well-qualified [wel"kwQlIfaId] – maRalkvalificiuri 
wheat [wi;t] – xorbali 
wheel [wi;l] – borbali 
wonder ["wVnd@(r)] – saocreba 
worth [w3;T] – Rirebuli, Rirsi
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ANSWER KEY TO THE STUDENT’S BOOK AND THE TAPESCRIPTS

    Unit 1    A memorable day

Ex. 3 2.Tamuna    3.Dato    4.Rezo   5.Tamuna    6.Rezo   7.Tamuna    8.Dato
Ex. 4 False: 5,7
Ex. 5 2.middle-aged   3.(I) gladly agreed   4.stunningly beautiful   5.extraordinary sensation   6.extraordinary   
 sights  7.necessary preparations   
Ex. 6  2.g    3.h    4.e    5.f    6.d   7.b   8.a
Ex. 7 2.foreign   3.climb    4.pass   5.stretches   6.cliffs   7.dive   8.stunning   9.memorable (extras: dripped, trek)
Ex. 8 Words heard: the south coast, covered in rubbish, a whole week
Ex. 9 2.No   3.No   4.Yes   5.No   6.Yes   7.No
 
Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined)

Journalist:  Betty, can you tell us how you spent your summer holidays? Did you go somewhere or
did you stay at home all  summer? 
Betty:   We didn’t have enough money for a long holiday and we - I mean the whole family- decided
to  have just a week in Brighton, on the south coast. 
Journalist:  I see. So tell us about the week in Brighton. Was it…. special in any way?
Betty:  Special? Yes, in a way, it was special  really. The first day…. well, when we got to the hotel I was very tired and 
tried to sleep for a while. But I couldn’t. The problem was the noise of the traffic. There was so much traffic going 
past. Then, next morning, I wanted to have a shower, but there was no hot water. It was cold! Then, we went down to 
the beach, it was covered in rubbish: Coke bottles, chocolate wrappers, everything you can imagine. Impossible to 
sit anywhere. Then lunch. The food was terrible. No taste. And we couldn’t eat it. The chips were terrible and so was 
the fish. We were very hungry. Starving. So we talked to the hotel clerk and he gave us the address of a restaurant 
serving good food, and not too expensive. So we went there, but we couldn’t get in because it was crowded. Not 
a single free table! Finally we had to eat some hamburgers in the street to survive. So, although we were going to 
spend a whole week there, in fact we left on the third day. Now you can see how ‘special’ my holidays were.
Journalist: Thank you, Betty. Sounds really special!   
   
Ex.10 2.didn’t enjoy    3.fell   4.lost    5.had   6.haven’t been    7.spent    8.moved    9.was   10.has already lived
Ex.11 2.went     3.didn’t bathe    4.met   5. went    6.have bought / bought   7.have always wanted/always
 wanted    8.has had    9.have already given

 Unit 2    Problems I want to solve

Ex. 3 2.Watching soap operas    3.Get better results in maths.    4.Learn main computer programmes.
 5.Earn enough money to buy a car.    6.Spend less time in the street.   7.Chatting on the Internet   
 8.He can make khinkali 
Ex. 4 2.get rid of    3.skill     4.confident     5.weakness    6.standing in queues/to queue   7.main     
 8.solve (a problem)   9.chatting /to chat   10.gain   11.strength
Ex. 5 Mike:  2.main   3.mathematical   4.confident   5.skills   6.chatting  (extra: learn)
 Keti:   2.solve   3.company     4.get     5.weaknesses    6.gain  (extra: design)
Ex. 6 phrases heard:  a part-time job, was pretty nervous, in the end, took it seriously, my own money    
Ex. 7 2.No    3.Yes   4.Yes     5.Yes    6.No     7.No    8.Yes
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Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

There is a new car wash near my house. One day I noticed that a boy about the same age as me was working 
there, washing cars. So I thought to myself: Why not try and get a part-time job there? My parents can’t afford to 
give me money every day. So why not be more…. independent financially, so I can invite friends to the cinema, for 
example? So I went along to the car wash place. I was pretty nervous about asking for a job. I don’t have any par-
ticular skills – I don’t know how to do many things. I don’t even know any simple computer programmes or any-
thing. But it was ok actually. The car wash boss asked me how old I was and how I would manage to do my school 
work if I was working there. In the end he said he would give me the job for two evenings a week, and he would 
pay me 5 laris an hour. I thought this wasn’t bad, but the next step was to tell my Dad about it. I was nervous 
again, but there was no problem this time either. Dad took it seriously, though he wanted to know a few things 
about it. Where the car wash was, how I was going to find time to do my lessons and work at the car wash at the 
same time, how much I would earn. Things like that. I think I gave him the right answers, because he listened care-
fully, especially when I said the pay was 5 laris an hour! And then he said he agreed. And of course he was happy I 
would be earning my own money. And that’s how I got my first job. 

Ex. 8 2.living   3.to lock    4.being    5.to become    6.painting    7.to be   8.dancing   9.to study
Ex. 9 2.to meet    3.to be     4.recognizing    5.talking     6.telling     7.interrupting     8.speaking   9.to know      

 10.to answer  

Unit 3    A letter to myself 

Ex. 3 2.a    3.b   4.c   5.c    6.b    7.a   
Ex. 4 2.First    3.Next     4.Finally     5.In conclusion
Ex. 5 2.e   3.g   4.h   5.f    6.b    7.c    8.a  
Ex. 6 2.g   3.d    4.a    5.b    6.e   7.a   8.f
Ex. 7 2.goals   3.expert     4.international    5.successful    6.person   7.job   8.full   9.world   10.ourselves 
  (extras: achieved, married)
Ex. 8 2.company   3.profession    4.international    5.idea    6.archeologist   7.golden    8.goal   9.set    10.musi  

 cian    11.travel    12.Europe    13.hard-working    14.necessary   
Ex. 9 2.In    3.my    4.First   5.To   6.up   7.then
Ex. 10  2.First of all    3.Then   4.And finally   5.personally    6.In my view   7.In conclusion
   (extra: after that)  

Unit 4    Which language school? 

Ex. 2  Giorgi chose St Martin’s Language school in Oxford.
Ex. 3  2.Columbia School of English    3.From the website    4.In August     5.10 students    6.by e-mail   7.He will  

 live in a hostel/will meet international students     8.Yours sincerely
Ex. 4 2.top quality tuition    3.flexible timetable    4.accommodation costs    5.top quality tutors 
  6.advanced level    7.tuition/course fee    8.students’ hostel     9.is attached    10.I am looking forward to…   
Ex. 5 2.hostel    3.tutors    4.intermediate    5.advanced    6.accommodation   7.fee    8.tuition  
  9.multimedia    10.certificate (extra: centre, college)
Ex. 6 Class size:12;  Level: beginner;  Timetable: Tues.&Thurs;  Course length:6 weeks;  Fan club:
  football;  Fee: €320/320 Euros)  

Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

Receptionist:  Good afternoon. Can I help you?
Man: Good afternoon. Can I have some information about your school, please?
Rec.:  Certainly sir. What would you like to know?
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Rec.:  Certainly sir. What would you like to know?
Man: Well, I’d like to know a few details on the courses you run. How big are the classes for example? How   
many students are there in each class? 
Rec.: We have no more than twelve students in a class.
Man: OK. And what levels do you have? I don’t know any Italian so do you have classes for
beginners? And when are they? Which days?
Rec.:  Beginners? Of course we have a beginners’ class. Let me see the timetable…Mmm, yes that’s an
afternoon class, on Tuesdays and Thursdays,  from 2 to 6. 
Man: Tuesdays and Thursdays? In the afternoon?
Rec.:  Yes, that’s right. 
Man: I see. And how long does the course last? I mean what’s the duration of the course?
Rec.: It’s a six-week course, and the next one starts next Tuesday.
Man:: That’s fine. And are there any social activities?
Rec.: Sure. There is a football fan club that you can join if you like.     
Man: That’s great. I’ve been a fan of Italian football for years. And one more question. How much is the 
course  fee?
Rec.: Let me see. A six-week beginners’ course will cost 320 Euros if it’s in Italy! 
Man: Thank you very much. Can I have an application form? 
Rec.: Of course. Here you are. Can you complete it by tomorrow?  

Ex. 7 2.to be    3.meeting    4.prefer     5.to speak     6.reading    7.to make   8.smoking
Ex. 8 2.I am used to working at night.    3.I am looking forward to seeing them.  4.Sandro is too short to play
basketball.   5.It’s worth working on this project.   6.I am old enough to make my own decisions./ to decide things 
myself.

Revision One      Units 1-4

Ex. 1 2.(last) was  in Tbilisi    3.haven’t spoken French since    4.haven’t been     5.have known    6.hasn’t worn    
 7.spoke English     8.haven’t been    9.spoke to each other     10.have had    11.have displayed  George’s   
 pictures on the website      12.I last watched
Ex. 2 2.to spend    3.living    4.not going    5.both are possible     6.making   7.to buy    8.not to speak       
 9.spending    10.to switch off   11.both are possible   12.playing
Ex. 3 2.to go   3.prefer   4.reading    5.receiving   6.getting   7.speaking   8.to win   9.to live   10.to earn   
 11.to  pay 12.meeting    
Ex. 4 2.looked worried   3.gladly agreed    4.stunningly beautiful   5.get rid of   6.gained an experience   7.take  
 it seriously   8.manage his time    9.speaks…fluently   10.summed up  11.reach my goal   12 in my opinion  
 (extra:first of all, in conclusion)
Ex. 5 2.laSqroba. 3.movlena  4.gadaWimulia   5.saSualo asakis  6.wveT-wveTad dena  7.klde
 8.gadaWra (problemis)  9.SeZena (codnis)  10.seriali  11.Sedegi  12.layboba     
 13.Tavdajerebuli 14.unar-Cveva  15.Tavidan moSoreba   16.mowesrigebuli (adamiani)  
 17.sisuste   18.mizani  19.kavSiri  20.gaumjobeseba   21.miRweva  22.cxrili   
 23.safasuri  24.studenturi saerTo sacxovrebeli  25.tiutori, maswavlebeli    
 26.sacxovrebeli adgili  27.moqnili 28.(Tan) darTva   29.umaRlesi xarisxis      
 30.Rirebuleba  
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Unit 5       And the greatest achievement is…

Ex. 2 2.Levan   3.Lasha   4.Ani   5.Mariam   6.Lasha
Ex. 3  1.b/g   2.a   3.d    4.c/f    5.e     
Ex. 4 2.technological wonders     3.assignment    4.we can definitely say     5.and lastly   6.power cut     7.with  
 out any hesitation    8.electric power
Ex. 5 2.e   3.a   4.f   5.b   6.d   7.g  
Ex. 6 2.invention   3.definitely   4.achievement   5.influence   6.best-known  7.light  (extra: hesitation, virtual)
Ex. 7   1.b   2.a    3.d    4.c
Ex. 8   Sentences 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 are true
   
Tapescript (keys to ex. 8 are underlined)

Our lives are changing in many ways. Here are four examples of technologies of the future.
N1 
In the future we will have access to 500 television channels and in addition to this, homes will be connected to 
the local video library. We will be able to call up any movie or programme we want and whenever we want it. 
Watching films won’t be a passive experience any more because we will be able to choose alternative story lines 
and create our own version of any film so TVs will be fully interactive.
N2
Cars of the future will soon make driving much easier and of course much safer. The intelligent navigation system 
in this 2010 model will choose the best possible route for you and keep a constant distance from the car in front. 
And if you drive over the speed limit, the speedometer will politely advise you to slow down. You won’t have to 
worry about security either, because your car won’t start unless the owner of the car tells him to do so. The car 
will easily recognize the driver behind the wheel by the irises of their eyes! 
N3
With these goggles and gloves we will soon be able to see, and move, things which exist only on a computer 
programme. As a result, we’ll be able to play tennis with World No 1 tennis player Roger Federer and, believe it or 
not, beat him. By means of Virtual Reality we’ll also be able to travel in space, explore the world under the seas 
and oceans or even play, dance or sing in our favourite pop group alongside with our favourite performer. All in 
the comfort of our living room.
N4
These are already available in some countries of the world but the image isn’t very good. Since technology is de-
veloping very fast, we’ll soon be able to see a perfect image of the caller. Those who don’t like to be seen unless 
they’re looking their best shouldn’t worry. By means of videophones the caller won’t be able to see them unless 
they want to be seen. 

Ex. 9 2.speak  3.goes   4.never reads   5.is always losing   6.usually spends   7. am reading  8.gets
Ex. 10   1.look    2.is talking/speaks  3.sets    4.goes/is staying  5.am working  6.does…do/buys/sells  7.coordi  
 nates
Ex. 11   2. lives/live  3.doesn’t see   4.are celebrating   5.are not expecting   6.feels/is feeling.  7.wants   8.has    
 9.knows                                                                                                                                                             

Unit 6       The big names

Ex. 3 1.c.    2.a   3.e   4.f   5.b (extra: d)     
Ex. 4 2.Ford   3.Armstrong   4.Cousteau   5.Ford    6.Cousteau   7.Cousteau
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Ex. 5 2.c   3.f    4.a   5.d   6.b   7.g
Ex. 6 2.aqualang   3.horseless    4.goggles    5.touch-down    6.car crash    7.injured    
Ex. 7 2.achievement    3.legend     4.climbers    5.explorer    6.cross   7.expedition (extra: goggles, employee)
Ex. 9 2.T   3.F   4.T    5.T    6.F    7.T   8.F   
       
Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 9 are underlined)

Interviewer: Today in our studio we have Emily Soarse, the world famous sea explorer and expert in scuba-diving. 
Emily’s going to tell us about scuba-diving. Emily, how did scuba-diving start?
Emily:  In fact it goes back to ancient Greece. The ancient Greeks used to dive for treasure and they started to use 
equipment to help them dive deeper, and longer.  Interviewer:  So what equipment did they use exactly?
Emily:  Oh, it was quite primitive in fact. Long before any modern equipment was invented, they used to
dive with a rope and a stone weight. They held on to the rope so they would know where they were – so they knew 
their position. And the weight made it easier for them to go down faster. It wasn’t untill the 17th century that they 
started to make equipment for divers so they could stay underwater for longer periods. And they invented different 
types of diving dress, mainly to keep divers warm. 
Interviewer: And do we know who invented the first real diving equipment?
Emily:  Yes, it was Augustus Siebe. He made the first really practical diving equipment, and that was in the 19th 
century in England. His first diving suit consisted of a big helmet over the diver’s head, and a jacket. But the suit was 
very heavy. And a bit dangerous in fact – some divers who accidentally fell into the water even drowned. So Siebe 
later developed a more effective diving suit - the closed type of diving suit that is still used. With this kind of suit the 
diver is completely covered, and no part of his body is in contact with the water.  
Interviewer: I see. And how about the apparatus worn by scuba-divers? 
Emily:  Yes, well the scuba apparatus was made by Jacques Cousteau and Emil Gagnan in the middle of the 20th 
century. 
Interviewer:  Thank you Emily. Our next guest is...
   
Ex. 10    2.woke...up   3.carried on   4.woke up   5. took out    6.wrote down   7.woke.... up
Ex. 11    2.c: gacileba  3.b: Cacma   4.b: gazrda   5.a: moZebna (leqsikonSi)    6.b: daxurva   7.a: bolomde   

 amowurva

Unit 7    In some parts of Georgia

Ex. 3    2.In Pshavi   3.In Khevsureti   4.In Khevsureti   5.In Racha    6.In Khevsureti   7.In Pshavi   
 8.In Racha
Ex. 4 4,7 are not true
Ex. 5    1.f    2.h    3.d   4.a    5.b   6.c   7.e   8.g
Ex. 6    2.dawn  3.dagger   4.ancestors    5. sledge    6.hay   7.candies    8.stable    9.scatter
Ex. 7    2.real    3.religious   4.spend    5.stay   6.festival   7.Christmas   8.charity   9.presents   10.child   
 hood   11.fun   12.hope (extra: life,  time) 
Ex. 8 2.mild   3.peace   4.sight   5.Alleluya   6.born   7.light   8.grace   9.birth (extra: child, night)
Ex. 9 2.subject   3.predicate   4.adjective   5.direct object    6.adverb   7.adverb    8.indirect (prepositional)   
 object  
Ex. 10   2.Mario is a man.   3.I showed the photos to my father.   4.Everyone was laughing loudly.
 5.Mike’s friends gave him some help.  6.This happened in Africa two years ago.  7.Show your new dress to me.
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Unit 8  All about being Santa

Ex. 3 2.The Ministry of Fun, London     3.Santa School Alberta     4.Santa Claus School Michigan   5.The Interna  
 tional School of Santa Studies      6.The Ministry of Fun, London    7.The Ministry of Fun, London
Ex. 4 2.True   3.False   4.True   5.False    6.False
Ex. 5 2.g   3.a    4.f   5.d    6.e   7.b
Ex. 6 2.a graduate:kursdamTavrebuli   3.enroll: Caricxva    4.set up: daarseba   5.distribute: gavrceleba,   
 distribucia  6.perfectly: SesaniSnavad, srulyofilad

Ex. 7 2.distribute    3.skill     4.perfectly    5.graduates   6.diploma   7.enroll  (extra: hire, vital)
Ex. 8 2.Xmas   3.young   4.Year   5.strong    6.wrong   7.fight   8.done   9.begun  10.fun (extra: happy, merry)
Ex. 9 2…. the teachers who work at our school.   3…. the Christmas song which I like most.   4…. the magazine   
 which Nick likes to read.   5….. the actress who lives in Australia.   6…. the postcards which John sent from  
 Manchester.   7…. the day which I will remember for ever. 
Ex. 10   2.which   3.whose    4.who   5.whose   6.which   7.whose

Revision Two     Units 5-8

Ex. 1 2.do people spend   3.Are you waiting    4.am looking after   5.remembers   6.are watching
 7.always loses (also possible: is always losing)   8.works   9.is looking for  10.are making  11.washes    
 12.don’t understand
Ex. 2    2.That is the house  which was built by our company.    3.This is the place where I met my husband 20
 years ago. 4.This is the film which we saw yesterday.    5.This is the girl whose bag was stolen.   6.The   
 man, who was very tired, fell asleep.  7.This is the table which is broken.  8.The book, which was published  
 last year, became a bestseller.  9.I don’t believe the story which Nino told us.  10.We didn’t enjoy the film  
 which we saw yesterday.  11.Giorgi is the boy whose father works in the US.  12.My neighbour, who never  
 leaves his house, is a writer.
Ex. 3 2.set up  3.wakes up   4.grew up   5.saw off    6.used up  7.carry on   8.lie down   9.is carrying out
 10.drank up   11.find out   12.write down
Ex. 4 2.driving license    3.without any hesitation    4.wear wigs    5.family’s ancestors    6.first climber’  7.brew  
 beer    8.saves time    9.graduated from    10.learn all the skills   11deal with   12.archeological discovery   
 (extra: have fun, greatest  influence)
Ex. 5 2.pariki  3.Tavs arTmev, umklavdebi  4.vfiqrob, vvaraudob     5.miRweva   6.ganTiadi 
 7.namdvilad   8.umniSvnelovanesi, sasicocxlo     9.daarsda  10.jvari  11.Tiva  12.daqi  
 raveba  13.SesaniSnavad, srulyofilad 14.fufuneba   15.sajinibo,  
 Tavla  16.gavrceleba, distribucia    17.Zala 18.zedapiri   19.unarebi  20.aRmoCena     
 21.winaprebi  22.borbali  23.zeimi  24.saSinao davaleba   25.saocreba  26.kursdamTavre  
 buli    27.Caricxva   28.daarseba   29.xanjali  30.tkbileuloba   

Unit  9  The Wardrops

Ex. 1 2.B   3.A   4.F  (extra: C, E)
Ex. 2 2.b   3.a   4.b   5.c   6.a
Ex. 3 2.unique civilization   3.distant mountainous country    4.Georgia’s folk tales and poetry   5.innocent folk    
 6.followed (in) her brother’s footsteps   7.Georgian manuscripts
Ex. 4 2.c   3.b   4.e   5.g    6.a   7.d   
Ex. 5 2.masterpieces   3.distinguished   4.distant   5.poet   6.death   7.published    8.translation   9.enjoyable    
 (extra: fascination, permission)
Ex. 6 gundi (musikaluri), mravalxmiani, gavrceleba, Sesruleba, Sesaferisi, baritoni, elferi/ 
 surneleba, xalxuri, repertuari 
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Ex.7 2.living- room   3.Darbazi    4.Canada    5.1997   6.hospitality   7.flavour
Ex. 8 2.F   3.F    4.T    5.T    6.T    7. F 

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)
 
Question: Today in the studio we have a guest from Canada. His name is Alan Gassar, he’s a singer and he’s the 
founder of a Georgian folk song choir in Toronto. Alan, when did you first have the idea of starting the choir?                                                          
Answer: It happened in January, 1995. I’d been performing in a church in Toronto with the Georgian trio Kavkasia, 
and there were several Toronto singers in the audience. They were really enthusiastic about the music and so I 
decided to have a Georgian song night at my home. About thirty people showed up and we had a great time singing 
Georgian folk songs. It was quite a night I can tell you! So we decided to meet again. And soon we had a choir of 20 
singers and none of them were Georgian. We used to meet every other Sunday evening, in my living room, and we 
learnt more and more about Georgian polyphonic music. 
Q: Why did you choose the name Darbazi for your choir?                                                                                  
A: Oh, it happened quite by chance, actually. A friend of mine asked me one day: “So how’s that living room choir of 
yours doing?’ And my immediate reaction was: “What a great name for our group!” I had already been to Georgia 
before so I knew that an old kind of Georgian living room was called ‘the darbazi’ -  the room where guests were 
welcomed and where music – an essential part of Georgian culture - was played and sung. So I though this would 
be a perfect name for our group.
Q: How did Canadian audiences like the music?
A: They loved it! After our first – very successful - performance, we decided that we’d become a performing group, 
and make it possible to spread Georgian culture. So, after nine months of getting together in my living room every 
other week, we were ready to perform again, and in the following year we performed twelve times at different con-
cert halls around Canada.
Q:  And how about Georgia? When did you first perform here?
A:  Ah, that was in July 1997, when eleven members of our group were able to find the time - and the money - to 
make the first trip to Georgia. We did performances in Tbilisi, along with the Kavkasia trio, and another group - Ma-
rani, from Paris - who also sang Georgian folk songs. 
Q: And what were your impressions of the country?
A: Well, Apart from me, none of the group had ever been to Georgia. They were all really touched – really impressed 
- by the hospitality of all the Georgians they met.  
Q: How would you describe your singing style?                                                                                               
A: Well, we’ve always tried to sing the songs as near as possible to the real Georgian style. But none of the Darbazi 
singers grew up with a real Georgian culture. When we started, most of us, in fact, were only beginning to discover 
Georgian music. So our songs have…. what you might call a kind of Canadian flavour to them. But we’re always 
learning new songs - to increase our repertoire. At present, we are actively looking for one or two baritones. So if 
anyone is interested in finding out more, send us an e-mail at: baniquest@sympatico.ca

Ex. 9 2.was/had enjoyed   3.was/had lost   4.had been/went   5.didn’t know/had bought   6.missed/had told     
 7.saw/had met
Ex. 10 2.had stopped / got    3.was / had eaten  4.showed / had broken   5.bought / had won   6.were / hadn’t   
 seen  7.hadn’t flown/felt
Ex. 11 2.came  3.had remembered   4.got   5.had lived   6.hadn’t seen   7.were   8.heard   9.had left   10.had   
 lived
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Unit 10   News in brief

Ex. 1 1.B   2.E
Ex. 2  2.Metropolitan concert hall    3.(To the)  literary cafe    4.(To the) box-office of the Rustaveli Theatre.    
 5.Zoom   6.(To the) Cinema House   7.The Arts foundation.   8.South Caucasus art.      
Ex. 3 2.e   3.f   4.h   5.a   6.b   7.g   8.d 
Ex. 4 2.promotes   3.presented   4.director   5.presentation   6.appreciates    7.box- office   8.contemporary    
 (extra: attended)
Ex. 5 2.translation   3.foreigners   4.actors   5.invitation
Ex. 6 1.1980  2.New York City   3.fashion designer  4.three  5.Kaleidoscope    6.style   7. musicians  8.church     
 9.saxophone   10.blue   
Ex. 7 1.No   2.No   

Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

Interviewer: From independent teenager to international music star – the singer of the hits Milkshake and Trick 
Me tells us about her teenage years. Thank you very much for joining us today Kelis. Will you please tell us about 
yourself and your family first?
Kelis: I was born on the 21st of August, in 1980 in Harlem, New York City. My mother who is half Puerto Rican and 
half Chinese is a fashion designer. My father died two days before I signed my first record deal. I have three sisters, 
one younger and two older.
Int.: When did your first CD come out?
Kelis: It was in 1999 under the name Kaleidoscope. Then very two other CDs followed.
Int.: I know you tour all over the world. Who are the most famous musicians you have toured with?
Kelis:  I change my music style with each new CD and I have toured with many different types of musicians from U2 
to Britney. 
Int.: When did you first become interested in music?
Kelis: Well, I guess it started because my dad was a jazz musician. And when I was a child I sang in the church. And I 
played three instruments - the piano, the violin and the saxophone. In fact I often played the piano with my dad. Oh, 
and when I was little I started writing songs too.
Int.: What do you think is the biggest mistake you made as a teenager?
Kelis: I shaved my head when I was 12, so I had really short hair. It was easy to look after so I liked it. But I made the 
mistake of dying it blue once, and that was horrible.
Int.: Do you have any advice for teenagers who want to get into the music business?
Kelis: I really don’t have an answer. I don’t have a ‘step one’, you do this and ‘step two’, you do that. I personally 
don’t plan my life like that. So I can’t tell someone else to.  
Int.: Thank you very much, Kelis.

Ex. 8 A. unblock,  irrelevant,  unchanged, unbalanced 
 B. presentation,  management,  suitable, eatable, civilization, forgettable
Ex. 9 2. pronunciation   3.manageable   4.unarmed   5.government   6.cooperation   7.irrelevant 

Unit 11  In the mountains of poetry

Ex. 1    c  
Ex. 2    True statements are:  3, 4, 6, 7   
Ex. 3    2.i  3.a   4.g  5.e  6.h  7.d   8.f  9.b   
Ex. 4    2.equipment     3.discovery     4.protection     5.explanations    6.sea-sickness    7.admiration
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Ex. 5   2.breath   3.dazzling   4.touch   5.peaks   6.clothing   7.water-proof   8.sun-cream (extra: beauty, hand)
Ex. 6    The journalist asks Peter six questions. 
Ex. 7    2.a   3.b   4.c   5.a    6.c  7.b   8.a

Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

1. Journalist:  Thank you Peter for finding time to talk to me. First of all, when did you first come to Georgia?
Peter Naysmith: My first visit to Georgia was in 1987 - as a guest of Intourist. I stayed in the Iveria Hotel and look-
ing out the window I immediately recognised Georgia as the most attractive Soviet republic. I’ve returned more and 
more frequently - to the extent that I now live here about one third of each year.
2. Journalist: Can you tell us about the books you’ve written about Georgia?
P.N.: I’ve written three books on Georgia, starting in 1991. The first one was called ‘Georgia: A Rebel in the Cauca-
sus.’ It took over a year to publish, so it was published just at the same time as the Georgian civil war erupted in 
1992. The second book - ‘In the Mountains of Poetry’ -  appeared in 1998 and has now just entered its third revised 
edition. My most recent - and most enjoyable book to write - was ‘Walking in the Caucasus, Georgia,’ published this 
year, 2006. It is still one of the very few internationally available books with good, colour photos of Georgia’s beau-
tiful landscape.
3. Journalist:  You’ve been to many parts of Georgia. Is there any part you like most?
P.N.: I have no favourite part of Georgia - just as it is unwise to have a favourite part of the body. Preference de-
pends   on mood, season, need and so on.  However I come from a country whose highest mountain is only 997 
metres, so don’t be surprised to see me heading off towards the high Caucasus at every opportunity.
4. Journalist:  So, you’ve written a book about walking in the Caucasus mountains. Tell us more about it.
P.N.: I actually did all the 44 walks in the book myself - except for one six  kilometre section of Walk No 22. That was 
because the guide I hired got lost. Svaneti contains the most dramatic treks of course, its there you find the most 
dramatic mountains and glaciers in Georgia. I’ve stayed with many different and excellent hosts in Svaneti. And I’ve 
never been robbed!
5. Journalist: Aha. So you really love mountains, don’t you?
P.N.: I love Georgia’s mountains and I’m especially attracted to Mt Ushba, and I’ve photographed it again and again, 
from all sides and in all lights. The only disadvantage of Mt Ushba is that it’s really dangerous if you want to stand on 
its top!
6. Journalist: And lastly, can you tell us a bit about yourself? 
P.N.:  Well, I was born in London but I was brought up in Devon – which I like to think is England’s Svaneti. Devon 
is   surrounded by sea on two sides, and its centre is dominated by the big national parks of Dartmoor and Exmoor, 
and these parks consist of hills – hills that have forgotten how to be mountains! Perhaps this explains why I’m so 
attracted to Georgia’s stunning peaks.
Journalist: Thank you very much, Peter. 

Ex. 8   2. … is being built… 3….were being followed…4… is being published…   5….were stealing the car.   6….are 
building ten houses…7. …was being served… 
Ex. 9   2.They are using animals for medical products.   3.A machine is training teachers.   4.Computer games are 
brainwashing children.  5.They are revealing global warming results.   6.The museum is selling Picasso’s painting. 
Ex. 11  Possible questions  1.Have you ever been to Georgia before?    2.How many countries have you passed 
through? Do you keep a count of them?     3.And then? Where will you go after Europe?    4.How often do you 
change bicycles? After how many kilometres do they break down on average?   5.Who do you miss most?

Unit 12    This is the festival when…

Ex. 1 2.h   3.e   4.b  5.d   6.c  (extra: a, f)
Ex. 2 2.Pilgrims   3.Pilgrims   4.visitors   5.The first carnival   6.the friends   7.mothers
Ex. 3 2.Picnics and barbecues.   3.A group of religious people who went to America from England   4.In Lon-
don    
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 5.Midday/12 o’clock   6.No (it’s a new festival).  7.Trinidad
Ex. 4 2.e   3.g    4.a   5.b   6.c   7.f
Ex. 5 2.traditional   3.religious   4.colourful   5.thankful  6.freedom
Ex. 6 2.originated    3.dressed up    4.fund-raising    5.charity   6.home-baked    7.hand-made (extra: feast, resi  
 dent). Nata is describing a Halloween celebration.
Ex. 7 Words heard: cheerful   souvenirs    kids  churchkhelas   concert 
Ex. 8 2.bright and sunny    3.national costumes    4.running (in front of their parents), carrying balloons
 and eating ice-cream   5.fruits,vegetables, churchkhelas, hand-made souvenirs.   6.to a huge concert 

Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined)

TV presenter: It’s a bright, sunny autumn day today, and Tbilisi residents, guests and visitors are out celebrating 
Tbilisoba. Our reporter Nana Dolidze is on Rike, close to Metecki church and she’s waiting to tell us about what’s go-
ing on there. Nana, are there many people on the Rike Avenue at the moment? 
Reporter:  Rike is full of cheerful faces smiling at you everywhere. The street is beautifully decorated. And there are 
actors dressed in national costumes giving souvenirs to everybody who passes by. And there are hundreds of kids 
running in front of their parents, carrying balloons, eating ice-cream…. 
TV presenter: Nana, have you seen any fruits and vegetables on sale in the street? I mean things brought in from 
villages? 
Reporter: Yes, there are plenty of stalls where you can buy fruits and vegetables, also churchkhelas and hand-
made souvenirs.
TV presenter: And what kinds of things are they planning for this evening?
Reporter:  This evening the whole town is invited to a huge concert. There’ll be lots of famous Georgian singers 
taking part, as well as dancers and actors. 
TV presenter: Thank you, Nana. Now about….

Ex. 9 2.g   3.e   4.d   5.a.   6.c.  7.b   8.h    9.i
Ex. 10 2.always useful to speak English in class.  3.difficult to live abroad.   4.great fun to travel to Africa.   5.ex  
 pensive to study in this language school.   6.healthy to jog every day.   7.harmful for children to watch TV.

Revision Three     Units  9-12

Ex. 1 2.had studied / went   3.didn’t tell / had done  4.started / ended  5.thanked / had done   6.didn’t know /   
 had worked  7.got / rode   8.was /heard / had died  9.had left (left)  / went   10.put / left  11.was / had lost    
 12.met / spoke
Ex. 2 3.It’s a long way from here    4.It’s strange that he wasn’t invited    5.irresponsible   6.It’s really hot     7.It   
 seems (that) we    8.dissatisfied with    9.It’s very important to keep    10.It was good / nice to see         
 11.to focus 
 on irrelevant     12.unknown
Ex. 3   2.Our school is being redecorated during the summer holidays.  3.I saw that the injured man was being  
 taken to hospital.   4.A new skating rink is being built in the city centre.   5.When I came back the hous
 was being searched.  6.The award is being presented by a famous actress.  7.Our water heater was be  
 ing repaired by an electrician.   8.When I arrived dinner was being served.    9.He is being questioned in   
 connection with the robbery.  10. Six candidates are being interviewed for the job.  11. Our leaking   
 roof is being repaired by the builders.  12.The search for the missing boy is being continued (by   
 the rescue team).
Ex. 4 2.follow in his footsteps  3.play tricks   4.carnival procession  5.Air Force  6.bilingual arts magazine     
 7.rare photos   8.unique civilization   9.draw attention   10.high altitudes   11.polyphonic singing  12.deep  
 affection  (extras: successfully implement, fund-raising events)
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Ex. 5 2.wyalgaumtari   3.gulwrfeli, patiosani  4.aRdgoma     5.gamoCenili, cnobili  
 6. mcxovrebi   7.nebarTva  8.gataceba, mimzidveloba  9.xelis Sewyoba    10.binokli    
 11.dacva 12.dadastureba  13.samzareulo, saWmelebi  14.xelnawerebi  15.gamoSveba, 
 nomeri 16.xelmisawvdomi  17.saqvelmoqmedo  18.dafaseba   19.Teatraluri salaro   
 20.mxardaWera 21.sikvdils gadarCena   22.lxini, nadimi   23.mimowera  24.Tanamedrove     
 25.raindi  26.wardgena  27.ganegili   28.ukanaskneli, uaxlesi  29.poezia   30.Soreuli 

  Unit 13    Britain  and America

Ex. 2 2.F   3.A   4.B  (extra: C, D)
Ex. 3 2.b   3.a   4.c   5.a    6.c    7.b
Ex. 4 2.d   3.a    4.f    5.g   6.c   7. e   
Ex. 5 2.in large quantities   3.endless variety   4.make up one’s mind    5.here the similarity ends   6.boost self-  
 confidence   7.short attention span 
Ex. 6 2.similarity   3.variety   4.survive   5.quantities   6.overweight   7.commercials   8.attention   9.mind
 (extra: assume, confidence)
Ex. 7 2.Mary  3.Teona   4.Sophie   5.Giorgi   6.Mary
Ex.  8 2.False   3.True   4.False   5.True   6.False   7.True

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined)

I am Teona from Georgia.When an American and a British person speak, the first obvious difference is the accent 
– the pronunciation of words. The next obvious difference is vocabulary – the occasional different word for some-
thing. Also, I’ve noticed that Americans welcome you into their stores while the British don’t seem to care whether 
you enter their shops or not. And of course they have far more shopping malls in the States.

I am Mary from England. I live in a small country village in the lake district where there are beautiful mountains, 
lakes, lots of farms and it’s generally very quiet - until a bus full of American tourists arrives. I have to be honest 
and say that they are extremely loud. I don’t think they realise just how loud they shout to each other when they 
talk. But they love spending a lot of money – in fact they seem to be born to shop!

I am Giorgi  from Georgia. I’ve been to both Britain and America and  I don’t think that there is much difference 
between them. They’re both very beautiful countries to be in. The people may use different words though, and 
they may have a different sense of humour. Americans think the British are too conservative, that they don’t like 
changes or new ideas. The British think that Americans don’t speak well and that they are too patriotic. Both coun-
tries often make jokes about each other. It’s very funny sometimes.

I am Justin from USA. One of the differences between us Americans and the British is the way we spend our holi-
days. Most people in the USA only get ten to twenty days vacation a year from their workplace. And they mostly 
take their vocations  in the US. If they take a trip to Europe or Asia, they regard that as something really special. 
In Britain, the traditional holiday is a holiday in an English seaside resort. But nowadays most British people go 
abroad for their holidays to somewhere warm – to Spain or one of the Mediterranean islands for instance. And for 
their winter skiing holidays they often go to the Alps. 

I am Sophie from England. British teenagers are more or less the same as American teenagers. In fact, teenag-
ers seem to be the same everywhere. Teenagers in England, for example, do much the same as kids in America 
or other European countries do. They enjoy chatting and texting friends on their mobiles, hanging out with their 
friends, listening to the latest music on their MP3 players, shopping for the latest fashions, watching movies on 
television or at the cinema………..
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Ex. 9 2. has been raining    3.haven’t been listening   4.Have you met   5.have always wanted     6.have I told     
 7.have known    8. has been writing   
Ex. 10 2.have been looking forward   3.have been studying    4.haven’t finished    5.have been phoning   6.has   
 gone    7.Have you heard   8.has robbed  

 UNIT 14       SHE IS AN EXCHANGE STUDENT

Ex. 1 b
Ex. 2 2.I   3.F   4.G    5.E   6.C   7.D   8.A   9.B
Ex. 3 2.c   3.b   4.b   5.b    6.c
Ex. 4 2.a    3.g    4.e   5.d    6.f   7.c 
Ex. 5 2.c/d/e  3.b  4.g  5.a   6.h/d/e  7.d/f  8.f  
Ex. 6 2.electives    3.blind    4.relationship   5.gained    6.exchange    7.opportunity  (extras: event, class)
Ex. 7 2.Where did you live and how long did you stay?   3.What subjects did you study and which was your 
 favourite?   4.What do you think is the main difference between American and Georgian schools?   5.How  
 do American teenagers differ from Georgian ones? Are there any similarities?   6.How do American tee
 agers spend their free time?   7.How much freedom does an American teenager have?    8.What do you   
 think is the main thing you gained from your stay in the US?
Ex. 8 2.David   3.Mako    4.David    5.David    6.Mako   7.David

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

Interviewer:  How did you go to the States? Did you take part in an exchange programme?
David:  We both participated in the Future Leaders Exchange Program what they call the Flex programme. 
Interviewer: Where did you live and how long did you stay?  
Mako:  I lived in New York and stayed there for one academic year.
   David:  I lived in the State of Georgia with an American family.
Interviewer:  What subjects did you study and which was your favourite? 
Mako:  I took American History, Literature, Art, Public Speaking, Gym and Keyboarding. My favourite subject was American 
History, because it was the history of the country where I was living and I was really interested in its history and culture.
Interviewer:  And what do you think is the main difference between American and Georgian schools?
David: To my mind, the main difference is that, in American schools, the education system is much
more flexible -  pupils have the possibility to study the subjects they want and decide on their own schedules. 
Interviewer: You probably made some friends there. How do American and Georgian teenagers differ? Are there 
any similarities? 
David: I think both Georgian and American teenagers  like spending their free time with their friends, having fun, 
and doing everything that is typical of every teenager. 
Interviewer: How do American teenagers spend their free time? Week-ends, for example.  
Mako:  They usually spend their spare time shopping or having pizza parties. Oh yes! And they go to the movies 
pretty often.
Interviewer: What about family relationships, for example between a child and a parent? How much
freedom does an American teenager have? 
David:  I thought that American teenagers would have a lot of freedom from their parents, but I was  wrong.    Amer-
ican parents try to control their children, just like here. 
Mako: Well, I think American teenagers have more freedom than we do. For example they get their driving license   
when they are still in high school. 
Interviewer: What do you think is the main thing you gained from your stay in the US?
Mako:  I became a more independent person than I used to be. I learned how be a successful person without need-
ing  help from others.   
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 UNIT 15    MY TOWN: A SPECIAL LOOK

Ex. 1

Ex. 2 2.London   3.Washington    4.Tbilisi    5.Tbilisi    6.London   7.Washington   
Ex. 3 2.blend   3.average temperature     4.hot sulphur spring     5.sights of interest    6.swallow’s nest   7.spe  
 cial flavour   8.the biggest attraction    9.crossing point    10.east coast   .
Ex .4 2.natural    3.attractions   4.Historically    5.exceptionally    6.government(s)    7.carefully
Ex. 5 2.population  3.western    4.attracts   5.half   6.sights   7.attraction    8.stretches   9.average  (extra: visit) 
Ex. 6      phrases heard:  west coast / in the middle of / third largest /  city center(s) / top-class universities /   
 popular resorts      along the coast         
Ex. 7. Name of the city: Los Angeles (LA);  Name of the state: California;  Name of the sea or ocean close to the  
 city:  the Pacific Ocean;  Population: more than 11 million; Number of airports: 33;  The most famous   
 movie studio: Hollywood;  The biggest tourist attraction: Disneyland 

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

“We are in Los Angeles, LA as Americans call it - a city in the south of California. Los Angeles is on the west coast, 
so that means it’s on  the Pacific Ocean. It was built on the Los Angeles river, so it has the same name as the river 
that runs through it. And it’s right in the middle of four mountain ranges. Los Angeles, or LA, as people usually call 
it, is a very big city – the third largest city in the USA in fact  -  and  it has  a population of  over 11 million people. 
When you fly to LA you land in one of 33 airports. Yes, 33. It also has two seaports. Not one. And you can’t even 
talk about ‘the city center’ because there are several city centers. So what attracts people to LA? Well, if you are a 
student, you’ll be interested in the all the top-class universities and colleges that LA has.  If you’re on holiday there 
-  if  you’re a visitor -  you’ll love all the popular resorts. There are plenty up in the mountains nearby, or on the 
sea, all along the coast. And then there’s  Hollywood of course and all its movie studios…. What else? Oh I nearly 
forgot. You definitely mustn’t miss the biggest tourist attraction of all: Disneyland. It gets millions of visitors every 
year. And there are almost as many adults as there are children!” 
   
Ex. 8 Group A: (names with the): the east,  the Thames, The City of London,  The Houses of Parliament,  the
 north-west, the Senate of the US;  Group B: (names without  the): Mtatsminda, Wales, Scotland, Washing 
 ton DC  
Ex. 9     1.0/ the   2.The   3.0    4.0   5.The   6.The/the    7.0 / the
Ex. 10   2.the   3.the   4.the   5.0    6.0   7.the   8.0   9.0 

Tbilisi                         London                   Washington

Georgia                       The UK                      The USA

1.5 million

In 1791 : In the 18th centuryIn the 2nd centuryIn the 5nd century

The PotomacThe Mtkvari The Thames

More than 7 million

The east (coast) of the USAThe east of Georgia The south-east  
England

6 00 000

Mtatsminda Big Ben The White House

Became the capital

Name of the country

Location

Population

The most popular site

Name of the river

David: The main thing I gained from my stay in the US is that I learned a lot about the USA: its people, its unique  
and diverse culture. I’ll never forget this experience. 
Interviewer: Thank you.
Ex. 9 2.how much money he needed to buy new trainers.  3.when the film started   4.where his house was.    
 5.why she had been/was so upset the last time he saw her.   6.which of us was Misha.  7.what time the   
 English class finished.
Ex. 10 2.what subjects he studied. 3.who he was staying with.  4.The interviewer asked what the school was like.   
 5.The interviewer asked what he did at the weekends.    6.The interviewer asked when he was going back  
 home.  7.The interviewer asked what his plans were.
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Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are underlined)

Travel Agent: Hello, Eurotravel ticket department. How can I help you?
Nikoloz: I’d like to book two return flights to Venice please, travelling on the 15th of February if possible.
Travel Agent: And coming back when?
Nikoloz: Around the 21st or 22nd.
Travel Agent: Okay… Hmm, the flight on the 15th seems pretty busy. In fact it’s completely full, I’m afraid. The 16th 
and the 17th are full, too.
Nikoloz: Oh no! Can you try the 14th instead?
Travel Agent: Okay. Yes, that’s fine. Let’s just check the return date…. The 21st is full but the 22nd is fine. Is that ok?
Nikoloz: That sounds fine. And is that a direct flight?
Travel Agent:  No, there’s a one-hour stopover in Rome I’m afraid. Departure time from Tbilisi is 06:55 and you ar-
rive in Venice at 11:50 local time. And then, on the 22nd February, you leave Venice at 10:15 in the morning and 

International flight   Tbilisi – Venice

Type of flight    Direct flight       Connecting Flight √

Type of ticket    Single      Return √   

Number of tickets   2

Departure date    14th February

Flight change place   Rome

Departure time    06:55

Arrival time in Venice   11:50 

Return date    22nd February

Return time    10:15 

Arrival time in Tbilisi   15:20

Deadline for the payment  7th February

Tickets reserved for   Surname: Jakheli        Name: Nikoloz

Passenger’s contact details  Tel: 997 110348

Ex. 2 2.False   3.True   4.False   5.True   6.True    7.False
Ex. 3 2.a  3.b   4.h   5.g   6.d   7.e  8.f
Ex. 4 2.worth seeing    3.book    4.a double room    5.unforgettable   6.a return  7. my pleasure
Ex. 5 2.accommodation   3.tours   4.guides   5.sights   6.legends   7.season   8.vehicles   9.worth   10.heat    
 11.bookings  (extra: annual, canals)
Ex. 6 Phrases heard: How can I help you? Can you try 14th instead? Can you reserve those flights for me   
 please? Can I have your surname? Could you spell that please?
Ex. 7

Travelling 
when?

Travelling 
where?

Staying for 
how long?

Staying where?

Venice, Italy one week 3-star hotel

Ex. 1

Unit 16     Have a nice trip
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Travel Agent: That’s it then. Will you be paying cash or by credit card?
Nikoloz: By credit card please. And thanks a lot. You’ve really been a great help. 

Ex. 8 1.My sister can speak three foreign languages.   2.Can/Could/May I use your calculator?   3.On Saturdays  
 the children can/may stay up until 12am.  4.Children under five can’t use the swimming pool.  5.Can/  
 Could/May I open the window?   6.At the age of four Tina could say hello in English.
Ex. 9  A.   Expressing ability: He can walk on his hands. I could speak three languages when I was five. 
 B. Giving/Asking for permission: You may leave now.  You can borrow my shoes if you like. May I use   
 your cell phone?  Can I stay with you?
 C. Making a request:  Could you pass me the bread please?   Can you do me a favour?    Could you lend  
 me 30  Laris, please.   Could you be quiet please
Ex. 11 2.I want to tell you.   3.I’ll probably get a sun-tan   4.I’d love to stay longer    5.Give my love to everyone    
 6.Take care. The style of the letter is informal.

  REVISION FOUR       UNITS   13-16

Ex.1 2.have been working    3.have never worn/gave   4.have you been/did you arrive   5.has been learnin
 started   6.I have ever tasted   7.have not heard    8.have never played   9.have you been working     
 10.have you invited    11.has happened/cut   12.has been looking for
Ex. 2  2.how many subjects she had to take in the National exams.  3.what time the next boat left/leaves.  
 4.how much longer I could wait.   5.which computer programme he knew/knows best.   6.What kind of 
 machines does the factory sell?   7.How many roles have you had in your life?  8.Which is/has been the   
 biggest invention of all times?    9.How much did /does a kilo of oranges cost?   10.(which was/is) the
 coldest state in USA/ which state was/is the coldest in USA.   11.how many of the tourists/them wanted/   
 want to see Jvari    12.how long it took/takes to go to Kobuleti by mini-bus.  
Ex. 3 A.  Expressing ability: Maria can speak Mandarin.  Can you lift this?  I can dance African dances.
 B. Giving/Asking for permission: You may have a break now. You can paint it white if you like. Can I   
 have this last piece of cake? You may stay here as long as you wish.     
 C. Making a request:  Can you move the desks, please? Could you pass me the salt, please.  Can you   
 do something for me?  Could you lend me your sweater, please?  Can you ask Barrie to call me, please?
Ex. 4 2.worth seeing    3.double room    4.elective subject   5.great opportunity   6.average temperature
 7.crossing point    8.special flavour    9.biggest attraction    10.high season  11.make a reservation     
 12.large quantities (extra: keen on, look after)

arrive in Tbilisi at 15:20. And as I said, on both journeys you have to change planes in Rome. 
Nikoloz: Ok, that sounds fine. Can you reserve those flights for me please? 
Travel Agent: Well, I can reserve them now but I’ll need the full payment at least a week before the flight. So to 
avoid losing the tickets you should pay by the 7th of February. Ok?  
Nikoloz: That’s fine. Thanks. 
Travel Agent: Now just a few more details. Can I have your surname?
Nikoloz: Jakheli.
Travel Agent: Could you spell that please?
Nikoloz: Sure. It’s  J-A-K-H-E-L-I.
Travel Agent: And your first name?
Nikoloz: It’s Nikoloz.
Travel Agent: Right. And is there a phone number where I can contact you?
Nikoloz: Yes, my mobile is 997 110348. 
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UNIT 17   WHICH PROFESSION?

Ex. 2 Saba-f   Nini-b   Dato-d    Nata-a
Ex. 3 2.Nata    3.Saba   4.Dato   5.Nini   6.Nata   7.Saba   8.Dato
Ex. 4 2.g    3.i   4.a    5.h   6.b    7.f    8.e   9.c
Ex. 5 2.deals with    3.regrets his choice   4.definite goal   5.application form   6.for ever   7.Frankly speaking     
 (extra: at least) 
Ex. 6  2.around   3.programmes   4.intensive   5.subjects   6.occupies   7.walk   8.welcoming   9.well-equipped    
 10. accommodation  (extra: college)
Ex. 7 Martha: b, d    Ben: a, f   Olivia: c, g (extra: e)  

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined) 

I am Martha. My biggest problem is that I can’t afford to live in a university students’ residence and I have to 

travel from the other side of London every day. It takes me nearly two hours each way and I get home late in the 

evening. But it only costs me about 33 pounds a week so it’s cheaper than living in the students’  hostel, which 

costs about 50 pounds a week for the cheapest room.  

I am Ben. In my first year I was spending too much time in cafes and pubs. You could say I was having a pretty 

busy social life, you know. By the end of the year I realized it was too much. All the socializing was taking up 

far too much of my time. I only really started doing any work towards the end of the year and I found I actually 

enjoyed it more than going to pubs. The only problem now is pressure – too much work and not enough time. 
Sometimes I have to work until 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning. 

I am Olivia. I think the main problem is money. There is no way that the grant can possibly cover your expenses. 

It’s very difficult to persuade your parents to give you an extra 30 pounds a week, so many students have to find 

part-time jobs. I think it’s really stressful combining work and study - especially for architecture students  like me, 

because we have to produce projects to a deadline every two weeks.

Ex. 5 2.rigi  3.msgavseba  4.varaudi (zmna)   5.yuradReba  6.transporti (yvela saxis)  7.reklama/

 komerciuli  8.winaswar   9.arCeviTi (sagani)  10.savaldebulo    11.urTierTobebi  12.skolis   

 gamosaSvebi saRamo  13.xelsayreli SemTxveva   14.gacvla   15.adgili  16.wylis arxi  17.surneli/  

 elferi  18.saSualo  19.sanapiro (zRvis)  20.narevi/nazavi   21.gogirdi  22.mercxali  23.dajavSna    

 24.SeTavazeba  25.nairsaxeoba   26.dauviwyari   27.moedani  28.wyaro, nakaduli   29.angariSi, 

 gamoTvla  30.bina, sacxovrebeli  

Ex. 8 2.will look like   3. will be waiting   4.will be landing   5.will be watching   6.will stop   7.will be living   8.will  

 be making

Ex. 9     2.How many of you will be staying in the hotel?     3.How many new items will this shop be selling? 

 4.Sarah and Peter (Peter and Sarah) won’t arrive until next Thursday    5.I hope they won’t be telling this

 secret to others / They won’t be telling this secret to others I hope.   6.What will you buy Alice for her   

 birthday?  7. The weather forecast says it will be raining most of the time next week.   8.How long will   

 you and Jane be staying in Paris?
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Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined)

      Life at Dotheboys Hall was very hard. There was no heating in the school, and the boys had to wash with 
buckets of icy water in the mornings. They wore the same clothes every day, and they were always hungry. Mrs. 
Squeers fed them a thick, horrible soup every day, which Mr Squeers called their ‘medicine’. It was the cheapest 
food they could find. The classroom was cold and dirty, with broken windows. There was a couple of old, long 
desks for the children. During the lessons, the boys sat quietly, shaking with the cold. When they received letters 
from home, they were opened in front of the whole class, and if there was any money in the envelopes, Squeers 
took it himself. He did the same with parcels of clothes. If the boys complained, Squeers hit them with a big stick. 
As he watched this happen, Nicholas had tears of anger in his eyes, but he couldn’t do anything about it.
    Squeers gave his son, young Wackford, all the clothes that he stole from the boys. So he, of course, was the 
only boy in the school who was never cold and hungry. He was also as nasty as his father. His favourite activity 
was kicking the other boys and making them cry. If they tried to defend themselves – if they tried to fight back - 
young Wackford told his father, and they were punished.
    Nicholas’s heart was filled with pity for these poor children, who suffered such cruel treatment. All the beauty 
of innocence had disappeared from their pale, thin faces. He never heard them laughing, and there was no hope 
in their dull, empty eyes. He was especially sorry for a boy called Smike. Smike was older than the other boys – he 
was about eighteen or nineteen. He was tall for his age, but he wore children’s clothes that were much too short 
for him. He didn’t go into class and have lessons. Instead, he was made to do all the hard, dirty jobs around the 
school. If he did something wrong, Mr. Squeers beat him and shouted at him. Smike had been left at the school 
many years earlier by his parents. They didn’t want him.

Ex. 9 2. drink / won’t be able   3.won’t go / asks   4.help / will do   5.leaves / will arrive   6.phone / will never   
 phone   7.take / will get
Ex. 10 2. Unless he pays the fine, he’ll go to prison.   3.Unless the traffic is heavy, we’ll arrive on time.   4. Unless  
 the Chinese restaurant is open, we’ll go to an Italian restaurant.    5.She won’t do well at English unless 
 she studies harder.    6.Unless you reserve a ticket, you won’t get a seat.  7. I won’t go unless you come   
 with me.
Ex. 11 Possible answers:  2.you’ll be able to buy a CD player very soon.   3.I’ll improve my English a lot.   4.he’ll
 have a party to celebrate.   5.we’ll go on a picnic in the countryside.  6.you won’t get a table at this res  
 taurant.Unit 19 School  systems: differences 

Ex. 2 2.T    3.T    4.T    5.F    6.T    7.F
Ex. 3  2.(about) the same / from 20 to 25.    3.one teacher     4.16   5.a foreign language    6.extra-curricular /   
 after-school    7.choir (singing) and drama
Ex. 4 2.e   3.a   4.h   5.b    6.c   7.f    8.g
Ex. 5 2. extra-curricular activities   3.a wide range of activities    4.noticeable similarities  5.throughout Europe  
 and America   6.compulsory education   7.well-qualified teachers  8.recognise and accept differences
Ex. 6  2.relax   3.subjects  4.curriculum   5.extra-curricular   6.drama   7.throughout   8.requirement   9.dedica  
 tion   10.enthusiasm   11.recognise   12.range  (extra: secondly) 
Ex. 7 2.c   3.e   4.a   5.f    6.d
Ex. 8 2.cold/dirty   3.cold   4.money/clothes (clothes/money)   5.hungry/cold   6.kicking/cry   7.pity   8.hard/  
 dirty

UNIT 18      SCHOOL SYSTEMS: SIMILARITIES  
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Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined)

I am Jessica. Although I am so many miles away from my family, I still feel at home and comfortable here. My 
university is one of the oldest in the US. In fact, it dates from 1763 and it’s beautiful. My room is pretty simple but  
cozy with a bed, a bookcase, a desk and a chair. I have also brought my favorite desk and teddy bears. We have 
suites here which means three or four student rooms with one bathroom – like apartments really. I have 2 suit-
emates. Jane comes from Colorado and Nathalie from Bulgaria. We are already good friends. We all have access 
to the Internet. I send and receive e-mails and get information in the computer centre. Jane has brought her own 
computer and she can use it in her room. The place where I spend a lot of my time is Widmer Library, which has 
plenty of books on history – which as you  know is my special subject. Jane and I had an afternoon off yesterday 
and we went to the Fogg Art Museum which is on the campus. It was amazing! We saw European and American 
paintings, drawings and sculptures. Next week we’re going to the Botanical museum and the Zoology museum. I 
am curious to see the glass flowers there – they say they’re unique. It’s really great here at Harvard!!! So many 
things to do and see. Next week we have a volleyball tournament. We practise three times a week.
 

Ex. 2 2.c  3.a  4.b  5.d  6.e
Ex. 3 2.Britain    3.Austria  4.Countries of Northern Europe  5.Belgium  6.Spain and Hungary  7.Norway
Ex. 4 2.e   3.c    4.d    5.h    6.f    7.g    8. a
Ex. 5 2.educational   3.Northern    4.different   5.European   6.division   7.preparation(s) 
Ex. 6 2.private   3.full cost    4.studies   5.students    6.ranges     7.continue   8.college (extras: division, needs)
Ex. 7 Jessica studies in Harvard, USA. Daniel studied in Cambridge, Britain.

UNIT 19      SCHOOL  SYSTEMS: DIFFERENCES

I am Daniel. It all started when I received a phone call saying I had won a free summer course. In one week I had 
everything organized to begin a wonderful adventure - getting to know a new country, a new culture, learning a 
language, meeting new people and coming back home with marvelous memories. It was the first time I had trav-
elled by plane. Mom and Dad took me to the airport and there I was, on my own flying to Heathrow Airport. Every-
one I met was very kind and friendly. We arrived at a beautiful house with a lovely garden. Barbara, the landlady, 
opened the door and showed me my bedroom. There were two other boys living in the same house. Cambridge 
is a city of bikes, so I rented one. It was ages since I’d ridden a bicycle. It took me half an hour to get to school but 
it was great exercise. But there was one problem - riding on the  left! Everybody here in Britain drives on the left! 
, you know. At school they gave me a lot of information about the school, the classes, social life… And the teachers 
were great. They were young and worked hard I met people from all over the world. I am still writing to some of 
them. I have so many more things to tell them about the trip.

Ex. 8 1.1763.  2.Colorado, Bulgaria   3. the (Widmer) library   4.flowers.  5.memories   6.garden   7. two    8.left   
Ex. 9 2.If I got the best exam results in my group, I would/I’d win this competition.   3.If I saw a burglar 
 breaking into my house, I would/I’d call the police.   4.If I met my favourite film star, I would/I’d ask for an  
 autograph.   5.If I saw a mouse in my kitchen, I would/I’d try to catch it.   6.If I traveled to the country of   
 my dream, I would/I’d send postcards to my friends.   7.If I got lost in a big city, I would/I’d use a map.
Ex. 10 2.f   3.c    4.a   5.g   6.b   7.e

Ex. 2 The best partner for the Georgian school would be Sedenham school in Australia because both of  them  
 are interested in photography. 
Ex. 3 2.Szkola Podstawa     3.Merani    4.Westhill    5.Szkola Podstawa    6.Merani, Szkola  Podstawa and  
 Sedenham     7.Merani and Sedenham    8.Westhill                                                               
Ex. 4 2.a    3.f    4.b    5.h   6.d   7.e   8.g
Ex. 5 2.project     3.assisted    4.self-portraits    5.elements    6.east   7.draw    8.includes   9.Spain  (extra:    
 peace)             

UNIT 20    FIND A PARTNER SCHOOL
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REVISION  5        UNITS 17-20

Tapescript  (Keys to ex. 7 are underlined)    

What will my school be like in ten years’ time? What changes will there be? Well, first of all, I think that it won’t be 
so easy as it is now to get into the school. Pupils will need special electronic cards to enter. This should make our 
school a safer place, and probably quieter too. A second change, I think, will be that laptop computers will replace 
exercise books.  Pupils will be typing on their computer key-boards during the lesson, instead of writing in their 
note-books. Thirdly, when students need a dictionary or an encyclopedia, the library they will find them in will 
probably be a virtual library. Another change that I foresee will be that the traditional rows of classroom desks will 
disappear in schools of the future. In their place, there will be smart single desks that can be moved around,  mak-
ing it easier for pupils to work with each other. I also think that pupils will be taking exams that are computerized  
and this will mean they will get their results more quickly. And lastly, I think – at least I hope - that there won’t be 
any ‘good’ or ‘bad’ students any more. I hope that teachers will look for talent in every student - that they will be 
able to appreciate what every student is good at.    

Ex. 8 2.not to play computer games in the office    3.to have a look at their school website.    4.not to forget   
 to post the letter for her      5.not to touch the electric wires.    6.to finish the job by the end of  
 the week/if they would finish the job by the end of the week.    7.not to forget to call him.   8.to buy some  
 vegetables for lunch/if I could buy some vegetables for lunch .   
Ex. 9 2.told   3.told   4.said   5.to tell   6.told   7.said   8.don’t tell   9.have said   10.said

Ex. 1 2.to water the flowers.  3.not to throw their rubbish on the floor.   4.to let her go with her.   5.to shut the   
 door.   
 6.to turn his music down.    7.not to smoke there.  8.not to eat in the classroom.   9.to open the window.    
 10.not to leave the classroom without permission.   11.not to eat with their fingers.   12.to take more exer 
 cise every day.
Ex. 2 2.I’ll be lying   3.I’ll do   4.will be working    5.’ll arrive    6.will probably buy   7.will get   8.will pass     9.’ll   
 have  10.will be working    11.will phone   12.will be watching
Ex. 3 2.eats    3.will go    4.climbs    5.will not be late    6.go    7.would be    8.don’t water   9.heard   10.were     
 11.would speak    12.study
Ex. 4 2.extra-curricular activities     3.noticeable similarities    4.full cost    5.common themes   6.major dif  
 ference   7.environmental issues    8.regret my choice    9.deals with    10.At least    11.throughout Europe  
 and America    12.wide range of activities (extra: by the way, coastal town) 

Ex. 5   2.savaldebulo  3.dayofa  4.saSualo  5.erToblivi  6.meryeobs  7.miReba  8.amas garda 9.miuxedavad 

amisa  10.elCi  11.miTiTeba  12.upirveles yovlisa   13.qula     14.iuristi, advokati 15.arCevani   16. sul 

cota    17.niSani   18.ZiriTadi gansxvaveba  19.Tavdadebuli   20.moTxovnebi, pirobebi  21.urTierTobis 

damyareba   22.hgavs 23.klasgareSe aqtivobebi  24.valdebuli  25.yuradRebis gamaxvileba 26. maRalkvali-

ficirebuli   27.saswavlo gegma, programa   28.gamofena  29.gansxvavdeba /icvleba  30.sanapiro 

Ex. 6 Niko mentions statements: a, b, and f.
Ex. 7 2.replace   3.virtual    4.desks   5.exams   6.won’t
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Tapescript (Keys to ex. 8 are underlined) 

Question: Katie, you were quite young when your family arrived in Britain. What do you remember from those   
 years?
Katie: Well, at first it was pretty strange, especially at school. I didn’t know the language so to make myself unde
 stood I had to use a lot of gestures and mime - using my hands and my face, you know. But people in 
 Northern Ireland are very warm and friendly, so it didn’t take me long to make friends and feel at home   
 there.        

UNIT 21 GEORGIA ON HER MIND

Ex. 2 1.16 September, 1984   2.British/Georgian   3.South London   4.(a college of performing arts called) Brit   
 School  5.jazz and blues   6.2004    7.2 million pounds
Ex. 3 True statements are: 2, 3, 7, 8
Ex. 4  2. tramp   3. passionate    4.can move people   5.top-ten single    6.hardships    7.starve    8.take (smth.)   
 for granted     9.heart surgeon    10.Georgian character and background
Ex. 5 2.intellectual   3.rarely    4.success    5.invitation    6.similar   7.emotions   8.influence
Ex. 6 2.reason   3.performed    4.depth   5.audience   6.anniversary   7.survive   8.place   9. experience               
 10.amazing  (extras: hardships, starving)
Ex. 7 Melua mentions:  people in Northern Ireland / her singing teacher / different childhood ambitions /               
 her first computer  / her first concert  / the Georgian language / her relatives
Ex. 8 2.Fifteen.    3.When she was /At the age of seventeen    4.To her idol Eva Cassidy    5.At one of the big  
 gest concert halls in London    6.Writing music, going out with friends and reading   7.Because her child  
 hood friends are/live there.

Q: When did you start singing? 
K: Oh I started singing while I was still in Georgia. My singing teacher told my parents that I had an original voice 

and it would be a good idea to - you know - make use of it. I used to give concerts at home for my relatives 
and I would pretend that I was performing in front of an audience on a real stage. Later I thought that I might 
become a historian, or perhaps a politician. It’s funny how you have different ambitions at different times in 
your life.

Q: When did you discover that you could actually write music?
K: I was quite young actually. I think I was 15 when I started writing my own music. My dad bought me a com-

puter and then I saved up some money to buy some music software. I bought a microphone too and then I 
started writing music. But I didn’t start playing the guitar till I was 17, which was when I first started thinking 
seriously about music. My first song was called ‘Faraway Voice’ and I wrote it in honour of my heroine, my idol, 
Eva Cassidy. When I heard that she’d died, it was such a shock that I had to sit down and write a song. The 
feelings I had after this news were so strong. I had to let them come out straight away. 

Q: What do you remember about your first concert?
K: I was really nervous. You can imagine - my first solo concert, and at one of the biggest concert halls in 

London! At first I was in such a state of panic I never thought I’d be able to walk out onto the stage. But once 
I started singing, all the tension, all the anxiety, just…… disappeared. As soon as the concert was over, I just 
knew - I mean it was just so clear - that I would never be able to live without singing. 

Q: What do you do in your spare time?
K: That’s easy. I just keep writing music. You could say it’s my favourite leisure activity. Music is more than a job 

for me - it’s something that gives me pleasure, makes me happy. But I do do other things. I love going out with 
my friends for instance, and we often go to concerts together. I also like reading a lot. At one point I felt I was 
beginning to forget my Georgian, so now I’ve got some books and they help me to keep up the language. It’s 
my mother tongue after all!

Q: How often do you visit Georgia? 
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Ex. 9     2.will have stopped   3.will pay   4.will have been sold  5.will have read   6.will find  7.will have made      
 8.will be
Ex. 10 2.will have gone    3.will have finished    4.won’t be    5.Shall we go    6.will have collected  7.Will you   
 switch off   8.will have sent
Ex. 11 2.’ll / will meet you    3.will have begun     4.you go to the shops    5.I help you    6.’ll / will be home/prom  
 ise to be (at) home     7.will have been married    8.I’ll / I will

UNIT 22   A NOBEL PRIZE WINNER

Ex. 2 2. At the age of 17.   3.In 1905   4.In 1921    5.The violin   6.Smaller than average   7.A fridge
Ex. 3 2. b   3.a   4.d   5.e
Ex. 4 2. celebrity      3.permanent     4.passion     5.countless   6.encourage    7.protest
Ex. 5 2. c    3.b    4.e    5.d    6.a
Ex. 6 2. celebrity   3.to win    4.countless   5.experiments   6.received    7.awarded    8.discovered                                     
 (extras: correspondents, enrolled)
Ex. 7 a.
Ex. 8 2.F   3.T    4.T  5.F    6.T    7.F  

K: I get back to Georgia at least once a year - either in summer or in winter. And every time I go I look forward 
to seeing my uncles, my two grannies and my grandfather. Last summer I spent the whole of August in Ba-
tumi. I think it’s my favourite town and I feel very happy there – probably because there’re all my old friends 
there, from my childhood, I mean. 

Tapescript (Keys to ex.8 are underlined)

Question: Today we’re going to learn about IQs. An intelligence quotient, or IQ for short, is a score – a figure - 
which measures intelligence. It tells you how intelligent you are. With us we have a psychologist. Her name is Ann 
Simpson and she is going to answer some our questions about IQs. Ann, how did it all start – this measuring of intel-
ligence?                                                                                                                          
Answer:  It was in 1905 that the first modern intelligence test was published and it was designed by a French psy-
chologist called Alfred Binet. The reason why he decided to design a test of intelligence was because he wanted to 
find out which pupils were having problems at school – which of them needed special help. To do this, he needed to 
be able to measure children’s intelligence. In 1912 a German psychologist,William Stern, abbreviated the term ‘intel-
ligence quotient’ to ‘IQ,’ and since then it is just known as IQ. In fact nowadays very few people know that this stands 
for ‘intelligence quotient!’ IQ tests were only used with school children until, in 1939, David Wechsler published the 
first intelligence test to be used with adults. 
Q: And how does an IQ test work exactly?                                                                                                                     
A: These days there are many different types of IQ test. They come in many forms. In a typical IQ test you have to 
solve quite a large number of problems in a fixed time. For some tests there’s a time limit for the whole test, while 
others have a time limit for each group of problems.
Q: What are the factors that influence your IQ?   
A: There are many things that can affect your IQ. Your environment, your health and training, to mention just three. 
By environment I mean your surroundings, and the way you live – your living conditions. The environment at home 
– whether you are encouraged to learn at home. But if you have poor health, that can also lower your IQ. And it is 
well known that you can increase, improve, your IQ score if you train your mind, for example by regularly doing puz-
zles and games where you have to think a lot.                                                                                                            Q: 
And how about the relationship between gender and intelligence? Do we find differences between the IQ scores of 
men or women, or boys and girls?                                                                                                                         
A: No, most of the studies that have been done show that men and women, on average, have the same IQ. Although 
this depends on the type of test – for different types of test, we may see differences between men and women. 
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Women usually perform better on tests of memory for example, while men tend to do better on tests of mathemati-
cal ability. Another difference between the sexes is that more men than women have very high, and very low, IQs. In 
other words, there is a greater range of scores with men than with women.
Journalist: Thank you, Ann.  

Ex. 9     2.b   3.a    4.b   5.a      6.a    7.c
Ex. 10   2.I can’t go to the concert because/as I have to prepare for the exam. /  Because/as I have to prepare   
 for the exam I can’t go to the concert    3.Nino loves reading books so she often visits the library. /   
 Because Nino loves reading books, she often visits the Library.  4.Tourists often visit this place    
 because/as it has lovely views of the city.   5.You can stay with this family in London but you won’t get 
 much practice in English.   6.Although Jane worked hard, she had problems with math./ Jane worked hard  
 but she had problems with the math test.

Unit 23     What makes a genius?

Ex. 2 1.d   2.e   3.b   4.a   (extra: c, f)   
Ex. 3 2.Einstein   3.Charles Dickens     4.Einstein     5.Mozart, Shakespeare, Edison, Picasso and Einstein 6.Three  
 scientists
Ex. 4 2.f    3.g  4.i   5.a   6.b   7.c   8.h   9.d
Ex. 5 2.curious    3.studies   4.qualifications 5.entrance     6.brains     7.view    8.creative (extra: incredibly,   
 inspiration)
Ex. 6 1.a    2.b   3.a   4.c   5. a            
Ex. 7 2.the less    3.the largest    4.similar    5.better    6.language   7.abstract.

Tapescript (Keys to ex. 6 are highlighted are keys to ex. 7 are underlined)

Your brain uses energy when you think. If it doesn’t have energy, it will not help you think. But where does your 
brain find this energy? Well, like all your energy, it comes from the food you eat. The less you eat, the less energy 
you, and your brain, have. This means that, since your brain uses energy when it is working, you can actually lose 
weight if you study a lot. In fact your brain uses 20% of the calories that you eat We know that dolphins are intel-
ligent animals and some experts have even suggested that they are as intelligent as we are. This may be true if 
we consider brain-size because a typical human brain weighs about 1.4 kilos while the dolphin’s brain weighs 1.5 
kilos. Humans probably have a bigger brain than any other animal. But we don’t have the biggest brain in the ani-
mal world. In fact, it’s the blue whale that has the largest brain. Different parts of the brain do different jobs. 25% 
of our brain capacity is dedicated to one job, and this job is seeing. Men’s and women’s brains are very similar, but 
in some skills they perform differently. For example, women have better language abilities.
 
The brain is divided into two parts -  a left side and a right side. Experiments have shown that the left side of the 
brain controls language and logical thinking, and the right side controls abstract thinking and intuition. The experi-
ments also suggest that, in most people, one side of the brain is usually dominant – it works better than the other 
side. 

Ex. 8 2.cleans/will start   3.show/will become   4.will bring/tell   5.will find out /speak   6.get/will show   7.go
Ex. 9 2.Where will you stay when you get to Budapest?    3.Will you phone me after you get to London? 4.Will
 you buy your sister a present before you leave Italy?    5.Will you take photos when you find beautiful   
 views? 6.Will you send me a postcard before you finish your tour?    7.Will you make sure you have  
 your passport before you leave?
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UNIT 24    THE KING OF SOFTWARE

Ex. 3     2.Previous Gates/Bill Gates’ ancestors/Bill Gates father and grandfather   3.Bill Gates’ parents  
 4.Bill Gates, Paul Allen and a few other Lakeside students   5.Bill Gates and Paul Allen   6.Bill and Melinda  
 Gates
Ex. 4 2.T    3.F    4.T    5.F    6.T    7.F    8.T
Ex. 5 2.established himself   3.software   4.hire   5.skip classes    6.convinced    7.well-known saying   8.get rid  
 of (smbd/smth.)

Ex. 6 2.exceptionally    3.valuable    4.charity   5.powerful    6. ambition    7.available     8.wealthy
Ex. 7 2.instructions   3.own    4.possible    5.brain    6.connected   7.several   8.enormous   9.predict  10.diag  
 nose   11.minerals    (extras: convinced, software)
Ex. 9     2.T   3.F   4.T   5.F   6.F   7.T   8.F
Ex. 10   2.Over 30,000    3.13 …19     4.music …. bands     5.personal problems    6.news    7.school curricula      
 8.essay
Ex. 11    2.has been painted    3.hadn’t been cleaned    4.have changed    5.have been arrested    6.had been sto  
 len   7.has seen
Ex. 12  1.have been found   2.were forced   3.have been  rescued    4.are said   5.have been warned 
 Tapescript   (Keys to ex. 11 are underlined) 

Question: Today we’ll be talking about blogging - the latest way to communicate on-line.  But what exactly is blogging 
and how much do we know about it? Our guest in the studio today is a web designer. His name is Mark Stevenson and 
he’s here to answer our questions. So, Mark, can you first explain to our listeners what blogging is?               
Answer: Well, a weblog, or blog  for short, is a journal that is published on the Web. A blog has many different 
forms. Some weblogs have links to other sites on the Web, and quotes from other sites. Many are simply personal 
diaries. And some are used as a platform where the people can express their opinions about world events, or talk 
about their own special interest.
Q: How did it all start?                                                                                                                                              
A: It really all started when the World Wide Web was invented. People started making Web sites, others browsed 
them, and so Web surfing was born. Then, people wanted to tell their friends about any interesting pages they’d 
found and to comment on them. So they began to create their own Web pages which had links to the addresses of 
interesting sites. And they wrote what they thought about the sites they had found. 
Q: How popular would you say blogging is?                                                                                                              
A: There has been a fantastic increase in the number of weblogs over the last few years, and at the moment there 
are tens of millions of them. One of the best-known weblogs is written by Andrew Sullivan, an independent journal-
ist, and that one gets well over 30,000 visits a day.
Q: And who uses weblogs?                                                                                                                                       
A: All kinds of people write blogs, but as you might expect, they are most popular with teenagers. In fact a recent 
survey shows that more than 50% of all blogs are created and maintained by 13- to 19-year-olds.
Q: Our listeners would be interested to know what people write about.                                                                  
A: Well, they write about anything and everything - from what they did yesterday to what they think about world poli-
tics. Teenagers tend to describe their everyday lives. About 40 per cent talk about music and bands, while others 
report on what’s happening at school. For many teenagers, blogs provide a place where they can discuss personal 
problems – problems that they can’t talk about elsewhere.
Q: I wonder…. Are there many differences between boys’ and girls’ blogs?                                                                    
A: It used to be the case that girls communicated on the web more often than boys. However, more recent studies 
show that blogs are used by both sexes equally. And surprisingly, boys use more emoticons, like smiley faces, than 
girls.
Q:  Why should people read or write a blog?                                                                                                         
A:  A blog is first of all a great place to look for personal reviews of web sites, and the writer’s opinions of the sites. 

Tapescript   (Keys to ex. 11 are underlined)
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You can read what people are thinking – I mean people who are interested in the same things as you – and you can 
tell them what you are thinking by writing on their message board. And, unlike professional journalists, bloggers can 
make personal comments on the daily news stories. So blogging is fun, and it’s a good way to meet new people, 
but there’s another big advantage to blogging – it can improve literacy. It can help young people read better, and 
write better. In fact, there are lots of people working in education who are looking at ways to include blogging into 
school curricula – they want to encourage kids to write blogs as part of their school activities. This is not so stupid 
because, as one teacher pointed out, people who write texts for blogs write, on average, 2000 words which is more 
than students write in an average essay!

Revision  6   Units 21-24

Ex. 1 2.’ll have written     3.will change    4.will have done   5.will leave   6.will have driven   7.will not/won’t have  
 got  8.will not/won’t leave     9.will have got    10.will have finished    11.will phone   12.will have retired
Ex. 2 2.The crystal vase has been broken.  3. When we arrived home, some new furniture had already been   
 delivered.   4.He has been brought up to be polite.   5.The invitation letters have been sent by    
 the sec retary.  6.He has been offered a lot of money for his latest painting. / A lot of money has   
 been offered to him for his latest painting.  7. The building had been set on fire.    8.He had already been  
 given a ticket for illegal parking (by a traffic warden) / A ticket for illegal parking had already been given  
 to him (by a traffic warden).    9.Our door had been broken down.   10.A search for the robber has been   
 organised by the police.   11.When they entered the cave they saw that the walls had been painted red.    
 12.The footballer has been offered a million pounds for the transfer.  / A million pounds has been offered  
 to the footballer for the transfer.
Ex. 3 2.As soon as we get there, we’ll phone for a taxi.   3.When I finish the book, I’ll lend it to you.    
 4.I didn’t have much time but I managed to visit lots of interesting sights.  5.After Katie takes the medi  
 cine, she’ll feel better.   6.My suitcase was very heavy so I had to ask for help.  7.Although Dato    
 felt tired he stayed up late to finish his homework.    8.I couldn’t answer the question because it was very  
 difficult.  9.We can’t put that box in the car as there isn’t much space.    10.By the time George arrives,   
 the match will be over.   11.When Nino writes a letter, she’ll show it to you.   12.As soon as I save enough  
 money, I’ll get a new car.      
Ex. 4 2.permanent full-time job    3.scientific research   4.computer software   5.skipped ….classes   
 6.valuable tool    7.charitable organisation      8.well-known saying     9.get rid of     10.establish herself   
 11.heart surgeon    12.academic standards   (extras: creative ability, top-ten single)
Ex. 5 2.cnobismoyvare   3.mgznebare    4.geniosi   5.SimSiloba  6.STagoneba   7.qceva   8.mawanwala 

  9.dauRalavi Sroma, ofli   10.clobili adamiani   11.Caricxva, miReba 12.didi siyvaruli, vneba     

 13.xelis Sewyoba,rCeva   14.qalaqis meri  15.winaaRmdeg gamosvla, gaprotesteba  

 16.Tavis azrSi mtkiced darwmuneuli  17.daqiraveba, samsaxurSi ayvana  18.fizikosi  

 19.goneba    20.popularuloba    21.simdidre    22.moqalaqe   23.gaWirveba    24.parikmaxeri 

  25.brwyinvale  26.dazepireba   27.gamomgonebeli    28.gardamtexi    29.winaaRmdeg   30.politika 


